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ABSTRACT

The present study was mainly devoted to evaluate the applicability of differential

pulse adsorptive stripping voltammetry (DPAdSV) for the determination of

ultra-trace concentration levels of a range of reactive dyes. The studied reactive dyes

were found to adsorb effectively onto the hanging mercury drop electrode (HMDE).

This applied electroanalytical method was primarily based on the nonelectrolytic

accumulation (adsorption) of the analyte of interest (reactive dye), followed by a

cathodic reduction scan measurement. Consequently, the adsorptive stripping

voltammograms of the analysed reactive dyes exhibited several useful electrochemical

signals, corresponding to the cathodic reduction of the anthraquinone, azo and halo-s-

triazine groups.

AdSV has been used successfully for monitoring and studying the

electrochemical behaviour of the anthraquinone-based reactive dye (Reactive Blue 19)

via its well-developed AdSV peak associated with the two-electron reversible

reduction of the anthraquinone moiety. The stripping voltammogram of this reactive

dye in alkaline solution displayed a further AdSV peak at a more negative potential,

probably related to the cathodic reduction of anthrone product. The reversible

characteristic of the first electrochemical wave (anthraquinone wave) was confirmed

by cyclic voltammetric studies. Owing to the lack of the AdSV signal for the

sulfatoethylsulfone reactive group, the discrimination between the original dye and its

hydrolysed form is not feasible. In addition, the present study investigated the

influence of several surfactants on the electrochemical response of the anthraquinone

group. An inhibition effect arises from the presence of some surface-active molecules,

due to the co-adsorption competition for the adsorption sites on the HMDE. In

contrast, the addition of Gelatine and anionic surfactant Aerosol OT at low

concentrations leads to an enhancement influence on the analytical signal of interest.

Furthermore, the present investigation described an effective means for the

analysis of four fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dyes. Two AdSV peaks for the

cathodic reduction of the azo functional group and fluorotriazine reactive system were

obtained. However, the azo AdSV signal was more analytically useful, due to its well-

defined peak shape and large peak current. The variations of the chemical environment

around the azo functional centre for these four fluorotriazine reactive dyes have a

significant effect on their peak potentials. Moreover, these fluorotriazine reactive dyes
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can be monitored indirectly via their catalytic-Ad'SV response in the presence of

nickel (II) ion. The applied procedure is based on the effective accumulation of

Fluorotriazine dye/ Ni (II) complex onto the HMDE and the catalytic reduction of this

adsorbed complex.

Two double-anchor (bichlorotriazine)-based bisazo reactive dyes (Reactive

Orange 12 and Reactive Red 120) were also studied by DPAdSV. In order to evaluate

the effect of adding a second azo functional and/or chlorotriazine reactive groups on

the AdSV property of these bisazo reactive dyes, their AdSV behaviours were

compared with the AdSV behaviours of structurally similar monoazo reactive dyes

(Reactive Yellow 84 and Reactive Red 24, respectively). Preliminary studies indicated

that for the bisazo reactive dyes, the AdSV signals for the azo and chlorotriazine

groups were more enhanced, hence, their stripping voltammetric monitoring is readily

achieved. In spite of the direct analysis of these bisazo reactive dyes via their

enhanced azo and chlorotriazine AdSV peaks, an indirect analysis of these reactive

dyes through their further Cu (II)lReactive dye complex signals is also possible. Two

bichlorotriazine-based bisazo reactive dyes (Reactive Blue 171 and Reactive Red 141)

formed Cu(II)lReactive dye complexes, which effectively adsorbed onto the HMDE.

The subsequent stripping voltammetric measurement of the adsorbed complexes

yielded a new AdSV peak related to the reduction ofCu (II) in the formed complexes.
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CHAPTER ONE Introduction to AdSV

INTRODUCTION TO ADSORPTIVE STRIPPING

VOLTAMMETRIC TECHNIQUE

1.1 Introduction

The technique of Stripping Voltammetry has been receiving considerable attention

since it is the most sensitive electroanalytical technique, and in recent years it

has become a widely used method for trace metal analysis. Actually, interest in

stripping analysis has been sparked by its ability to measure simultaneously four to six

trace metals at concentration levels down to lO-llM utilising relatively inexpensive

instrumentation'. In fact, the remarkable sensitivity of this approach is attributed to

the combination of an effective preconcentration step with advanced measurement

procedures that generates extremely favourable signal-to-background measurements in

the part per billion range" Usually, in the analysis of very dilute samples, it is often

necessary to employ some type of preconcentration step prior to actual analysis, this

can be accomplished by the electrochemical deposition of trace analyte from a large

volume of solution onto a working electrode, followed by redissolution or "stripping

off' the accumulated analyte back to the test solution. Hence, analytical information

(quantitative or qualitative) can be obtained during the stripping process.

1.2 Principles of Stripping Techniques

Different versions of stripping analysis can be employed, depending upon the

nature of the deposition and measurement steps'". Stripping voltammetric methods

encompass a variety of electroanalytical procedures having a common characteristic

initial step, in all these procedures, the analyte is accumulated and deposited

(preconcentration step) on a working electrode by controlled potential electrolysis and

usually with constant convection of the sample solution. After an accurately measured

period the electrolysis is discontinued, the stirring is stopped (rest period). This is
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CHAPTER ONE Introduction to AdSV

followed by the stripping step (measurement step), which involves the dissolution of

the deposit. The subsequent stripping of the accumulated species from the electrode

occur voltammetrically as a linear voltage ramp is applied to the electrode, generally

using one of the direct current, alternating current, or differential pulse modes.

In fact, stripping voltammetric techniques are based on the measurement of

current as a function of potential. The current is produced at an electrode surface

following the oxidation or reduction of the analyte at a characteristic potential. The

current can be considered as the response signal to the potential excitation waveform.

By careful interpretation of the peak shape current-potential voltammograms recorded

during the stripping step, important and desired analytical information is obtained.

The peak potential (position ofEp) is characteristic of the given substance (in analogy

to Ey,in classical polarography), and thus it can be used for qualitative identification,

whereas the peak current i., is proportional to the concentration of the corresponding

analyte in the test solution. This analytical quantitative information can be obtained

from the height (or area) of the stripping voltammetric response signal.

However, a comprehensive treatment and discussion of all aspects and topics

effecting stripping voltammetry can be found in several monographs6-12.

1.3 Operational Steps and Stages in Stripping Voltammetry

Stripping voltammetric techniques usually involve three operational steps: a

preconcentration step (deposition step), an equilibrium step (rest step), and an analysis
step (stripping step).

1.3.1 The preconcentration step

In this step the species of analytical interest are reduced or oxidised onto or

into an electrode from the bulk of solution to be analysed. The electrolytic

preconcentration of the substance is mostly performed at a constant potential. The test

solution is usually under reproducible hydrodynamic (mass transport) conditions

during the electrolysis to ensure a constant supply of the analyte from the bulk

solution. This is usually accomplished by stirring (mainly in conjunction with

1



CHAPTER ONE Introduction to AdSV

HMDE) or flowing (when using mercury film, or solid electrode) the solution, or

rotating the working electrode. However, the overall sensitivity and precision are

largely dependent on the effectiveness of the hydrodynamic condition.

In general, when mercury electrodes of either type, hanging mercury drop

electrode or thin film mercury electrode (HMDE,TFME) are used, the

preconcentration step may include deposition into, as well as deposition onto, the

surface of the working electrode, whereas, when using a solid inert electrode,

deposition is only on the surface of the electrode. However, for the accumulation step,

several cases can be considered, depending on the type of electrode reaction: for

example; electroplating on solid electrodes, such as the deposition of Ag on a platinum

electrode; precipitation of insoluble electrode oxidation products, and amalgam

formation as obtained when many of the common metals (lead, cadmium, zinc, nickel,

etc.) are reduced onto a mercury electrode':', Furthermore, various non-electrolytic

(open-circuit) alternative approaches to the deposition step, based on adsorptive

accumulation and specific covalent or ion exchange reactions have been used

recently".

In stripping measurements, one of the most significant parameters under the

control of the analyst is the potential at which the electroactive species are deposited

onto the electrode. In addition, the sensitivity of stripping determinations can be

increased by prolonging the accumulation time. The duration of the accumulation is

selected according to the concentration level of the analyte in question; from less than
1min at the 10-7mol rl level to about 15min at the 10-9mol rl level of analyte.

1.3.2 The equilibration step

After the predetermined time of the preconcentration step, the stirring is

stopped and the solution is left to become quiescent to ensure equilibrium and uniform

concentration distribution of the analyte in the mercury drop or the thin film working

electrode. However, this equilibration step is often omitted, and in a practical analysis

is not strictly necessary, but quantitative or theoretical studies on mercury do require

it, since a uniform concentration in the mercury or in the solution is necessary.

3



CHAPTER ONE Introduction to AdSV

1.3.3 The analysis step

This step which is also known as stripping or dissolution step, proceeds in the

reverse direction to the accumulation method where the analyte of interest is either

reduced or oxidised back into the test solution by applying a reverse-scan excitation

waveform. During the analysis step, the voltage is ramped to opposite direction,

linearly or using another potential-time waveform (differential pulse or square-wave).

At the appropriate potential, the accumulated analyte is reoxidised or rereduced. The

resulting current-potential curve (see Fig. 1.1) displays a pe~ with peak potential Ep

and peak current ip, which is proportional to concentration of analyte onto the working

electrode and, therefore, to its concentration in the sample solution. The resulting

peak current depends upon various parameters of the preconcentration and stripping

steps (accumulation time, mass transport, scan rate and accumulation potential), as

well as on the characteristics of the analyte (diffusion coefficient) and instrumental

adjustment (electrode geometry). Peak potential, on the other hand, serves to identify

the analyte in test samples.

e The Accumulation Step
M+n + ne-_" M

Ed

The Stripping StepEOCd - - - - - - - - - - -

I

EOCu - - - - - -- - - -- -:---\__
I

TIME I

Cu:

POTENTIAL

Figure 1.1: The potential-time sequence used in linear scan anodic stripping
experiment along with the resulting voltammogram''
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CHAPTER ONE Introduction to AdSV

1.4 Stripping Voltammetric Techniques

1.4.1 Anodic stripping voltammetry (ASV)

This stripping voltammetric method was one of the most known and common

versions of stripping analysis, and it has been used for trace analysis with relative ease

and success in a variety of analytical applications. The basis of ASV of metals is the

electrolytic dissolution of a metal, which previously had been deposited on an

electrode". More frequently the metals capable of forming a sufficiently concentrated

amalgam with mercury can be preconcentrated by cathodic electrodeposition into a

stationary mercury electrode (HMDE or TMFE). The preconcentration is achieved by

cathodic deposition at a controlled time and potential. The metal ions reach the

electrode surface by diffusion and convection by rotating the working electrode or

stirring the solution, where they are reduced and concentrated as amalgams. In the

following measurement step, the potential is scanned anodically and linearly. During

the anodic scan procedure, the amalgamated metals are stripped out of the electrode,

reoxidized, and dissolved back to the bulk of the sample solution. The resulting anodic

current is recorded as a function of the applied voltage.

Hg+Mn++ne-
Accumulation

Stripping

The major disadvantage of ASV is that it only works well for metals that are

readily reduced to form amalgams. Materials that are reduced to form insoluble salts

on mercury can be tackled with platinum electrodes but less satisfactorily. Moreover,

the major types of interferences in ASV are; overlapping stripping peaks caused by a

similarity in oxidation potentials, the presence of surface-active organic compounds

that adsorb on the Hg electrode, and thus, inhibit the metal deposition, and finally, the

formation of intermetallic compounds (e.g. Cu-Zn) which affects the peak size and

position. However, various chemical or instrumental strategies have been made

available for the elimination or minimisation of these interfering effects.

Applications of ASV: This method is an extremely sensitive electrochemical

technique used for trace or ultratrace metals analysis. Those metals, which can be
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CHAPTER ONE Introduction to AdSV

determined, have high solubility in mercury and form amalgams. About 20

amalgam-forming metals including lead, cadmium, zinc, copper, bismuth, thorium,

indium, antimony, tin, manganese, nickel, and gallium are easily measurable by ASV

with the mercury electrode. In addition, several noble metal ions such as selenium,

arsenic, mercury, gold, and silver are also determinable by ASV using an inert solid

electrode (metals such as Ag and Pt or carbon electrode).

1.4.2 Cathodic stripping voltammetry (CSV)

The cathodic stripping vo ltammetric technique (developed in the mid-1970s) is

possible when an anodic reaction can form an insoluble compound (mercury salts or

complexes) with the electrode material". In this technique, the oxidation of the

analyte is used for its preconcentration as an insoluble film on the electrode,

subsequently, the concentrated analyte is reduced and measured during a negative-

going scan, thus it sometimes known as the "mirror image" of ASV. As in anodic

stripping procedures, the solution containing the analyte is usually stirred vigorously

during the deposition step. Following the preconcentration step, the deposit is stripped

off and measured during the cathodic potential scan. Quantification is accomplished

by measuring the height of the resulting reduction peak.

Accumulation
Hg + 2 HX

Stripping

The technique of CSV can be applied to the determination of a wide range of

anions (inorganic and organic analytes capable of forming insoluble salts with the

electrode material). This is usually requires a mercury working electrodes, although

silver electrodes can be used for some species, such as halides or sulfide.

Applications of CSV: This procedure has been applied successfully to sensitive

measurements of various organic and inorganic analytes. Among these are ions such

as halides, which are measured after forming its precipitation as the silver halides.

Sulfide was determined at a rotating silver disk or mercury electrode utilising the

formation of Ag2S and H&2S surface compounds, respectively. In addition, iron,

manganese, arsenic, copper, phosphate and oxometallates (vanadate, chromate,

6
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tungstate, molybdate) have been analysed indirectly by the technique of CSV. Organic

substances can also be determined by this procedure. These are principally sulfur-

containing substances, such as thiols (thioureas, thiobarbiturates, thioamides) cysteine,

thiourea-containing pesticides, and penicillin. However, various non-sulfur

compounds of biological significance such as nucleic acid bases (adenine or guanine),

hemoglobin and several drugs have been determined by CSV.

1.5 Adsorptive Stripping Voltammetry (AdSV)

Over the last decade, Adsorptive Stripping Voltammetry (AdSV) has evolved

into a very versatile and powerful electroanalytical technique. This method is aimed

to extend the scope of the sensitivity and selectivity of stripping analysis toward

numerous analytes (organic molecules and metal chelates exhibiting surface-active

properties)". Based on the wide range of applications reported during the recent

years, the adsorptive concept appears to be the most universal stripping approach.

When the given substance contains an electrochemically reducible or oxidisable group,

the peak current on the voltammetric curve is recorded after completion of the

accumulation period. Only tensammetric adsorption peaks are obtained for

electroinactive compounds".

The adsorption phenomenon of organic compounds onto the electrode surface

has traditionally been regarded as a problem that limits voltammetric measurements,

and has been blamed for many unexplained results. However, it has been illustrated

that controlled adsorptive accumulation of important compounds on the electrode

surface can be used to offer certain analytical advantages.

1.5.1 Principles of AdSV

Numerous important analytes are not accessible to conventional stripping

measurements because of the electrolytic nature of the preconcentration step (most

organic compounds cannot be electrodeposited). Nevertheless, the AdSV method is

similar to conventional stripping analysis in that the analyte of interest is initially

preconcentrated onto the working electrode prior to its voltammetric measurement, but

it differs from the conventional scheme in the way the preconcentration step is

7



CHAPTER ONE Introduction to AdSV

accomplished. In AdSV a spontaneous adsorption at a stationary electrode is

purposely utilised as an effective preconcentration step. Hence, for a wide range of

surface-active organic and inorganic species that cannot be preconcentrated

electrolytically, the adsorption approach allows the analyte to interfacially accumulate

on the electrode surface. Therefore, this method is considered as a non-faradaic

process i.e. the accumulated analyte does not react with the electrode material and

charge is not transferred during the preconcentration step.

The adsorption of the analyte itself is, however, not the only method of

accumulation process in AdSV. The reaction of analyte, with a selected reagent added

to the sample solution, may lead to the formation of a complex (metal chelates) or a

derivative, which is adsorbed, on the electrode. The reaction of the analyte with a

reagent, previously adsorbed on the electrode surface (e.g. glassy carbon or carbon

paste electrode whose surface has been modified with complexing agents), represent

alternative approaches for adsorptive accumulation'. In the stripping (measurement)

step in AdSV, the adsorbed material is determined by applying a negative or positive

going potential scan for reducible or oxidisable species, respectively. Figure 1.2

illustrates the steps involved in AdSV measurement of metal ions, based on the

formation, adsorptive preconcentration, and the reduction of its surface-active

complex. During the stripping step, different waveforms can be applied including

linear scan, differential pulse, alternating pulse, square wave, staircase and subtractive

modes. However, Both DP and SW modes are in fact widely used because they

increase the signal-to-noise ratio and for their commercial availability.

In AdSV, the amount of the analyte accumulated on the electrode and thus the

measured current signal depends on similar factors and parameters as in ASV and

CSV techniques such as solution concentration, time of accumulation period,

electrolyte composition (ionic strength, pH, solvent), temperature and electrode

material. The peak height in this kind of analysis is also dependent on the type of

surface-active substance, its structure, and its electrochemical properties'". Optimum

conditions for maximum accumulation of strongly adsorbing species in order to

achieve maximum sensitivity are usually found by examinirig the peak current

enhancement using a 10-6_10-7mol r' solution.
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Figure 1.2: Accumulation and stripping steps in adsorptive stripping
measurement of a metal ion (M+n ) in the presence of appropriate chelating agent (L)3

Since the amount of analyte adsorbed is proportional to the bulk concentration

of the analyte, and because the procedure involves a film formation on the electrode

surface, a linear response is expected, provided that full coverage of electrode area is

avoided, i.e. at concentration less than 10-6mol r'. Working at carefully controlled

solution and instrument conditions, the reproducibility obtained with AdSV is usually

good. AdSV can be carried out at practically all types of electrodes employed in

voltammetry for which a completely reproducible constant surface area can be

ensured. However, the HMDE is widely used for measuring the reducible surface-

active species, whereas the carbon paste electrode and platinum disk electrode are use

when oxidisable analytes are involved". Similarly, the mercury film electrode (MFE)

has also been used for the measurement of several reducible analytes of interest". In

addition, chemically modified electrodes (CME) have been used for AdSV

measurements". In this approach, the non-electrolytic (non-faradaic) accumulation

process is achieved through a specific chemical interaction and reactions between the

analyte and the modified electrode surface'". The nature of the preconcentration

mechanism is determined by the reactivity of the electrode-modifying group,

However, complexation, electrostatic attraction or covalent linkages can be used to

achieve such goals. Finally, it should be noted that the presence of other surface-active

9
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substances, such as surfactants in the sample solution can affect the accumulation

process via a competitive coverage and thus, may interfere in the measurements'P:".

1.5.2 Theoretical basis of quantitative measurements

The amount of substance adsorbed at the working electrode is dependent on its

concentration in the solution. For a rapid and diffusion-controlled adsorption, which

occurs most often in adsorption accumulation, the voltammetric response of the

surface-active species is directly related to their surface concentration. The

relationship between the response peak current (ip) and the concentration of the

adsorbed species (Cad) can be given by the following equation:

Where K: Proportionality constant

A: Electrode surface area

In fact, the peak current (ip) is a function of analyte concentration and

accumulation time, it increases linearly with both parameters until the electrode

surface is saturated. At low analyte levels (10-1°-10-7 mol rl) AdSV usually gives

rectilinear calibration plots, whereas at higher analyte concentration deviations from

linearity are observed. However, in routine AdSV practice, departures from linearity

at fairly high concentration are controlled, either by dispensing with the usual stirring

of the sample solution during accumulation or by dilution of the sample solution.

1.5.3 Suitable analytes for AdSV

There is a wide range of analytes to which the AdSV technique can be applied.

However, several conditions must be met for AdSV to be possible. The formed

adsorption product must be insoluble (otherwise it would simply diffuse away back

into the solution), must form a coherent layer on the electrode surface and the

adsorption substance must be chemically stable and not be attacked by the solution. In

10
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general, neutral organic compounds are adsorbed on an uncharged electrode. The

adsorption process decreases as the charge of the electrode is shifted in either negative

or positive directions. However, cationic and anionic organic substances exhibit

strong adsorption at negative or positive potentials to the zero charge potential

respectively. Examples for such substances suitable for AdSV analysis include higher

aliphatic alcohols, aliphatic and aromatic sulfonic acids, compounds with 7t bonds

(aromatic rings), and aromatic nitro-compounds. Higher fatty acids, alkaloids,

antibiotics, polyamino acids, peptides, proteins, purines, pyrimidines, anionic or

cationic detergents, or non-ionogenic detergents", and various biomacromolecules,

pharmaceuticals, environmental, and industrial pollutants, in addition, several trace

metals after complexation with suitable ligands (chelator) can be analysed by AdSV.

t .5.4 Features and advantages of the AdSV technique

AdSV has greatly improved the application of stripping voltammetric

techniques to the determination of numerous analytes that cannot be preconcentrated

by an ordinary electrolysis approach22. The list of organic compounds and metal ions,

which are accessible to be determined by AdSV analysis, is continuously expanding.

The principle of coupling specific chemical reactions with a

preconcentrationlvoltammetric measurement offers high sensitivity, selectivity,

versatility, and simplicity. A further significant advantage of AdSV is that all these

features can be achieved by utilising relatively inexpensive and simple commercial

instrumentation. This approach is distinguished not only by broad possibilities in the

accumulation stage, but also allows choosing the method for obtaining the analytical

signal, which is most convenient for the specific conditions.

AdSV is a very promising method, the detection limit of metal ions or

reducible organic compounds can descend to values as low as 10-11 mol rl for

important metals. However, even lower levels (less than picomolar concentration

levels), for example 10-13 mol rl of platinum'" can be measured by coupling the

adsorption accumulation with catalytic reactions. Furthermore, adsorptive collection of

metals, as their surface-active complexes on the HMDE, has been shown to be

remarkably useful for ultratrace measurements of some important metals, including

aluminum, nickel, molybdenum, vanadium, uranium, lead, and iron, that face some

11
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limitation when measured by conventional stripping analysis (ASY) due to low

solubility in mercury, irreversible redox behaviour or formation of intermetallic

compound". This strategy also offers an effective alternative approach for metals

(e.g. gallium, manganese, and tin) which are measurable with certain difficulty by

conventional ASY.

Another advantage of this methodology for the direct analysis of complex

matrices (blood, urine, body fluids, cattle feed, paint, oil, etc.), is its high degree of

selectivity and discrimination over non-absorbable electroactive constituents. This

advantage can be obtained when an adsorptive-extractive accumulation at a carbon

paste electrode is followed by transferring the electrode from the complex sample to

the blank solution where the voltammetric scan is initiated, thus, interferences by large

biological macromolecules (as in blood and body fluids) with similar redox potentials

are eliminated, and hence analytes of interest can be measured directly without prior

separation in such complex samples. Moreover, the adsorptive concentration of metals

in the form of complexes can add to the stripping voltammetric selectivity, since the

choice of some specific chelating reagents (ligands) and a certain degree of oxidation

of metal to be determined can provide for the conditions of the metal measurement

when mixed ions of other metals are present.

In conclusion, the AdSV technique appears to be very promismg, as it

broadens the range of the trace analysis down to (ng rl) levels. This method is quite

universal for both organic and inorganic substances and a further advantage is that it is

relatively inexpensive and simple instrumentation (as a classical polarographic

arrangement) can be employed.

1.5.5 Limitations and challenges associated with AdSV

Like the majority of analytical techniques, AdSY is subject to various types of

limitations and drawbacks. Because of the nature of the preconcentration step applied

in this method, the major type of interference in adsorptive stripping measurements is

the presence of other surface-active species in the sample solution. In this case,

competitive adsorption usually occurs which leads to a decrease in the measured

current or (at very high surfactants concentrations) to significant suppression of the

signal. As a result of the diminished sensitivity, the difficulties of determining

12
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surfactants in mixtures and interference problems are certainly among the mam

drawbacks affecting the development of AdSV as a perfect and universal analytical

technique. The presence of organic surfactants that adsorb on the mercury surface and

inhibit the analytical signal is not the only type of interference. Beside, its competition

for surface sites, the surfactant may also yield a stripping peak (redox or

tensammetric). In many practical situations, a large response associated with an

interfering constituent may mask almost completely the AdSV peak of interest.

Additional types of interference may occur in trace metal measurements by the metal-

chelate approach, which are affected by co-existing metal ions that form reducible and

adsorbable chelates with the ligand of interest. These can interfere via an overlapping

response and/or competition for adsorption sites.

Nonetheless, in most cases, these interferences can be minimised or even

eliminated if adequate attention is paid to certain key operations. Surfactant

interferences can be reduced by employing shorter accumulation times, however, this

approach is not suitable in the measurement of altra-trace amounts of analyte. The

inhibitive effect of accompanying substances can also be suppressed in some cases by

proper choice of the preconcentration potential'". For severe interfering situations, the

interference effect of present substances on the analytical response of the analyte can

be eliminated by applying a separatory technique to isolate the analyte of interest from

unwanted co-adsorbing interferents. More recently a combination of AdSV and

several separation techniques have been proposed for improving the selectivity and

sensitivity of adsorption stripping measurements. Among these separation methods

are ion-exchange, gel chromatography, TLC and HPLC. Alternatively, it is possible to

perform the separation step in situ, at the electrode surface using a pre-selective

polymeric coating such as cellulose acetate. In addition, chemical treatment (e.g.

chemical ashing) of the sample and/or the use of UV irradiation, ozonation,

j-irradiation of the sample, prior to the determination to destroy and remove the trace

interfering organic compounds, may also be useful in various situations.

1.5.6 Practical applications ofAdSV

The AdSV method is known to be useful for many analytes that cannot be

accumulated electrolytically. These advantages led to ways of finding a wide range of
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analytical applications, which cannot be performed by conventional stripping methods.

Many organic and inorganic species of clinical, pharmaceutical, industrial, and

environmental interest have a strong tendency to be adsorbed onto an electrode surface

and thus analysed by AdSV. The application of adsorptive stripping measurement can

be basically divided into two main categories: organic molecules characterised by

surface-activity or metal ions which form poorly soluble and adsorbable complexes

with various chelating reagents (see Tables 1.1 and 1.2).

Analysis of biological and clinical materials: In recent years the analysis of

biological materials has become (along with analysis of metal ions) one of the main

fields of AdSV applications. This method has been applied for measuring trace levels

of compounds of biological and clinical significance such as adenine and purine24,25,

riboflavin", folic acid27, codeine and atropine", vitamin K29 and vitamin B_1230.

Whereas early adsorptive stripping investigations were focused at low molecular

weight compounds, recent activity has shifted to the measurements of macromolecules

of biological significance. AdSV has been applied for the measurements of human

deoxyribonucleic acids (DNA) and its cytosine, guanine and adenine residues31-33•

Various body proteins such as human serum albumin'?', trypsin and insulin", sex

hormones35 and growth hormone" have also been analysed by this approach.

Analysis of pharmaceutical drugs: There are numerous papers dealing with

applications of voltammetric techniques to the determination of pharmaceutical

compounds in body fluids". Adsorptive stripping measurements have been employed

to the determination of several pharmaceutical drugs such as diazepam and

nitrazepam38
•
39
, anti-tumor agent adriamycin'", anti-cancer agent 5-fluorouracil41

anti-ulcer drug cometidine'j, cardiovascular drug digoxin43, anti-inflammatory drug

indomethacin", anti-hypertensive drug doxazosin", tricyclic antidepressant drugs",

penicillin and cephalosporin antibiotics'? and anti-bacterial drug nitrofurantoin".

Analysis of pesticides: Adsorptive stripping procedures for measuring

environmentally important compounds such as pesticides have been developed,

trichlorobiphenyl and nitro or triazine-group-containing pesticides in waste and natural

waters can be determined by AdSV technique with a detection limit of 5x 10-9M'9.
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This strategy has been applied to the determination of DDT50, nitropesticides" and

pesticide chlorpyrifos'", as well as thioura and thioura derivatives in cattle feed and its

direct analysis in urine".

Analysis of water: This technique has found a wide application in the determination

f . d .. d . I 54 55 56o orgaruc an morgamc compoun s m natura waters ,sea water ,waste water ,

drinking waterS7, sewage", etc. The analysed substances can be ionic, molecular and

surface active species or solid and colloidal particles capable of adsorbing onto the

electrode surface. Monitoring of pollution with surface-active pollutants such as

petroleum'", surfactants'", detergents", crude oil and oil products'? is carried out by

AdSV. This method may be useful for determination of humic and fulvic acid63.

Numerous heavy metal ions are monitored via AdSV method'". Several pesticides

such as trichlorobiphenyl or nitro-containing pesticides in natural water were also

determined".

Analysis of metal ions: AdSV technique has also been applied successfully to the

determination of a wide variety of inorganic cations of very low concentrations.

Because AdSV methods are becoming widely available for determination of many

metals, they are expected to play a major role in future speciation investigations. In

these applications the metal ions are generally complexed with surface-active

complexing agents such as dimethylglyoxime (DMG)6s, catechol'", oxine'",

tropolone'", Di-o-Hydroxyazo dyes" and bipyridine/". With relatively short

preconcentration time, very low detection limits in the 10-tO to 10-11 mol rt range have

been reported. Adsorptive collection of metals as their surface-active complexes has

been shown to be extremely useful for ultratrace measurements of metal such as

aluminum", copper'", iron7J, molybdenum/", zinc7S, nickel'", lead77, vanadium", and

selenium".

Analysis of dyes and food colouring matter: AdSV has been used for the

determination of trace amount of several synthetic dyes and food colouring matters

(colour additives). Fogg et al. reported effective adsorptive stripping measurements

for 16 food colours in tablets and cosmetics". Furthermore, food additive azo dyes",

food dye colourant Tartrazine'", Sunset yellow (B-lOO)83 and quinoline yellow
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(E-I04)84 were also determined. Determination of a wide variety of synthetic dyes

including Solochrome Violet RS85, Mordant red86, Mordant Blue8?, Xylenol orange'"

as well as, the monitoring of the hydrolysis and methanolysis products" of several

reactive dyes were carried out by AdSV. However, Fogg has recently reviewed the

utilisation of stripping voltammetric techniques for the determination and monitoring

of environmentally important dyes90,91.

Indirect analysis: A number of substances that cannot be reduced or oxidized

electrochemically can be determined after derivatization with a suitable substance or

by introduction of a reducible group such as nitro so, nitro, etc92• An example of

derivative formation is the determination of estrone and estradiol after nitrosation 93,

determination of aromatic amines after diazotion and coupling with 1- naphthol to

form an azo dye94• After diazotion histidine and tyrosine can be determined". Similar

determination of nitrite at J.1gr1 levels is also achieved96,97.

Finally, to facilitate broader applications of AdSV, the use of modern

separation methods (GC, HPLC, electrophoresis) and complexing agents are required.

However, it may be assumed that the importance and application range of the AdSV

technique will grow, especially in connection with the growing importance of

environmental pollution control, as well as biological and medical studies.
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Table 1.1: Determination of organic compounds by the AdSV method2,9,I 5,22,35,97.

Analyte Sample Electrode Supporting Detection
Electrolyte limits

Vitamin K Urine & blood HMDE Acetate 0.05M (pH6) lx10·9 M+ 60% methanol

Thiourea
Cattle feed, HMDE O.IMNaCI04 2x10-11 M

soil

Folic acid Natural water, HMDE Britton-Robinson 5xlO.o M
snow buffer

Petroleum Natural & sea HMDE Phosphate buffer 3xlO·s M
components water
Riboflavin Blood HMDE 1O-3MNaOH 2.5xIO-11 M

Sex hormones Blood HMDE 5x10-3M NaOH 2xIO-IO M
Bilirubin Body fluid HMDE Acetate buffer 5xlO-IOM

MitomycinC Blood plasma HMDE Phosphate buffer pH9 2xl0-9 M
Ascorbic acid - CPE Acetate buffer 2x10-7 M
Dopamine Body fluid Pt Methanol 5xlO-S-M
Digoxin Body fluid HMDE 5x 10-3MNaOH 2xl0~nrM

Purines Natural & sea HMDE O.IM LiCI04 4xl0-9 M
water

Codeine Blood HMDE NaOH IxlO-ll M

Ametopterin Blood HMDE O.OIM Phosphate 2x10-3 M
buffer (pH7)

Paracetamol Urine & blood GCE Acetate buffer in 10% 1.2xl0-3 M
methanol

Guanine Body fluid HMDE IM H3P03+O.4M 2x10-3 M
NaOH (pH8.5)

Sunset yellow Refreshing
HMDE O.5M Nl4CVNH3 5xlO-9 M

drink

Quinoline yellow Refreshing
HMDE O.OIMHCI IxlO-9 M

drink
Remazol.golden - HMDE Acetate buffer (pH4.5) 5xl0-9 M

yellow
Azo sulfine drugs Urine HMDE Acetate buffer (pID.S) Sxl~M
Tartazine dye Soft drink HMDE NlltCVNH3 lx10-9 M
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Table 1.2: Determination of trace metals by AdSV method3,9,16,22

Metal Complexing agent Support electrolyte Detection
limits

Fe Catechol PIPES (pH6.8) 6xlO-IO M

Mn Black T PIPES (pHI2) 6xIO·IU M
Pd Dimethylglyoxime ~ClINH3 (pHI i) 2xIO-IO M
Pt Formazone Sulfuric acid IxIO-J:lM
Al Solochrome Violet RS Acetate buffer (pH4.5) 5xIO-'1M

Ni Dimethvlglyoxime N~ClINH3 (pH9.2) IxIO-1o M
Co Nioxime HEPES buffer 6xIO-IZ M
Cu Tropolone Borate buffer 3xIO-IU M
Mo Oxine HCI (pH2.6) IxIO-IU M
I Copper Acetate buffer 3xIO-9 M

Sn Tropolone Acetate buffer 2xIO-1OM

Ga Solochrome Violet RS Acetate buffer (pH4.8) IxlO-9 M

Se Copper (N~ )2S04 (pH4.5) 3x10-9 M

Zn
Ammonium BES (pH7.3) 3xlO-ll M

Pyrrolidinedithiocarbarnate

Cr Diethylenetriamine Sodium acetate 4xlO-10 M
Pentaacetic acid

V Catechol PIPES (PH9) lxlO-JO M
Th Mordant blue 9 Acetate buffer (pH6.5) 4xlO-10 M
La Cresolphthalexon ~Cl/NH3 (PH9.4) 2xlO-IU M
Ce o-crezoohatalexone NAC~C (pH9.4) 1.7xIO-'1M

10 Oxine ~Cl/NH3 (pH4) 1.5xlO-IU M
Tb Cupferron NHJNli4CI 4.4xIO-l'M
Te Copper -~) 2S04 (pH4.5) IxIO-1M
U Mordant blue 9 Acetate buffer (pH6.5) 2xlO-1U M

PIPES: piperazine-N'N' -bis-z-ethanesulphonic acid.

HEPES : N-hydroxyethylpiperazine-N' -2-ethanesulphonic acid.

BES : N,N-bis ( 2-hydroxyethyl ) -2- amino- ethanesulphonioc acid.
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INTRODUCTION TO REACTIVE DYES

2.1 Introduction

Reactive dyes are one of the most recent classes of synthetic dyes and they are so

called "reactive" because of the readiness with which they interact with certain

substrates (e.g. cellulose), under appropriate conditions'. The most important

distinguishing characteristic of reactive dyes is that they form covalent bonds with the

substrate that is to be coloured. They are attached to cellulose or wool (e.g. in textile

fibres) by means of forming a covalent bond between a carbon atom of the dye molecule

and an oxygen, nitrogen or sulfur atom of -OH, NH2,-SH group respectively, present on

the fibres, protein fibres and polyamide substrates to be dyed2
. In fact, dyes of this group

depend for their chemical reactivity upon the presence of one or more reactive chlorine

atoms or a vinylsulfone group. This bond formation between the functional group and

the substrate results in high wet-fastness properties, thus, these dyes differ fundamentally

from other types that owe their wet-fastness to physical adsorption or mechanical

retention.

Numerous reactive dyes are commercially available, they have been developed

for both wool and polyamide, but the major success has been in the application to cotton,

thus, the term "reactive dye" normally refers to a dye applicable to cotton. It is clear from

the number of published patents relating to reactive dyes that this field is regarded as

being of the highest importance by the dye-maker and dye-user. Much work is also being

done on the kinetics and physical chemistry of dyeing and printing processes in which

reactive dyes are involved.
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2.2 History of Reactive Dyes

Prior to the mid-nineteenth century virtually all colorants originated from

animal, vegetable or mineral sources. The economic limitations of these dyes became

increasingly apparent in the late eighteenth century as the industrial revolution took

hold in Europe and by the 1850's, the textile industry was ripe for the introduction of

cheaper synthetic dyes with a greater reliability of supply. This major goal was

achieved by the development of the manufacture of synthetic dyes from coal tar. The

idea of establishment of a covalent bond between dye and substrate (e.g. cellulose)

which is the basis of reactive dyes, had been perceived for many years. It was in 1884,

when Bottiger' discovered the azo dye, congo red. However, the first recorded

chemical combination of a dye with cellulose was achieved in 1895 by Cross and

Bevan. Several other attempts from about 1906 were subsequently made to achieve the

aim of attaching dyes to cellulose by means of covalent bond.

The first reactive dye C.I. Acid Orange 30, was introduced in 1932 by Forben for

dyeing wool. During the 1930's fast dyeing on wool was produced using dyes containing

chloroacetylamino and p-chloroethylsulfamoyl groups. It was not realised at that time

that the high wet-fastness of these dyes was due to the reaction between the labile

chlorine atom and the amino groups in wool. In 1953, Hoechst introduced the Remalan

range (dyes containing vinylsulfone and p-sulfatoethylsulfone substituents), and two

years later Ciba marketed the Cibalan range of dyes for wool, both of which had only

limited success owing to the low rate of the dyes on the fibre. The attempt that followed

led to the development which resulted in the introduction of the first range of reactive

dyes for cellulose, marketed by ICI in 1956 as the Procion M Dyes". The initial members

of this range were all highly reactive dichlorotriazinyl derivatives capable of reaction

with cellulose under cold-dyeing conditions. They were quickly followed by the less

active monochlorotriazinyl dyes (Procion H range) requiring hot-dyeing conditions. The

success of the Procion dyes led rapidly to many of the major dyestuff manufacturers

introducing ranges of reactive dye for cotton and wool on a variety of reactive systems.
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The development of reactive dyes has continued to be rapid and world demand for such

materials reached ca. 97,00Ot in 1990. Reactive dyes thus constitute the largest of the

textile dye classes on a monetary basis, accounting for 17% of the textile dye market by

volume.

2.3 Classification of Dyes

In general, dyes can be grouped in accordance with two different principles:

a) Chemical structure (chemical classification) such as azo, anthraquinone,

triphenodioxazine, xanthene formazan dyes etc.

b) Dyeing methods and areas of application (colouristic classification) such as acid, basic,

direct, mordant, disperse, vat and sulfur dyes',

However, neither system of classification is satisfactory by itself, as a result, there are

several ways to classify dyes. For example, they may be classified by type of substrate,

such as dyes for nylon, dyes for cotton, dyes for polyester and so on. Dyes may also be

classified by their method of application to the substrate, such a classification would

include direct dyes, reactive dyes, vat dyes, disperse dyes and several more types. Dyes

can also be classified either as natural or synthetic dyes, and as organic or inorganic dyes.

When they are classified according to their areas of application, they may be textile

dyeing, leather, fur, plastics and polymers dyeing, printing, paints, surface coating, and in

paper manufacture. However, the most appropriate system for the classification of dyes is

by chemical structure, or rather, upon their chromophoric system or systems",

In fact, reactive dyes are often classified according to the number of reactive

systems they contain, leading to the term mono-anchor, double-anchor, and multiple-

anchor dyes (those with three or more reactive groups). On the other hand, the reactive

systems may be divided into two main groups:

I) Systems involving nucleophilic substitutions, in which the mobile reactive group X is

replaced by an attacking base. The mono-chlorotriazine and di-chlorotriazine dyes are
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representative examples of such a group. This group accounts for 50% of all reactive

dyes used in commerce.

II ) Systems involving nucleophilic addition occurs across a polarised double bond. The

Remazol dyes, which employ the vinylsulfone group, is an example of this system'.

2.4 Structure of Reactive Dyes

The reactive dye molecule may be regarded as a combination of the following

units:

dye-B-Y-X

Where dye is the chromophoric system, which determines the colour of the dye.

Commonly used chromo gens include azo, metallised-azo, anthraquinone, phthalocyanine,

and metal-complex forrnazan derivatives, however, virtually every conceivable

chromophore can be used in the synthesis of reactive dyes.

- B is a bridging atom or group, although this in many cases is part of the chromophore

system, it usually consists of an amino group but sometimes -S02 or NHCO- groups.

The nature of the bridging group, between the chromophore and the reactive group, not

only affects the shade, strength and affinity of the dye, but also can significantly affect its

reactivity and stability of the dye-fibre bond.

- Y is the reactive system, which is the group that binds the dye to its substrate via a

stable covalent bond. The activity of the reactive group depends to a large extent upon

the nature of Y. The reactivity increases in the series Cl < S02CH3 < F. Generally, the

reactive system used in commercially available reactive dyes can be classified into two

groups: reactive systems based on nucleophilic substitution and reactive systems based

on nucleophilic addition.

- X is the leaving group, which is the group that reacts with the fibre. In principle, a

reactive dye should contain a leaving group X that can undergo nucleophilic displacement
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by a hydroxyl group or amino group of cellulose (Cell-OH) in the presence of aqueous

alkaline solution:

Dye- X + -o-cell ~ Dye-o-cell + X'

In principle, practically any desired chromophoric system can be combined with

reactive groups to produce reactive dyes. The properties of the resulting dye, however,

are affected by both of these groups. Proper combination is, therefore, needed to obtain

dyes with good qualities such as high tinctorial strength, good solubility, good fastness

properties and economy. Finally, the characteristic structural features of a Reactive

Yellow 84, which acts as a representative example for reactive dyes are shown

schematically as follows:

(8) Bridging Group

1
(X) Leaving

°lNH, H I
NH~NnN~CI

N=N~ NyN

N H,

Atom

HO,S SO,H

f
(Dye) Chromophore System

( Y) Rea et iv e G r0 u p
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2.S Mechanism of Cellulosic Fibre Dyeing (Textile Dyeing)

The idea of joining dye molecules to fibres via covalent linkages has attracted

much attention over the years, because fibres coloured in this way are expected to possess

good wash-fastness. When these dyes were first introduced, some work was carried out

to establish the fact that a covalent bond was formed between the fibre and the dye",

Stamm, Zollinger and co-workers have endeavoured to obtain experimental evidence of

the formation of a covalent link and to demonstrate its position in the D-glucose unit of

cellulose", A covalent bond between a dye molecule and a fibre can only be established if

the fibre which is to be dyed contains suitable groups which can be substituted. Among

the suitable groups are -OH, -SH and -NH2. Such groups are present mainly in cellulosic

and protein fibres, which are formed from natural polymers",

The process of dyeing cellulose requires the presence of a base (e.g. Na2COJ or

NaOH) together with an electrolyte usually NaCI or Na2S04, which increases the fixation

yield (which normally varies from 60% to 9(010). The dyeing of cellulosic fibres with

reactive dyes normally is limited to the alkaline pH range as the -OH group of cellulose

does not dissociate in acidic media. Chemically speaking, under strongly aqueous

alkaline conditions, the hydroxyl groups in the cellulose molecules (cell-OH) are partially

ionised and dissociated (cell-O), thus, producing a high negative charge on the fibre and

in addition, breaking down interchain hydrogen bonding. The resulting anionic group on

the fibre can act as nucleophilic reagents and react much faster with the reactive groups

of the dye:

Cell -OH + OH-

Cell -0- + [Dye]-X --... [Dye] -O-Cell +X-
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2.6 The Problem of Hydrolysis of Reactive Dyes

The fundamental problems associated with reactive dyeing arise from the reaction

of the electrophilic group of the reactive dye with water (hydrolysis), it competes with the

fixation reaction. The hydrolysed dye cannot react with the fibre. In other words, when

dyeing cellulosic fibre for example, with reactive dyes in alkaline medium, the cell-a'

group is not the only reaction partner. Reactions are also possible with the Off group of

water, which implies that the reactive dyeing of cellulosic fibre is always accompanied by

a partial hydrolysis of the dye being used.

However, it has been shown that the dissociation constant for cellulose is higher

than that of water, thus cell-O' reacts faster than Off with the reactive group of the

dyestuff. Owing to the competition between the fixation reaction and hydrolysis reaction,

a high rate of fixation to hydrolysis is therefore an important requisite for high fixation.

The level of fixation of the dyes varies enormously from 30% to 90%, and consequently

considerable effort is still being directed towards achieving approximately 100%

fixation 10.

The process of hydrolysis can be illustrated as follows:

Cell-9/'"8-R-o-cell + X-

f::::\ / (30-90 %)

\:_/-R-X

~8-R-OH+X-

(70-10 %)

Cellulose Substitution
(desired)

Hydrolysis
(undesired)
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2.7 Types of Reactive Dyes

2.7.1 Azo reactive dyes

The azo dyes and pigments form the largest group of all synthetic colorants, and

they playa prominent part in almost every type of application. These dyes are by far the

most important class, accounting for over 50% of all commercial dyes.

Structure: The chromophoric system consists essentially of the azo group (-N=N-) in

association with one or more aromatic system. There may be more than one azo group

present in the dye molecule and thus one speaks of monoazo, diazo, triazo and polyazo

dyes according to whether there are one, two, three, or more rarely four azo groups

present in the dye molecule". The azo group is usually attached to two aromatic residues,

they exist in the more stable trans form rather than the cis form. However, the azo groups

are mainly bound to benzene or naphthalene rings, but in some cases they are also

attached to aromatic heterocycles or aliphatic groups.

Synthesis: Azo dyes are made almost exclusively by the diazation of a primary aromatic

amine to give a diazo or diazonium salt, a reaction of fundamental importance to the dye

industry. The diazo compound is then coupled with a second substance, usually a phenol,

a ketone or an aromatic amine.

Properties: The range of hues covered by this group is very wide and can include

yellows, a great number of reds and oranges, navy blues, violets and blacks. Colours

such as brown, olive and green, which are difficult to obtain in self-shade dyes can be

produced by mixtures of dyes",

Examples: A representative examples for azo dyes are Reactive Red 141, Basic Yellow

25, Direct Blue 14, Acid Orange 7, Remazol Black B, Mordant Orange 1, Disperse

Red 1, Remazol Red F3B, Direct Red 28 and Acid Orange GG.

Formazan dyes: Formazan dyes bear a formal resemblance to azo dyes, since they

contain an azo group but have sufficient structural dissimilarities to be considered as a

separate class of dyes. The most important formazan dyes are the metal complex,
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particularly copper complexes, of tetradentate formazan. They are used as reactive dyes

for cotton, producing red to greenish-blue shades.

2.7.2 Anthraquinone reactive dyes

Anthraquinone-based dyes are the second most important class of reactive dye

types, they are also one of the oldest types of dyes. The principle reason why

anthraquinone dyes are less widely used commercially than azo dyes is simply that they

are less cost effective. Two factors are responsible for this: the inherently lower tinctorial

strength of these dyes relative to azo dyes; the second factor is the reduced versatility in

the synthesis of anthraquinone dyes, since, in contrast to azo dyes synthesis, the

substituents generally have to be introduced into a preformed anthraquinone nucleus!",

Structure: These dyes are based on 9, I0 anthraquinone, which is essentially colourless.

To produce commercially useful dyes powerful electron donor groups such as amino or

hydroxyl are introduced into one or more of the four alpha positions (1,4,5 and 8). To

maximise the properties, primary and secondary amino groups and hydroxyl groups are

employed. These ensure the maximum degree of n- orbital overlap, enhanced by

intermolecular H-bonding. Anthraquinone derivatives that have -OH or NH2 groups

generally exhibit better resistance to sublimation, better solubility and better affinity for
textile substrates.

7

o

Synthesis: There are many methods of synthesis in anthraquinone chemistry. These

dyes are prepared by the stepwise introduction of substituents into the preformed

anthraquinone skeleton. This highlights two very important points. First, the degree of

freedom for producing a variety of different structures is restricted. Second, the
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availability of only eight substitution centres imposes a further restriction on synthetic

flexibility.

Properties: Anthraquinone-based dyes are significant because of their brilliance, good

light fastness, and chromophore stability under both acidic and basic conditions. By

variation of substituent, bluish violet to bluish green colours with the bright reddish to

mid-blues can be achieved. However, these attributes are offset by their major

disadvantage; they are not cost effective because they are both expensive and tinctorially
weak.

Examples: Various anthraquinone dyes such as Cibacron Blue F3G-A, Remazol Brilliant

Blue R, Pigment Violet 2, Disperse Red 15, Disperse Blue 180, Disperse Violet 1, and

Acid Blue 62 have been used successfully.

2.7.3 Triphenodioxazine reactive dyes

Dyes derived from the triphenodioxazine ring system have been commercially

available sine 1928. The triphenodioxazine chromophore was tested in almost every class

of dyes, but its only major commercial application was as a direct dye and pigment. Only

recently has it been introduced into reactive dyes. However, the commercial success of

these products has stimulated considerable research activity and in recent times, these

dyes have owned approximately 10% of the blue reactive dye market. Currently, research

efforts tend to concentrate in this area, and further new products are anticipated".

Structure: The basic structure of these dyes is based on the unsubstituted

triphenodioxazine (which is of no importance as a colorant).

x'&~0
I,::::;:. ~

N
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By varying the substituents on the original parent substance, particularly in the

position para to the amino groups, its colour can be modified. Red to red-violet shades

result when X= OH or OR, and blue colours when X= NH2 or NHR' are present.

Synthesis: Synthesis of the parent molecule of triphenodioxazine has been significantly

improved. The most important industrial process for synthesising these dyes involves

reaction of two equivalents of an aromatic amine with 2,3,5,6-tetrachloro 1,4

benzoquinone and subsequent oxidative closure of the ring.

Properties: These dyes can offer bright hues, strong tinctorial strength, brilliance, and

high light-fastness. By variation of substituent, they give rise to red, red-violet, blue and

greenish-blue colours.

Examples: C.1. Reactive Blue 163 is dichlorotriazinyl dye with a greenish-blue colour.

Other triphenodioxazine dyes include a monochlorotriazinyl derivate (C.l. Reactive Blue

198), a phosphonic acid derivate (C.l. Reactive Blue 172), and, more recently, a

fluorotriazine derivative (C.I. Reactive Blue 204) has become available.

2.7.4 Phthalocyanine reactive dyes

Phthalocyanine reactive dyes are a relatively new class of dye discovered earlier

this century. Since then they have become important, particularly as pigments. These

dyes are used for bright turquoise hues, which cannot be achieved using other dyes. The

most important reactive phthalocyanine dyes contain copper or nickel as their central

atom, they are substituted with sulfonic acid and also with reactive groups joined via

sulfonamide bridges.

Structure: The chromophore of dyes of the phthalocyanine series of ring systems is a

cyclic system of conjugated double bonds with 18 1t -electrons". They bear a close

structural relationship to the natural pigments such as the porphyrins, in fact these dyes

are derivatives of tetrazaporphin, and in common with porphyrins these form meta

complexes. Transition metals especially copper, form the most stable complexes, other

less important derivatives include Zn, Fe, Co, Cd, and Mg complexes.
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Synthesis: The synthesis of the most important phthalocyanine derivatives usually

succeeds with simple starting materials without isolation of intermediate products.

Technical processes start from phthalic acid from which, with or without the addition of

urea, phthalmide is formed. Substituted phthalocyanines are obtained either by direct

substitution in an existing molecule or by synthesis with substituted starting materials.

Properties: The major commercial impact of these dyes is based on the combination of

groups of properties as their beautiful bright blue to green shades, their high tinctorial

strength, remarkable chemical stability and finally their excellent fastness to light'",

Examples: The first commercial products were Monastral Fast Blue B, and Monastral

Fast Blue G (C.l. Pigment Blue 18). These dyes can also be used in the form of vat dyes.

An interesting commercial dye Indanthren Brilliant Blue 4G (C.l. vat Blue 29, Cobalt

(111)-phthalocyanine monosulphonic acid) is another example of these reactive dyes.

2.8 Environmental and Health Hazards Associated with Dye Industrial

Effluents

Recent estimates indicate that approximately 12-15% of the synthetic textile dyes

used each year are lost to waste streams during the manufacturing and processing

operations!', and that 200/0 of these losses will enter the environment through effluents

from waste water treatment facilities. The consequential problems that arise for disposal

of these amounts of pollutants in the environment around industrial areas are not only that

associated with the coloured streams resulting from effluent from dyehouses which are a

major concern to the public and authorities, but also the problems related to the health

issues, the effect on ecological balance, and hazards to aquatic life by the residual dyes in

plant effluents from dye production or application. However, possible environmental

damage does not depend solely on the quantity released, but also on the ecotoxicological

properties of the individual products and their environmental transport characteristics.
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Chemical carcinogens are of increasing concern to the dye industry. Major dye

manufacturers have recognised the need for additional information concerning

toxicological, ecological, and analytical problems common to synthetic dyes. A few

aromatic amines used as dye intermediate have been classified by governmental agencies

as cancer suspect agents. For example, the International Agency for Research on Cancer

has evaluated the carcinogencity of 44 individual organic colorants and benzidine-based

dyes. The largest chemical group of dyes, the azo dye, has undoubtedly attracted the most

attention with regard to carcinogencity. In fact, a number of azo dyes have exhibited

genotoxic or ecotoxic properties'f. The available data are consistent with the conclusion

that an azo dye, which on reductive cleavage of one or more azo groups will form

carcinogentic aromatic amines, is a carcinogen. It is estimated that about 150 azo dyes

currently in commerce would form, on reductive cleavage of azo groups, an aromatic

amine that is generally acknowledged to be an animal carcinogen. On the other hand, a

greater number of dyes are skin and/or eye irritant. Moreover, sensitisation effects (both

skin and respiratory sensitisation) associated with some dyes also have acute effects and

warrant separate consideration.

2.9 Dyehouse Effluent Removal Treatment

Many governments and industries have placed a high priority on reducing or

minimising hazardous chemical waste (e.g. textile wastewater) by limiting the amount of

pollutants produced, i.e. reducing the production of pollutants at their source rather than

controlling them at the end of the manufacturing process such as waste treatment

facilities. However, after the fixation process, the remaining unreacted reactive dyes and

their hydrolysis forms have to be washed out of the fabric. Under modem legislation the

residual dye must be removed from the effluent before discharge, particularly in the case

of some reactive dyes which have a long half-life in near neutral solution, thus, they have

higher probability to react with proteins, etc., in the ecosystem.
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The removal treatment technologies used for the removing of the unreacted and

unhydrolysed synthetic dyes include the use of activated charcoal (Adsorption

technology) of various origins and qualities. This method seems particularly suitable for

Acid, Basic and Reactive dyes. Ion-exchange resins have been used for the elimination of

anionic and cationic dyestuffs. Other processes including the use of nanofiltration and

reverse osmosis membranes (Membrane technology) are effective in separating large dye

molecules from the effluent. Of the chemical processes used for colour removal, ozone

destruction treatment techniques have achieved the largest practical importance. Other

methods are based on using either ultra-violet radiation or catalysis (ozone or chlorine)

for removing colour from effluent by cleaving bonds in the dye molecule to produce

uncoloured species. Although these and other more advanced technological methods such

as biofilters, improved inorganic adsorbers and electrochemical treatment are used to

remove colour from textile coloration effluents, however, it is possible that a portion of

the reactive form of the dyes may escape the treatment process and enter the waste

stream.

2.10 Economic Importance of Reactive Dyes

The size of the synthetic reactive dye industry can be conveniently seen from the

figures given in Table 2.1, which shows the annual production for reactive dyes in the

United States, compared to total dye production over the period 1960 to 1976. The rapid

growth of reactive dyes clearly observed from the dramatic increase of production of

these dyes from 0.2%, to 1.4% of the total synthetic dyes production, during the given

period. Moreover, this remarkable growth can clearly be observed during a particular

period between 1960 and 1965, where the production of these dyes increased by a factor

of 545%. However, the estimated total world reactive dye production in 1990 was nearly

97,000 tons, thus, reactive dyes accounts for nearly 17% of the textile dye market by

volume. In addition, reactive dyes have increased continuously in number since their
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inception in 1956. Currently, there are a total of 697 reactive dyes listed in the Colour

Index.

Table 2.1: Annual production of reactive dyes!'

YEAR PRODUCTION, t 'Y.OFTOTAL

1960 130 0.2

1965 720 0.8

1970 1,010 1.0

1971 1,680 1.5

1976 1,590 1.4

In addition, Table 2.2 illustrates the most recent breakdown according to dyeing

chemical constitution class related to the reactive dyestuff industry. These figures

indicate the position of Anthraquinone and Azo dyes in synthetic organic dyestuff

industry, since these two approximately account for 78 % of the reactive dye market

share world-wide.

Table 2.2: Breakdown of reactive dyes according to chemical class"

CHEMICAL CLASS PRODUCTION (tbousand metric tonnes)

Anthraquinone 24.99

Azo 32.26

Azoic 3.16

Methine 0.95

Phthaloeyanine 1.06

Sulphur 8.07

Triarylmethane 3.29
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CHAPTER THREE Analysis of Reactive Dyes

ANALYSIS OF REACTIVE DYES

3.1 Introduction

There is a significant need for analytical methods for monitoring synthetic dyes and

particularly reactive dyes which form a major part of the dye market, since it is

estimated that about 15% of the total world production of colorants is lost in the synthesis

and processing of dyes, and during textile dyeing and washing. Moreover, quantitative

analysis of dyes is required for quality control in the dyeing industry and to control the

dye concentration in commercial products in the process of manufacture. Therefore, a

wide variety of analytical methods and techniques were introduced to monitor and

determine trace concentration of reactive dyes, their intermediates and hydrolysis

products in the environment around industrial areas. In general, the analytical methods

used for identification of the type and structure as well as the analysis and evaluation of

dyestuffs and colorants can be classified into three main categories: spectroscopic

methods, separation techniques and electroanalytical methods. More comprehensive

information and descriptions of the separation and analysis of reactive dyes can be found

elsewhere'P.

3.2 Spectroscopic Methods

3.2.1 Visible Spectroscopy

It is among the most important and most commonly used technique for

quantitative analysis of reactive dye concentration. Visible spectroscopy can also be used

for dye identification by the fingerprint method. Quantitative analysis is accomplished
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by transmittance spectrophotometry of reactive dye solutions or by reflective

spectrophotometry of dyed textiles. Such analyses are currently performed by most dye

manufacturers and textile mills.

3.2.2 UV Fluorescence

Fluorescence phenomena can sometimes prove useful in the analysis of dye

compounds. Fluorescence dyes and compounds which do not absorb visible light but

emit fluorescence light, have replaced conventional dyes for some staining techniques in

the past two decades. This is due to the fact that fluorescence methods provide far

greater sensitivity and an enhanced signal to noise ratio.

3.2.3 Infrared Spectroscopy

IR spectroscopy can be enormously useful in the analysis of reactive dyes,

however, this technique is not only very useful in identification of reactive dyes by the

so-called fingerprint method (comparison with dyes of known structure), but also to gain

insight into the structural details of unknown reactive dyes (especially when using a

combination of this method with NMR and MS techniques). The spectra are compared

with spectra of known dyes or analysed on the basis of group frequency correlation.

3.2.4 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy

This technique is particularly useful in the structural elucidation of dyes, as well

as configurational analysis. In addition, specialised versions of NMR such as J3CNMR

are also employed for the direct observation of carbon skeletons and carbon-containing

functional groups that have no attached protons. Analyses of some dyes by NMR,

however, present some difficulties because they are insufficiently soluble in NMR

compatible solvents. Also, occasionally only a limited amount of sample is available.
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3.2.5 Mass Spectroscopy

The most useful mass spectral technique for identification of reactive dyes is high

resolution MS. Modem high-resolution MS spectrometers are capable of measuring

mass-to-charge ratio (mic) with a practical accuracy of 10 ppm. The identification of the

unknown reactive dyes by the MS method is accomplished by pattern recognition

methods or by matching against a reference library or file ofMS patterns (fingerprint).

3.3 Separation Techniq ues

3.3.1 Paper and Thin-layer chromatography

Both of these techniques are separation methods useful for dye identification.

The dyes are extracted from fibres with suitable solvents, or dissolved if in powder form,

and applied to chromatographic paper strips or plates which are then developed in a tank

with suitable eluent. Not only is it possible in this way to separate reactive dye mixes

into their components, but reactive dye identification is feasible based on comparisons

with known dyes. In such cases, it is generally necessary to compare the dyes in at least

two different eluent systems. For semi-quantitative or quantitative analysis, the separated

dyes can be measured with a reflectance densitometer.

3.3.2 HPLC and GLC

High pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) with UVIvisible detection is used

to monitor reactive dyes and their reaction products. In addition to its success for

separation and acc,uracy in quantitative analysis of dyes, this method is generally faster

and more convenient than thin layer chromatography, however, it requires considerably

more expensive equipment. UV and visible spectroscopic methods are used for detection
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and for quantitative purposes, therefore, in some situations the detection limits is not

adequate.

Although Gas Liquid Chromatography (GLC) is generally rapid and convenient for

obtaining qualitative and/or quantitative analysis for many classes of organic compounds,

there are very few dyes or related compounds that can be separated and identified by this

technique. The reason for the unpopularity in this field is due to the vast majority of dyes

not being volatile enough to elute through the GLC column, and not thermally or

chemically stable at the temperature necessary for elution.

3.3.3 Electrophoresis

Both the reversed-polarity mode of capillary electrophoresis and paper

electrophoresis are used for rapid determination of the purity, separation, and

determination of reactive textile dyes. These methods are valuable aids in the

constitutional analysis of reactive dyes and in the study of their colouristic properties.

Electrophoresis separation methods are based on the differential mobility of charged

molecules or particles (e.g. dyes) in an electric field. The reactive dyes are spotted on the

chromatographic paper, which is saturated with a suitable buffer. The most frequently

employed is the low-voltage method with horizontally placed paper. Methods have been

developed for the analysis of various synthetic textile dyes using Capillary Zone

Electrophoresis (CZE). The anionic dyes have an electrophoretic mobility towards the

anode, opposite to the electroosmotic flow, and, hence, have long migration times

compared with cations and neutral species, therefore the method can be used as a basis

for a subsequent separation process.

3.4 Electroanalytical Determination of Reactive Dyes

Although spectrophotometric analysis is usually considered to be the most

commonly used method for the determination and studying of reactive dyes, it cannot
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distinguish between the reactive dye and the unreactive hydrolysed dye or intermediate

forms. Furthermore it can hardly afford a satisfactory result from a system where

mixtures of more than one dye normally give overlapping absorption spectra, as well as,

the inadequate detection limits in some situations. Such difficulties and limitations

indicate the advantages of applying electroanalytical methods for overcoming such

difficulties. Therefore, the electroanalytical techniques in some cases could be directly

applied to any dye solution for the simultaneous determination of reactive dyes without

further separation of them from the basic matrices, with remarkable sensitivity and

extremely low detection limits when utilising advanced stripping voltammetric

techniques.

Numerous types of synthetic dyes and their intermediates or reaction products can

be studied by various electroanalytical techniques. The reactive dyes can be determined

directly by electro analytical measurements since they contain a reducible group such as

the azo and anthraquinone group. Thus, reactive dyes classified as electroactive species

that can easily be determined by a voltammetric method (or any other technique) by

reducing the reducible groups (chromophore systems) at the working electrode. Others,

however, can be indirectly analysed as they form stable and reducible complexes with

electropositive metal ions including Cu, Ni, AI, Mg, Ga, and Cr.

3.4.1 Amperometric titration

Although there is no particular example for the analysis of reactive dyes by this

technique (and some of the next electroanalytical techniques) there are, however, several

examples for determination of the synthetic dyes in general by such a technique, which

can be easily adapted and applied for analysis of reactive dyes since they contain similar

electroactive properties. More comprehensive information and descriptions can be found

in reference [2].

Amperometric titrations of the synthetic dyes have been studied by means of DP

polarography. The end points for the titration curves of acid dyes with a standard crystal
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violet solution and basic dyes with a sodium tetraphenylborate solution were easily

determined by a simple graphical method'. These amperometric titration curves were

reproducible within a range of 3% for ten titrations. An amperometric titration between

the surfactant (Manoxol OT) and Methylene Blue dye has been proposed by Buchanan

and Griffith6. However, it was found that sufficient time for complete reaction and

settling of the precipitate should be allowed before polarographic analysis. Saikine et al.

has studied amperometric titration of some monoazo dyes with cobalt and nickel salt 7• In

addition, C.1. Basic Green 4 has been determined in its chromatic form in drinking and

river water using HPLC with amperometric detection at a carbon fiber electrodes. The

limit of detection of the technique was 0.07 mg r' and the linear range extended from

0.07-10 mg r'. This technique was found to be reproducible with a mean relative

standard deviation of5.4 and 3.6 % at the 0.25 and 5 mg r' levels, respectively.

3.4.2 Potentiometric titration

Potentiometric determination of dyes has been reported using ion-selective

electrodes responsive to dyes. PVC and liquid state natural rubber membrane ion-

selective electrodes have been developed for the determination of acid and basic dyes'.

Reasonable good shapes of titration curves were obtained from those titrations, which

indicate their applicability to the assay of dye samples. The potentiometric determination

of azo dyes with Mohr's salt in a glycerol medium has reported by Nikolaev and

colleagues", Direct, azo, and sulfato dyes could be analysed by the introduction of

potentiometric titration with sodium nitrite in an excess of benzidine". The

potentiometric titrations of acid dyes with crystal violet solution and basic dyes with

sodium tetraphenylborate using PVC membrane electrodes produced satisfactory results

with a big potential jump in the end point area. Moreover, the reactive chlorothiazine

dyes have been determined potentiometrically by direct titration of the water-soluble

anthraquinone derivatives with vanadium sulfate'",
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Fifteen azo dyes containing a hydroxy group, phenol, l-naphthanol and 2-

naphthanol were titrated potentiometrically with tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (TBAH)

at room temperature. Potentiometric titration curves of these compounds in acetonitrile

with TBAH propan-z-ol-methanol are similar to those of weak acids obtained in aqueous

media with strong bases!'. The thermodynamic aspects of the self-association of three

monoazo dyes, Acid Red 88, Acid Orange 7 and Acid Orange 8 in aqueous solution have

been studied by means of a potentiometric method. An ion-selective membrane electrode,

selective to a dye anion, has been constructed". Finally, Vytras and colleagues':' reported

the use of simple coated-wire electrodes for monitoring the Potentiometric titration of

seven metal-complex dyes with chromium (Ill). High potential breaks were observed.on

the titration curves, with well-defmed end-points corresponding to a titration dye-titrant

stoichiometric ratio of 1:3; the reproducibility of the results obtained in assaying the dye

samples was very satisfactory.

3.4.3 Coulometric titration

The synthetic dyes Orange 11, Tartrazine, P-aminoazobenzene, Amaranth, and

Methyl Violet have been analysed coulometrically with electrolytically generated ionsl4•

Peng et al.IS reported the electrochemical reduction of four azo dyes in acid media

investigated by a constant potential coulometric method. Furthermore, Makoto described

the coulometric titration of dyestuffs with electrolytically generated dithionite and

milligram amounts of dye were titrated with an average error of O. 5% 16.

3.4.4 Conductivity

The state of aggregation of C.I. Reactive Orange in an aqueous medium was

studied by electrical conductivity techniques as a function of dye concentration. A

marked decrease in the equivalent conductance of the dye solution of a concentration

higher than 0.149 mM, as well as the decrease of viscosity of the dye solution when
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increasing temperature from 5 to 5SoC indicates the formation of dye aggregates'". Nine

organic dyes were studies by measuring their electrical conductivity". The degree of

Dye/Surfactant interaction between direct or acid dye and nonylphenolethoxylates has

been investigated by a simple and accessible method based on conductivity

measurement 19.

3.4.5 Polarography

The applicability of polarography and voltammetry is growing in dye analysis. In

general, polarography may be superior in convenience to other electroanalytical

techniques, particularly in situations where several dyes have to be determined in each

sample. Furthermore it has remarkable advantages of sensitivity, selectivity, and

reliability.

Procion Blue MX-R (PB) and Cibacron Blue 3GA (CB) anthraquinone-based

chlorotriazine reactive dyes have been studied by direct current and differential pulse

polarographic techniques. Fogg and Zanoni'" reported that for both dyes reduction peaks

are observed: for the two-electron reversible reduction of the anthraquinone moiety,

followed by one (CB) and two (PB) reduction processes associated with the reduction of

the mono- and dichlorotrlazine groups, respectively. These latter processes appear to

involve the reductive elimination of the chlorine atoms. Only the anthraquinone

reduction process is observed when the dyes are hydrolysed. A simultaneous

determination of the two studied dyes would be difficult owing to the similar peak

potentials of CB and PB. In alkaline solution the reduction process is complicated by

adsorption and kinetic effects. Thus, acidic solutions (pH < 6) are preferred for analytical

purposes such as monitoring of reactive dyes in dyeing procedures or in effluents.

However, determination of dyes is also possible in alkaline solution, which would be

more convenient for monitoring dyes during nucleophilic reactions.

The polarographic reduction of five triazinyl azo dyes differing only in their

potentially reactive groups (e.g. Cl, NHz, OCH3 ••• etc.), using a hanging mercury drop
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electrode have been investigated by Fogg and colleagues". They studied the effect of

changing the leaving group on the polarographic and voltammetric behaviour of the dye.

In addition, they established the mechanism of the reduction process and determined the

optimum conditions for the determination of their trace amounts. The azo reduction

process is present for all the test dyes and hydrolysis or methanolysis products. Two of

the dyes, -Cl and -SCH2CH20H derivatives exhibit another process at more negative

potentials, which is shown to be due to 2e"reduction of the leaving group/triazine bond

followed immediately by a Zereduction ofC=N bond in the triazine ring. Finally, their

hydrolysis and methanolysis could be monitored by observing the loss of the

corresponding peak. In addition, two further types oftriazinyl reactive dyes with different

leaving groups (4-carboxypyridyl, and 1,4-diazabicyclo[2,2,2]octane(DACO» and the

dye base have been studied by DC and DP polarography". Peaks corresponding to the

reduction of azo and the reactive group were clearly observed in DP and DC

polarograms. A further peak was observed for the 4-carboxypyridyl dye; this was shown

to be due to free 4-carboxypyridine impurity. The peak, due to the reduction of the

reactive groups, was absent when the dyes were hydrolysed. The hydrolysis of the 4-

carboxypyridine reactive dye can be monitored by the decrease of the reactive peak.

However, it also can be followed by the increase in the peak at more negative potential

due to the formation of the free 4-carboxypyridine.

The voltammetric determination by DC voltammetry using a glassy carbon

electrode of four reactive dyes (two of which contain the monoazo and the other two

contain the mono anthraquinone group) have been investigated". The reduction peaks

for the azo or anthraquinone group and for the reactive groups (e.g. Cl, F) were observed.

The peak due to the reduction of the reactive group was observed at more negative

potentials except for one anthraquinone dye. For one azo dye a shift of about 130 mV for

the azo signal between the reactive dye and its hydrolysis product was observed. Sahm

suggested that this discrimination is probably due to further hydrolysis of the

chromophoric group; a benzamide function is cleaved and an amine function is formed.
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The amine function, being a strong electron donating group thus shifts the reduction

potential of the azo group towards more negative values.

The polarographic and voltammetric reduction of the azo dye 4-nitro-3 'tert-buty-

2'-hydroazobenzene in B-R buffer with the pH range between 3 and 12 at room

temperature has been investigated in aqueous-ethanol solutions of ratio 1:1. Two straight

lines were obtained from the Ep-pH plots for the compound'". Diffusion controlled

reduction behaviour was observed in the acidic and alkaline media but the products were
different.

3.4.6 Cyclic Voltammetry

Bogdanovskaya et al.25 applied the cyclic voltammetric technique to study the

adsorption and electrochemical behaviour of the azo dye, Reactive Brilliant Red 65 at the

pyrolytic graphite electrode. Adsorption was found to depend on the sign and size of

potential and acidity of the medium. The reversibility and the cyclic voltammetric

behaviour at the HMDE of two anthraquinone-based chlorotriazine reactive dyes

(Procion Blue MX-R and Cibacron Blue 3GA) have been observed'". Typical cyclic

voltammograms reflect the reversibility of the first electrode process (the reduction of the

anthraquinone group) at different scan rates for PB and CB in acetate buffer and Britton-

Robinson buffer. However, in B-R buffer the anodic peak (lA) is decreased and another

anodic peak (HA) is obtained at a less negative potential. This behaviour occurs over the

full pH range investigated. At low scan rates only one cathodic peak and one anodic

peak (lA) are seen in both voltammograms. In addition, a more detailed cyclic

voltammetric study was also carried out in order to obtain more information about the

nature of the electrode processes and to observe any differences in the reduction of the

dyes at stationary electrodes.

Ali26 discussed using cyclic voltammetry for studying the cathodic reduction

behaviour of azo dye sulfa drug at the HMDE in different supporting electrolytes, at

different pH values, range from 1 to 11 and at different ionic strength. The two related
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compounds for the sodium salt of azo dye sulfa drug have been also studied at 0.1M

acetic acid-sodium acetate buffer. Furthermore, the electrochemical reduction of four azo

dyes was studied by the cyclic voltammetry method". All of the azo groups of the

studied dyes were irreversible one-step and four-electron reduction at pH < 2.

3.4.7 Adsorptive Stripping Voltammetry

Franklin Smyth and co-workers" have studied and compared the behaviour of six

reactive dyes in both adsorptive stripping voltammetric (AdSV) and reversed-polarity

Capillary Electrophoresis. They also compared the correlation coefficient of the

calibration graphs, limits of detection, and selectivity for both techniques in the analysis

of textile reactive dyes. Only four of the six starting dyes (Remazol Yellow RNL,

Remazol Navy Blue GG, Remazol Black B, Remazol Red RB, Cibacron Red C-2G, and

Cibacron Orange CG) could be separated in the reversed-polarity mode of CE, whereas

AdSV was shown to be very sensitive for monitoring the individual six dyes. Although

AdSV has a particularly low limit of detection, it lacks the selectivity to deal with a

complex mixture, hence the dyes with similar reduction potentials give a single peak

when all six dyes are analysed in a single run. The AdSV voltammogram of a mixture of

all six reactive dyes following accumulation at 0.0 V shows three separate peaks. The

first peak at -245 mV is due to the reduction of Remazol Blue GG, Yellow RNL, and

Black B; the second peak at -341 mV is associated with the reduction of Remazol Red

RB, and Cibacron Red C-2G, and the final peak at -476 mV is related to Cibacron Orange

CG.

Fogg and Yusoff have discussed the cathodic stripping voltammetry using the

hanging mercury drop electrode of copper-complexed vinyl sulfone reactive dyes

(Reactive Violet 428 and Reactive Violet 529). Two peaks were observed for both dyes in

Britton-Robinson buffer; these are the complexed copper reduction peak and the azo

reduction peak. However, because of this latter azo reduction peak the original Reactive
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Violet dye and its hydrolysis product are sufficiently well separated. This allows the

hydrolysis reaction of the reactive dye to be monitored effectively. For both dyes at

intermediate pH values (pH 6) the azo reduction peak is preceded by a complexed-copper

reduction peak, which aids the identification of the dyes. In pH 6 EDTA buffer the

copper peak is absent while the azo peaks of Reactive Violet dye and its hydrolysis

product is resolved. This unusual use of EDTA as pH buffer facilitates the determination

of mixtures of the dyes and its hydrolysis products.

Khdier30 studied the electrochemical reduction and determination of two reactive

dyes (Reactive Orange 23 and Reactive Black) by the technique of differential pulse

adsorptive stripping voltammetric using a HMDE. She also studied the hydrolysis

reaction of the two dyes and the effect of adding tetraphenyl phosphonium chloride

(TPPC), Triphenyl n-butylphosphonium bromide (Tpn-bPb) and Sorbitol on the AdSV

behaviour of the two reactive dyes. The result obtained showed that both reactive dyes

adsorbed onto the HMDE surface, for the Reactive Orange 23 it gives two well-defmed

peaks at -0.63 V and -0.79 V. However, by adding (TPPC) the two waves shifted to

more negative potentials, but the second wave was depressed and became ill-defined.

TPn-bPb produced similar effects on the Reactive Orange dye, whereas Sorbitol and

Glycerol have a very slight effect on the reactive dye. However, the first wave of

Reactive Black is shifted 0.12 V to a more positive potential by adding TPPC, while the

second peak is not affected. TPn-bPb has the same effect on Reactive Black.

Pre-concentration and quantitative determination of Reactive Red 41 and Reactive

Red 96 have been investigated by cathodic stripping voltammetry (CSV) technique".

The azo reduction peak in CSV voltammogram of 2,3-dichloroquinoxaline Reactive Red

41, and those of its hydrolysis product are sufficiently separated for the hydrolysis of

Reactive Red 41 to be followed using the height of these peaks. In the case of 1,4-

dichlorophthalazine reactive dye, Reactive Red 96, the azo peaks of the reactive and

hydrolysis dyes are too close to be used to monitor the hydrolysis reaction, but peaks

associated with reduction of 1,I-dichlorophthalazine group are present which could be

used to monitor the hydrolysis of Reactive Red 96. For both dyes, if a sufficient amount
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of copper is present, the hydrolysis process can be monitored by the increase in the peak

due to the reduction of the complexed copper in the hydrolysed product.

Cathodic stripping voltammetry with adsorptive accumulation has been employed

successfully for the analysis of two types of anthraquinone-based dye and their

hydrolysis, methanolysis, and reaction products at the nanomolar leveI32-34• The

differential-pulse cathodic stripping voltammetry (DPCSV) of the two reactive dyes after

accumulation at the HMDE, gives rise to a large well-defined peak around -1.1 V which

is attributed to the reduction of the chlorotriazine moiety, while only a small differential-

pulse voltammetric signal of about -0.7 V is observed for ,the reduction of the

anthraquinone moiety; the peak is slightly larger for Procion Blue. These peaks are even

smaller in acidic solution. The lack of a DPCSV signal for the first reduction process of

anthraquinone-based dyes illustrated a general theory that adsorbed species that are

reduced reversibly to an adsorbed product do not give a differential-pulse signal. In

addition, it was found that in an alkaline medium (as in pH 10 carbonate buffer), the

anthraquinone-based dyes, PB MX-R and CB 3GA, and their hydrolysis products can be

discriminated without the need for prior separation, this can be achieved by observing the

loss of chlorotriazine peak or the appearance of anthraquinone peak signals. The

progress of hydrolysis process was studied by carrying out stripping voltammetry at

various times during a 1 hour hydrolysis and observing the gradual decrease in height of

the chlorotriazine reduction peak and the corresponding increase in the height of the

anthraquinone reduction peak. Clearly, the replacement of the reactive chlorine group on

the d~e by hydroxyl removes the ability to reduce the triazine moiety.

Triazine-based azo dyes with different reactive groups were analysed by

adsorptive stripping voltammetric at the HMDE21. The reduction process of the azo

group was used for the monitoring of the dyes to a remarkable detection limit. The

accumulation potential has only a negligible effect on peak height of all the reactive dyes

with different reactive groups. Under these conditions the peak heights increased with

accumulation time nearly up to 15 minutes. By a suitable choice of accumulation time

linear calibration dependence can be obtained within the range 1 x 10-10_2 X 10-8mol rl.
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With an accumulation time of 5 minutes limits of detection around 2 x l0-8mol rl can be

obtained. In addition, two further triazine-based azo dyes (4-carboxypyridyl and 1,4-

diazobicyclo[2.2.2] octane (DAB CO» were studied by CSY technique22,35, together with

the information on their hydrolysis products. In the case of the 4-carboxypyridyl reactive

dye it has been shown that its hydrolysis form can be monitored by observing the

decrease in the peak height of the reactive group and by observing the increase in the

height of the peak due to one of the hydrolysis products, 4-carboxypyridyine. The

hydrolysis of the DABCO dye could be monitored by following the decrease in the

second and third peaks ofthe dye, which are eliminated on hydrolysis.

The electrochemical reduction of vinylsulfone azo reactive dye Remazol Brilliant

Orange 3R at a hanging mercury drop electrode was studied by AdSy36. This reactive

dye showed only a voltammetric peak for the reduction of azo group. No peak was

observed for the reduction of the sulfatoethylsulfone or vinylsulfone reactive groups. The

reduction of a pre-protonated azo group involved a two-electron process, giving a

hydrazo derivative in acidic solution. In alkaline solution the reduction process occurred

at a more negative potential with the formation of an unstable hydrazo compound which

decomposed via HN-NH bond cleavage and loss ofa sulfato group.

Finally, Fogg and colleagues have studied other reactive dyes such as Reactive

Orange 4, Reactive Orange 1337 and Reactive Green 1938which are still under preparation

for publication.
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EXPERIMENTAL

4.1 Apparatus

Adsorptive stripping and cyclic voltarnmetric measurements were carried out using a

Metrohm E612 voltammetric scanner and E611 voltarnmetric detector (Metrohm,

Herisau, Switzerland) with Houston Instruments 2000 X-Y recorder, a Metrohm 663 VA

Multimode Electrode stand (MME) was used in the hanging mercury drop electrode (HMDE)

mode. The three electrode system was completed by means of a platinum auxiliary electrode

and an Ag/AgCI (3M KCI) reference electrode. In addition, Metrohm 646 VA voltammetric

processor coupled with a Metrohm 647 VA stand was also used for obtaining adsorptive

stripping voltammetric measurements.

The working electrode: The working electrode is the characteristic multi-mode electrode

(MME) in which three types of mercury electrodes are combined into a single design: Hanging

mercury drop electrode (HMDE), dropping mercury electrode (DME) and static mercury drop

electrode (SMDE).

Reference electrode: The Ag/Agel reference electrode is in many respects the most satisfactory

of all reference electrodes and certainly the simplest. It consists of a silver/silver chloride wire in

3 M potassium chloride solution.

Auxiliary electrode: The third functional electrode is the auxiliary electrode, which is made of

an inert material like platinum or of glassy carbon. This electrode is the current carrying

electrode in the three-electrode system It is placed directly opposite the reference electrode.

For differential pulse voltammetry at the HMDE, a scan rate of 5 mVs-1 and pulse

amplitude of 50 mV with a pulse interval of 1 s were used. The medium stirring speed was used

during accumulation with mercury drop size ofO.4 mm'. Usually reactive dyes were monitored

over the voltage range from 0.0 to -1.3 V. pH measurements were made using an Orion pH
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meter, previously calibrated. All glassware, voltammetric cell and electrode systems were

cleaned prior to determination and washed three times with de-ionised water. De-ionised water

was produced by a Maxima ultra pure water system.

4.2 Reagents

(a) Reactive Dyes (samples)

All chemicals and samples used were of the highest purity available and were used without

further purification. Zeneca Specialties (Manchester, UK) kindly provided sample of Reactive

Blue -19. Fluorotriazine and chlorotriazine reactive dyes were generously supplied by BASF

PLC (Manchester, UK). Table 4.1 lists the reactive dyes used in these studies together with

their chemical structures, molecular formula and molecular weight. Stock solutions of each dye

of concentration 1 x l 0-2 mol r' in de-ionised water were prepared by dissolving an accurately

weighed amount of pure substance. Solutions with lower concentration were prepared daily by

diluting the stock solutions with de-ionised water. For obtaining a standard solution of the

intermediate form Reactive Blue 19-Vinyl Sulfone (R8 19-VS), a solution of 1x 10-3 mol r' of
the original dye was stirred at pH = 11 at room temperature for one hour. The pH was adjusted

to pH 7 by the addition of 0.1 M HCt. In order to obtain solutions of fully hydrolysed dye of

Reactive Blue 19 (RB 19-0H), or fluorotriazine-based and chlorotriazine-based azo reactive

dyes, solutions of original reactive dyes in sodium carbonate at pH 10 were heated for at least

one hour or alternatively 1 xl 0-3 mol r' solution of dye solution were refluxed at pH 11 for 3-4

hours.

(b) Supporting electrolytes

The buffer solutions used in all experiments were prepared using analytical-grade

materials (Analar grade) as following: hydrochloric acid (Fisons chemical ltd.), sodium

hydroxide (BDH), boric acid (Fisons), glacial acetic acid (Fisons), orthophosphoric acid (BDH),

sodium acetate (Fisons), sodium hydrogen carbonate (Fisons), and disodium carbonate (Fisher

scientific).

Britton-Robinson buffer (PH - 2; 0.04 M in each constituent) was prepared by dissolving

2.47 gm of boric acid in 500 ml of distilled water containing 2.3 ml of glacial acetic then adding
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2.7 ml of orthophosphoric acid and diluting to I L with distilled water. The desired pH of the

buffer was adjusted with 4 M sodium hydroxide solution. A 0.02 M acetate buffer was prepared

from both acetic acid and sodium acetate. The carbonate buffer was O. I M in both sodium

hydrogen carbonate and disodium carbonate.

(c) Surfactants

The non-ionic surfactant Triton X-lOO (stock solution: 200 mg r'j was obtained from

Sigma (Dorset, UK). The anionic surfactant Aerosol OT (1 mV·I) and Gelatine (0.5 mV·I) were

purchased from BDH (Poole, England). Glycerol (200 mg rl) and Sorbitol (2 mV·I) both were

supplied by Aldrich (Gillingham, England). Tetraphenyl phosphonium chloride (TPPC) cationic

surfactant (I x 10-2 M) was obtained from Janssen chimica (Geel, Belgium). Finally, BDH (

Poole, UK) supplied the complexing agent EDTA (lxIO-4M).

(d) Metal ion solutions

Standard solutions of metal ions: line (II), Copper (II), Cobalt (II), Lead (II), Tin (II),

Iron (II), Indium (III), Titanium (IV), Selenium (IV), Silicon (II), Gold (I), Lithium (I), Sodium

(I), Magnesium (II), and Barium (II) were prepared by diluting Fisons spectral atomic

absorption standard solutions.

4.3 Working Procedure

The general procedure adopted for obtaining adsorptive stripping voltammograms were

as follows. A 20 ml aliquot of an appropriate buffer was placed in a clean dry voltammetric cell

and the required stock solution of the test substance was added. Solutions were deoxygenated

by bubbling with nitrogen for 5 min initia1ly, while the solution was stirred at medium stirring

speed. Adsorptive accumulation was carried out whilst stirring the solution. An accumulation

potential at 0.0 V was applied to the working electrode for 2 min (unless otherwise stated). At

the end of the accumulation period in stirred solution, the stirrer was stopped and after 20 shad
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elapsed and the solution had become quiescent, cathodic scans were carried out over the voltage

range 0.0 to -1.3 V. Cyclic voltammetry was carried out immediately after forming a new

HMDE. A new hanging mercury drop was formed after removing oxygen and after recording of

the curves. All measurements were obtained at room temperature.

Table 4.1: Molecular structures of the studied Reactive Dyes.
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DIFFERENTIAL PULSE ADSORPTIVE STRIPPING

VOLTAMMETRIC DETERMINATION OF

REACTIVE BLUE 19 AT THE HMDE

5.1 Introduction

APproximately, there are 40 types of reactive groups that have been listed for

commercial dyes. They were being widely used in dyeing cellulose, cotton, wool

and silk. Of these, the highest volumes of commercial products are those containing the

2-sulfatoethylsulfone moiety. Anthraquinoe-based Reactive Blue 19 (Remazol Brilliant

Blue R special) is considered as a representative of this type of reactive dyes. Currently,

C.I. Reactive Blue 19 is one of the highest volume reactive dyes on the market'. In the,
dye bath, the original RB-19 dye undergoes facile conversion to the intermediate reactive

form, the vinylsulfone (RB 19-VS) by treatment with base. The dye-fibre adduct is

formed in a subsequent reaction by Michael-Type 1,4-nucleophilic addition. Competing

with this reaction is nucleophilic addition of the hydroxide ion to the vinylsulfone group

to give the 2-hydroxy ethyl sulfone (RB 19-0H) form". This competitive reaction is the

reason for the relatively low fixation rates. The chemical formation of the hydrolysed and

intermediate forms is represented in Fig. 5. 1.

For the majority of vinyl sulfone reactive dyes, the degree of fixation ranges from

75% to 80% on cotton, which means that 20-25% of this reactive dye enters the waste

stream of the textile mill. These compounds can be transported from municipal sewers to

rivers and ground waters because of their high water solubility. Such figures emphasise
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the concern associated with RB 19-VS because it has been shown to be resistant to

treatment, 25% of the RB 19-VS passed through a municipal wastewater treatment plant

without degradation. However, the concern over RB 19-VS is heightened because of the

electrophilic nature of the vinyl sulfones, which may be lead to possible ecotoxicity and

mutagenicity effects. In addition, reactive dyes have been shown potentially to have a

long half-life in near neutral solution in the environment. In addition, it can react with

proteins in the ecosystem and it also exhibits strong DNA binding properties. Therefor,

the environmental problem and health risks associated with this reactive dye calls for

analytical control of effiuents before discharge and the development of analytical

methods capable of monitoring this reactive dye and its products in dyeing and dyeing

simulation reactions.

RB19
RB 19-VS

o

RB19-0H

Figure 5.1: Reaction pathway of the formation of RB 19-VS and its reaction with
hydroxide ion (hydrolysis).

Camp and Sturrock' developed an analytical procedure using a swept-potential

electrochemical detector and HPLC for the separation and identification of hydroxy (RB

19-0H) and vinyl sulfone (RB 19-VS) derivatives ofRB-19 in textile wastewater. They
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reported RB 19-VS and RB 19-0H in textile effluent at concentration of 760 and 80

~g rI, respectively. They obtained extra information from the three dimensional data

which permits easier and more accurate identification. However, the hydrolysis kinetics

of RB-19 vinylsulfone over a pH range of 4-11 and temperature range of 25-85°C were

studied by liquid chromatographic analysis'. The estimated half-life for RB 19-VS in

natural waters at 25°C was 46 years.

Fogg and colleagues studied similar anthraquinone-based dyes to RB-19. Both

Procion Blue MX-R and Cibacron Blue 3GA dyes were studied by DC, DP polarography,

cyclic voltammetry" and cathodic stripping voltamrnetry'. Furthermore, the stripping

voltammetric behaviour of two anthraquinone-based dyes Alizarin Red S and Ostacetate

Blue P3R which in the basic molecular structure are similar to Reactive Blue RB-19,

were studied by AdSV. Square wave voltammetric studies, involving AdSV methodology

of Alizarin Red S indicates the reversible and fast reduction of its anthraquinone moiety".

The sensitivity of the determination of this dye can be improved if current sampling is

made earlier after the pulse application. However, the AdSV behaviour of anthraquinone

dye Ostacetate Blue P3R in a mixed water-ethanol (1 :9) medium and optimal conditions

were investigated", Five minutes accumulation in un stirred solution allows determination

of this anthraquinone-based dye in the 0.02-1 J.1 mol rl concentration range. Reactive

Blue-19, its reactive form (RB 19-VS) and its hydrolysed form (RB 19-0H) were

examined by using liquid secondary ion mass spectrometry/tandem mass spectrometry in

the negative-ion mode under low-energy collision conditions". Structurally,

characteristic fragment ions were obtained which provided information about which form

of the reactive group was present in the structure. Therefore, the true reactive form of the

dye (RB 19-VS) can be distinguished from its unreactive parent form and its hydrolysed

form. Moreover, possible pathways for the formation of product ions were also proposed

in these studies. However, this vinylsulfone-based anthraquinone reactive dye was also

studied by employing electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) techniques" and small

angle X-ray scattering method".
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5.2 Aim of the Study

To date, few adsorptive stripping voltammetric studies have been carried out for

the determination of reactive dyes, and no specifically devoted studies for the analysis of

RB-19 at the HMDE using differential pulse adsorptive stripping voltammetry (DP

AdSV) in different supporting electrolytes have been reported. However, there is only

one paper" in the literature, very briefly mentioning the voltammetric behaviour ofRB19.

Nonetheless, no specific informations (e.g. E." ip)are given in that article.

It is interesting to see if the cathodic reduction process of the anthraquinone group

in this sulfatoethylsulfone-based anthraquinone reactive dye was as fast as that for

anthraquinone chlorotriazine dyes (Procion Blue MX-R and Cibacron Blue 3GA)

previously studied. Hence, the aim of this present work is to investigate the

electroanalytical behaviour of RB-19 reactive dye by AdSV at a HMDE. Another

objective of this study is to investigate whether this new reactive group vinylsulfone

gives any electroanalytical signal and hence, studying the related intermediate active and

hydrolysed forms. Furthermore, the basic study was carried out to illustrate the optimum

conditions required for the determination of the trace amounts of this reactive dye and its
reaction products.

5.3 Mechanism of the Electrochemical Reduction of the Anthraquinone
Group

Anthraquinones, particularly the 9,1O-compounds, are of great importance in

chemistry, mainly in connection with production of dyestuffs and pharmaceuticals.

Because of the pronounced oxidation-reduction properties of anthraquinones, several

electrochemical methods are convenient for their determination. In general, the

quinonelhydroquinone system is among the most detailed studied systems in organic

polarographyll. The electrochemical reduction behaviour of these compounds has been
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studied extensively and has attracted a lot of attentionI2
-
16
• In addition, in the extensive

literature dealing with electrochemistry of anthraquinones, there are several reports

providing data for the electrochemical reduction of several anthraquinone derivatives in

various medial7,18. Despite this considerable progress in the study of the anthraquinone

moiety, the literature shows different interpretations of the electrochemical behaviour of

compounds having an anthraquinone functional group especially in alkaline media. For

instance, the appearance of an extra anthraquinone analytical signal at pH >7 can be

related to the cathodic reduction of the anthrone derivative (tautomerised with 1-

aminohydroquinone) or alternatively to the further reduction for the stable semiquinone

intermediate products (AQH) to form anthrohydroquinone (AQH2) compounds. Another

possible explanation might be associated with the change of the ability of forming

hydrogen bonds between amino and carbonyl groups of the anthraquinone moiety and

thus stabilise the quinoid form", The shortage of protons in alkaline media may cause

the amino group to alter the reduction mechanism, the protonation equilibrium producing

other electroactive forms which gives rise to the extra reduction peaks in the
voltammograms",

In general, in protic aqueous solutions, the electrochemical reduction of the

anthraquinone moiety in anthraquinone-based reactive dyes exhibited either one or two

electrochemical steps depending on the pH value of the supporting electrolyte. For

instance, in acidic and neutral Britton-Robinson buffer, a single peak attributed to the

reversible reduction of l-aminoantbraquinone (I) to l-aminoantbrahydroquinone (II) was

observed, in a direct two-electron, two-proton process20,21 (see Scheme 1). The peak

current for this electrochemical wave varies with the pH in the 2-8 range, with a negative

shift in its peak potential as expected for electrochemical process inwhich hydrogen ions

were consumed. However, the absence of protons for pH values higher than 10 resulted

in the expected independence ofE, on pH.
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II

Scheme 1

However, m alkaline media (e.g. carbonate buffer pH 10) 1-

aminoanthrahydroquinone (II) undergoes tautomeric rearrangement and is transformed

into the corresponding product anthrone (Ill). This latter compound is reducible at a more

negative poteotial". The occurrence of the second AdSV signal is probably associated

with the cathodic reduction of the anthrone product as can be seen from Scheme 2.

III

+e-+H+ I

IV

Scheme 2

5.4 The Differential Pulse-AdSV and Linear Sweep-AdSV Behaviour of
RB-19

The electrochemical behaviour ofRB-19 has been investigated in this work at the

HMDE using various supporting electrolytes at different pH values. The molecular

structure of this reactive dye is given in Fig 5.2. This reactive dye yielded a well-
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developed defferential pulse-AdSV peak in Britton-Robinson buffer at pH 4.5. A typical

adsorptive stripping voltammogram for 5x 10-7 mol r' RB-19 in B-R buffer is shown in

Fig 5.3. The obtained AdSV peak is due to the cathodic reduction of the anthraquinone

moiety of the dye, and its electrochemical peak potential (Ep) is at -0.41 V with 19 nA

peak current. The linear sweep-AdSV behaviour ofRB-19 in pH 4.5 B-R buffer was also

investigated (Fig. 5.4). The voltammogram shows one analytical peak corresponding to

the anthraquinone functional group at Ep potential of -0.44 V (i,= 13.4 nA).

o
S 03 N a

Figure 5.2: Molecular structure of Reactive Blue 19.

· l'1nA

Potential (-V) 1.0

Figure 5.3: Differential-pulse adsorptive stripping voltammogram for 5x 10-7M Reactive
Blue 19 in pH 4.5 Britton-Robinson buffer. Accumulation time: 2 min, accumulation
potential: 0.0 V and scan rate: 5 mVS-I.
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I~nA

Figure 5.4: Linear sweep adsorptive stripping voltammogram for 5x 10-'M RB-19 in pH
4.5 B-R buffer. Scan rate: 5 mV S-I, accumulation time: 2 min and accumulation
potential: 0.0 V.

DP-AdSV voltammograms for 5 xlO-' mol r' RB-19 in acetate buffer at pH 5

shows a weak stripping voltammetric signal obtained at Ep= -0.48 V with 2.8 nA peak

current (see Fig. 5.5). This AdSV peak was due to the cathodic reduction process of the

anthraquinone group. At the same experimental conditions, the linear sweep-AdS V

voltammogram of RB-19 illustrates a well-defined analytical peak due to reduction of

anthraquinone group at -0.5 V. The linear sweep-AdSV behaviour of this reactive dye in

acetate buffer (PH 5) is given in Fig 5.6. From the comparisons of differential pulse-

AdSV and linear sweep-AdSV response of the investigated reactive dyes, a further

evidence and example illustrating Komorsk-Lovric and Lovric theory was obtained. This

theory has indicated that, for a very fast and reversible reduction of an adsorbed specie,

which yields an adsorbed product, reduction of the adsorbed specie occurs immediately

the pulse is applied, and that no faradaic current remains when the current is monitored

near the end of pulse application. Therefore, a very small or no signal should be obtained

when employing differential pulse or square wave techniques", The absence (or the
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vestige of the signal in this case) of the DP stripping peak of anthraquinone group in

acetate buffer indicates that the reduction process of the anthraquinone moiety of the

adsorbed dye is being very fast and reversible giving an adsorbed product according to

the above theory. However, the presence of boric acid in the supporting buffer used in

the AdSV of reactive dyes caused the differential pulse stripping peak associated with

reduction of the anthraquinone group to appear and enhance. As mentioned previously,

when Britton-Robinson buffer (which contains boric acid) is used a well-developed peak

was obtained. Similar outcomes were also observed when acetate buffer to which boric

acid was added, was used. This behaviour is believed to be caused by the slowing down

of reduction of the adsorbed dye owing to the presence of borate. Boric acid is known to

complex the aminoanthraquinone group of the reactive dyes5,24,25, therefore, it seems to

have an overall slowing effect on the rate of the electron transfer at the electrode (i.e.

alters the current-time profile for the reduction of the adsorbed reactive dye).

~---B

"C 11~A I 1(1)

~
o
~

J
a
!

)
A

0."
Potential (-V)

Figure 5.5: Differential pulse adsorptive stripping voltammogram of 5x 10"M RB-19 in
pH 5 acetate buffer (A), and with addition of boric acid (B). Tacx:= 2 min, Eacx:= 0.0 V and
scan rate = 5 mV S·I.
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0·5
Potential (-V)

Figure 5.6: Linear sweep adsorptive stripping voltammogram for 5x 10-7M Reactive
Blue19 in pH 5 acetate buffer. Taee= 2 min, Eacc= 0.0 V and sean rate = 5 mV S-I.

Similar observations and results were recorded when studying DP-AdSV for

5x 10-7 mol r' RB-19 in pH 10 carbonate buffer. The reactive dye exhibited two stripping

signals corresponding to the reduction of anthraquinone moiety and anthrone derivative

at -0.73 V and -1.1 V, respectively (Fig. 5.7). As a result of the high value of pH of

carbonate buffer, the reduction of anthraquinone to anthrahydroquinone becomes more

difficult, thus the AdSV peak potentials were shifted to more negative values. However,

when adding boric acid to the sample solution the peak height of anthraquinone signal

increased sharply (nearly twice the initial signal) as a result of the anthraquinone-borate

complex formation.

However, Fogg and colleagues had reported similar electrochemical behaviour of

the lack and absence of differential pulse cathodic stripping voltammetric signal at the

HMDE for the reduction process of anthraquinone-based reactive dyesS,26. They observed
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that the differential pulse signal associated with the reduction of the anthraquinone

moiety was not obtained when acetate or carbonate buffers were used, and at low pH

values ofB-R buffer. But at higher pH values ofB-R buffer or when adding boric acid to

acetate solution the DP signal was present and its size seen to increase with increasing

accumulation time.

O·l~
Potential (-V)

Figure 5.7: Adsorptive stripping voltammogram for 5x 1O-7MReactive Blue 19 in pH 10
carbonate buffer. Accumulation time: 2 min, accumulation potential: 0.0 V and scan rate
5 mV s".

The reduction of Anthrone derivative: in alkaline solution (e.g. pH>8)

I-aminoanthrahydroquinone undergoes tautomeric rearrangement and transforms into the

corresponding anthrone compound. This product is reducible at a more negative

potential. Hence, the stripping voltammogram ofRB-19 exhibits a further AdSV peak at -

1.1 V (ip= 13 nA) associated with the cathodic reduction of the anthrone derivative. It is

obvious from Fig. 5.7 that the electrochemical determination of the studied reactive dye

is possible via the direct monitoring of the adsorptive stripping response of the
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electrochemical reduction of the anthrone product. The appearance of this second AdSV

peak at more negative potential in alkaline solution is practically enough to permit direct

analysis of RB-19 in spite of the use of the anthraquinone electroanalytical signal.

The published studies of the two anthraquinone-based reactive dyes (Procion Blue

MX-R and Cibacron Blue 3GAt,S omitted the observation of the anthrone AdSV signal

probably owing to the presence of the chlorotriazine reduction wave, which masks and

covers this extra adsorptive stripping peak. However, when these chlorotriazine-based

anthraquinone reactive dyes were hydrolysed, the reactive group peak was partially

loosed. As a result, the monitoring of these reactive dyes in basic medium (pH 10 B-R

buffer) indicates the existence and occurrence of the anthrone electrochemical signal. In

addition, the voltammograms of the intermediate reactive form, the vinylsulfone (RB 19-

VS) and the hydrolysed RB-19 (RB 19-0H) in alkaline solutions exhibited the second

AdSV peak related to the anthrone reduction process.

However, at higher pH values (e.g. pH>S), the equilibrium between

l-aminoanthrahydroquinone and anthrone tautomer was attained almost instantaneously,

thus, two electro analytical signals of nearly equal peak height for the reduction of

anthraquinone and anthrone groups were observed. In contrast the rate of equilibrium for

the previous tautomerization at lower pH value (e.g. pH 5) decreased dramatically. In

fact, typical tautomerization of anthrone via l-aminoanthrahydroquinone at pH 5 required

several days. It was observed that the anthraquinone group is not stable at pH 5 and its

peak current decreased slightly with increasing time to a lower value with simultaneous

appearance of a new cathodic wave at a less negative potential. This new cathodic wave

increased in height at approximately the same rate as the decrease of the parent wave,

however, the total current (parent wave + new wave) remains approximately at the

original height of the initial wave as can be seen from Fig. 5.S. This electroanalytical

behaviour is typical for tautomerism of anthraquinone to the corresponding reduced

derivative1S•19,24.
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-+- Anthraquinone
Signal

_ Anthrone Signal

16

O+-----~----~------r_----~----~----~o 3 4

Time (Day)

Figure 5.8: Effect of Time on Anthraquinone and Anthrone signals
(pH 5)

2 5 6

Sulfone reactive group: The RB-19 molecule has. in addition to the anthrquinone group.

sulfone and sulfonate reactive groups both of which are not electroactive in aqueous

solutions. Actually. for all the used supporting electrolytes. no electrochemical peak was

observed for the sulfatoethylsulfone or vinylsulfone reactive groups (see Fig. 5.3). Such

outcomes and observations confirmed the electro-inactive property of this anchoring

system. Similar observations were reported for other vinylsulfone-based reactive dyes

such as Remazol Brilliant Orange 3R27 and Reactive Violet 528• However. the sulfone

reactive group can only be electro-reduced in aprotic media and the wave obtained is not

recommended for trace analytical purposes'",

5.5 Cyclic Voltammetric Studies ofRB-19

Cyclic voltammetric scans of 1 xlO-4 mol rl RB-19 in pH 4.5 B-R buffer show a

reversible reduction process for the anthraquinone group. Figure 5.9 illustrates a typical

cyclic voltammogram at the HMDE of the reactive dye over the full potential range. As

can be seen from the cyclic voltammogram, the presence of a pair of well-defined

cathodic peak (nC) and anodic peak (IIA) indicates that the reduction of the
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anthraquinone wave is considered a reversible process. The peak potential separation is

about 64 mY. However, the peak height of anodic peak is less than the peak height of

cathodic peak, which suggests that the oxidation process is less reversible than the

reduction step. The cyclic voltammogram of RB-19 at 1 x 10-4mol r' concentration level

exhibits a pre-peak (Ie) which appears only as a shoulder at a less negative potential than

the anthraquinone peak (lIe). This shoulder is presumably due to the diffusion process

occurring at a relatively higher dye concentration level (1 x 10-4mol rl) from the bulk of

the solution to the hanging drop electrode. At lower concentration (1 x 10-7mol rl) this

shoulder was totally eliminated. However, In 8-R buffer the anodic peak (HA) is

decreased and another anodic peak is obtained at a less negative potential (Peak lA) due

to chemical reaction following the charge transfer. Nonetheless, at low sean rates (e.g. 10

mV S-I) only lIe and IIA are seen in both voltammograms (Fig. 5.10). However, when

the sean rate is increased, the increase in the height of peaks HA and IIC is much greater

than the corresponding increase in the height of peaks lA and IC, respectively.

II

o

·1

1.0o·s
Potential (-V)

Figure 5.9: Cyclic voltammogram of 1x 10-4MRB-19 in pH 4.5 B-R buffer, sean rate 5
mVs-l.
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Figure 5.10: Cyclic voltammogram of anthraquinone group (1x104MRB-19 in pH 5
acetate buffer) at different scan rates: a,10; b,20; c, 30; d, 40; e, 50; f, 60; g, 70; h, 80 mY
S-I.

This cyclic voltammetric behaviour is in good agreement with that reported for

the cyclic voltammetric characteristic of the two anthraquinoe-based reactive dyes

Procion Blue MX-R and Cibacron Blue 3GA3o in pH 4.5 B-R buffer.

On the other hand, at high pH values of B-R buffer or in carbonate buffer, the

absence of an anodic peak (i.e. lack of oxidation wave) coupled with the cathodic peak

(IIIC) related to the electrochemical reduction of anthrone product indicates the

irreversibility of the second reduction process. This agrees with similar work on 1-

amino-9,1O-anthraquinone derivatives in weakly alkaline media". At high pH values,

such as in carbonate buffer, a more complicated vohammogram was observed (see Fig.

5.11). It can be seen from the RB-19 cyclic voltammogram obtained in pH 10 carbonate

buffer that the first reduction peak (IC) was followed by a new smaller cathodic peak

(IIC) at a more negative potential. A new small anodic peak (IIA) is coupled with this

new peak. The presence of the new post-cathodic peak (IIC) or pre-anodic (HA) peak is
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probably associated with the adsorption of a new compound formed in alkaline solutions.

Some authors suggested that in an alkaline medium (e.g. pH 10 carbonate buffer),

tautomerization of amino quinones may have occurred". This would lead to the formation

of a quinone imine structure. Both species might exist at equilibrium in solution giving

two voltammetric waves. However, in basic solutions, the shortage of protons may also

cause the substituent amino group to alter the reduction mechanism, the protonation

equilibrium producing other electroactive forms which give rise to the post-peak (IIC) in

the cyclic voltammogram. The electro density of the quinone function is increased by the

electron-donating character of the unprotonated amino substituent and consequently the

reduction of the quinone will become more difficult which results in the negative shift in

the reduction potential of the new productS,19. In addition, the presence of the post-

cathodic peak (IVC) succeeding the AdSV peak (InC) associated with the cathodic

reduction of anthrone product is probably due to the adsorption of the possible surface-

active reactant yielded from the reduction of anthrone product.

'1.0
Potential (-V)

Figure 5.11: Cyclic voltammogram of 1x 104M RB-19 in pH 10 carbonate buffer, scan
rate 50 mV S-I.
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A more detailed cyclic voltammetric study was carried out in order to obtain more

information about the nature of the redox reactions of the reactive dye at the electrode

surface. The influence of scan rate on the anthraquinone reduction peak is illustrated in

Fig. 5.10. The heights of the anodic and cathodic peaks are plotted as a function of the

scan rate in Fig 5.12. The peak height of the reduction current increases linearly with the

scan rate. The cathodic peak potential slightly shifted in the negative direction when the

scan rates become faster. These differences in peak potentials with scan rates reflect an

increasing degree of irreversibility at higher scan rates. Moreover, the ratio of the

anodic-to-cathodic peak heights (i, lA! ip le) is smaller than unity and increase with scan

rate from 0.3 (v=10 mVs·l) up to 0.4 (v=80 mVs·I), which indicates that the diffusion

process is predominating and weak adsorption of the reactant is occurring30. However,

when reversing the scanning potential of the electrode to the positive-going potential

immediately after the reduction of the first anthraquinone reversible wave, the height of

the anodic peak dramatically increased to nearly more than four times its original height

when the full potential range was used.
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Figure 5.12:lnfluence of scan rate on anthraquinone redox peak
currentsL _
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Further enhancement in the limiting current was observed when multi-cyclic

sweeps (v=50 mvs") mode were applied. A gradual growth of the cathodic and anodic

peak currents was observed, indicating progressive adsorptive accumulation of the

analyte at the HMDE during the multi-cyclic operation (see Fig. 5.13).

le j
2

o

Figure 5.13: Multi-cyclic voltammogram of anthraquinone group ofRB-19 in pH 5
acetate buffer, scan rate 50 mV S-I.

5.6 Optimum Experimental Conditions

The necessary conditions for the adsorptive accumulation of the reactive dye

under investigation was studied using the HMDE as a working electrode for the

differential pulse mode recording of the stripping voltammetric curve in the whole

accessible potential range. The optimal supporting electrolyte, optimal pH, the optimal
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and potential of the analyte, as well as all the necessary instrumental parameters were

established in these studies.

5.6.1 Effect of accumulation time

Preconcentration of RB-19 on the surface of the HMDE is the essential condition

for highly sensitive determinations. The amount of adsorbed reactive dye depends on the

accumulation potential used and on the intensity of stirring. It also depends on the length

of time over which adsorption is allowed to proceed. The longer the duration of the

accumulation time, the more RB-19 is adsorbed and the larger the peak current. The

duration of the accumulation is limited by complete coverage of the electrode surface.

The reduction current of 5 xlO-7 mol r' RB-19 solution was measured as a

function of accumulation time (taa:) in B-R buffer (PH 4.5) as can be seen from Fig 5.14.

In this diluted solution, the relationship ip = f (taa:) is almost linear. The rectilinear

relationship is observed up to 5 min and then becomes curved owing to the saturation of

the hanging mercury drop by the analyte. For subsequent experiments an accumulation

time of 2 min was selected as an optimum taa: because it provided high peak current with

adequate practical time.

5.6.2 Effect of accumulation potential

Generally. the adsorption process at the electrode/solution interface depends on

the electrode potential. The optimum Eaa: value can be found by measuring the

dependence of the peak height of the analytical signal on preconcentration potential while

gradually changing Eaa: from an original value (e.g. 0.0 V) towards more negative or

positive values. The cathodic stripping peak height was therefore measured versus the

accumulation potential Eaa:. Stirred collection was carried out for 2 min at each selected

potential. The effect of the accumulation potential on stripping peak current was

examined over the +0.1 to -0.4 V range (Fig. 5.15). When the accumulation potential is

more positive than the reduction peak potential (E, = -0.4 V) of RB-19, the peak current

remain nearly constant (with exception of the 0.0 V value). whereas it decreases sharply
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when Eacc is near to E, (it is totally eliminated at -0.6 V Eaoc value). An accumulation

potential of 0.0 V was selected as optimum Eacc as it provided the highest peak current.

The variation of preconcentration potential did not produce significant shifts in E, value.
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Figure 5.14: Effect of accumulation time on anthraquinone reduction process in pH 4.5
B-R buffer. Accumulation time: a=30, b=60, c=90, d=120 and e=150 s.
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FIGURE 5.15 Effect of accumulation potintial on peak height of
anthraquinone moeity.
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5.6.3 Effect of pH

The acidity of the supporting buffer is one of the most important factors which

influences the reduction process, because, both peak height and peak position of

anthraquinone are pH dependent. Furthermore, in some cases, it controls the stability of

the analyte or its complexes and hence can be used to minimise the effect of

interferences. The effect of pH on the differential pulse adsorptive stripping

voltammograms ofRB-19 (5 xlO-7 mol rl) in B-R buffer with 2 min accumulation time

at 0.0 V is shown in Fig 5.16 and Fig 5.17. The analysed reactive dye was shown to be

adsorbed and to give stripping voltammetric peaks over the pH range 2-12. The peak

potential of the adsorptive stripping signal was shifted to more negative values when the

pH increased, which indicates that Ep was pH dependent (as expected for a reaction in

which hydrogen ions take part in the electrochemical process). The plots of E, versus pH

(Fig. 5.16) showed a linear relationship between pH 2 and pH 10 with a slope of 50 mV

pH"Iunit. However, an inflection point can be observed at pH 10 where the reduction of

RB-19 becomes independent of pH. These experimental observations are in a good

agreement with the suggested electrode mechanism for the reduction of the

anthraquinone moiety (see section 5.3). Furthermore, at pH > 8 the anthraquinone

reduction peak splits into two peaks, which probably relates to the adsorption of a new

compound formed due to the tautomerization and formation of quinoneimine structure

(refer to section 5.4).

The influence of the solution pH value on the peak height obtained for RB-19 was

examined. The optimum pH value for the reactive dye determination seems to lie in the

4-10 pH range (Fig. 5.17). At pH 8 the peak current reached its maximum value, thus it

would be convenient to monitor the dye during the dyeing process (which usually occurs

in alkaline media). Nevertheless, for practical analysis, the optimum pH values over 4-7

were chosen because the reduction peak showed relatively high sensitivity and with a

simple uncomplicated voltammogram and to avoid the splitting in the anthraquinone

AdSV peak which occurred at higher pH values.
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Figure 5.16: Effect of pH on peak potential of anthraquinone
group.
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Figure 5.17 : Effect of pH on peak current of anthraquinone moiety
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5.6.4 Effect of reactive dye concentration

The effect of varying the RB-19 concentration on the peak current of the

reduction of the anthraquinone group was also investigated by adsorptive stripping

voitammetry. The peak height of the reactive dye was measured as a function of RB-19

concentration; it was found (Fig. 5.18) that it increases almost linearly in the

concentration range from i-io' to 5x10-7 mol r'. Hence, the RB-19 3xlO-7

concentration was selected as optimal dye concentration for further studies.
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Varying the concentration of the supporting electrolyte (PH 4.5 B-R buffer) can

influence the adsorption process. The effect of the electrolyte concentration on the

adsorptive stripping response of RB-19 was evaluated and is illustrated in Fig 5.19.

When the buffer concentration was increased from 0.01 to 0.04 mol r', the analytical

response also increased remarkably. The peak height increases gradually beyond this

electrolyte concentration level, until it becomes constant at 0.2 mol r'. Hence, 0.04

mol r' buffer concentration was selected as optimal because it provided the largest peak

O.OOE+OO1.00E-O? 2.00E-O? 3.00E-O? 4.00E-O? 5.00E-O? 6.00E-O? ?OOE-O? S.OOE-O?

Dye concentration (M)

Figure 5.18: Influence of reactive dye concentration on
anthraquinone peak current

5.6.5 Effect of supporting electrolyte and boric acid concentrations
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current in the linear range. On the other hand, a noticeable shift by 25 mV in the positive

direction was observed when increasing the buffer concentration from 0.01 to 0.04 moll".

However, the peak potential remains relatively constant after 0.06 mol r' concentration.
It was recently reported (section 5.4) that the presence of boric acid in the

supporting buffer used in the AdSV analysis of reactive dyes caused the differential pulse

stripping voltammetric peak associated with the reduction of anthraquinone group to

appear and enhance. Consequently, the peak current of the anthraquinone group of RB-19

was investigated as a function of boric acid concentration. The observed peak height was

found to be directly proportional to the boric acid concentration up to the 0.08 mol r'
level.
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Figure 5.19:Effect of supporting electrolyte concentration on
the analytical signal

5.6.6 Effect of scan rate

The effect of scan rate (Fig. 5.20) on the adsorptive stripping current of Sx 10.7

mol rl RB-19 in pH 4.5 B-R buffer was examined over the 3-40 mV S·I range. When the

potential was scanned at increasing rates from 3 to 7 mVs·l, a proportional relationship

was observed between the peak intensity and the scan rate, which indicated that the redox

reduction process being examined occurs in the adsorbed state (i.e. the reduction process

is controlled by the adsorption of the reactive dye on the surface of the working
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electrode)". When the scan rate became higher than 9 mV S-I the peak height declined

gradually from 14 nA at 9 mV S-I to 8 nA at 40 mV S-I. The half-width (W«) of the

analytical signal of anthraquinone group in this scan rate range increased when the scan

rate approached higher values. When the scan rate increment was tested, the increase of

this parameter produced an increase in the peak current; but also a great distortion in this

signal was observed at high scan rates, resulting in very poor and broad AdSV peak

shape. It was concluded that an intermediate value of 5 mV S-l was most appropriate for

the best the electrochemical signal with adequate practical time. Thus, it was selected for

subsequent work.
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Figure 5.20: Effect of scan rate on anthraquinone peak current

5.6.7 Effect of convection rate

Other instrumental parameters and experimental conditions that can affect the

adsorptive stripping response of RB-19 are stirring rate and the surface area of the

working electrode. The effect of the stirring rate on the peak current was tested.

Increased stirring rate (position 0 to 6 speed on the voltammetric stand) provided, as

expected, an increase in the peak current and did not affect the value of E, (Table 5.1).
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Stirring speed 2 (approximately 1400 rev min-I) was chosen as an optimum value, which

provided adequate preconcentration effect without saturating the HMDE.

Table 5.1: Influence of stirring rate on ipand Ep for RB-19 response

Stirring Speed
0 2 4 6

Position

Peak Current (nA) 9.4 12.2 15.4 16.4

Peak Potential (-V) 0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42

5.6.8 Effect of working electrode area

The influence of the surface area of the Hg-drop working electrode (large,

medium, small) on the anthraquinone reduction current was also evaluated. In this study,

the increase in area yielded a linear enhancement in the peak response (Table 5.2) and did

not affect the value of the peak potential. The large size (approximately 0.29 mm2
) was

considered as optimum because it provided the highest intensity. For 5x 10-7mol r' RB-
19 solution the peak current went up with a slope of 74.3 nA mm-2 in the range of 0.15 to

0.29 mm' Hg-drop area.

Table 5.2: Influence ofHg-drop size on ipofRB-19

Hg-drop area (mml) 0.15 0.22 0.29

Peak current (nA) 13.0 18.6 23.4
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5.7 Analytical Application

Once the most ideal and suitable chemical conditions and instrumental parameters

for the adsorptive stripping determination of RB-19 were established (Table 5.3),

voltammograms at various conditions for RB-19 were recorded to investigate several

analytical applications such as linearity range, detection limits, reproducibility and
stability.

Table 5.3: Optimum conditions for the analysis ofRB-19 by the AdSV technique

Parameter Variation range Optimum value

B-R buffer cone. 0.01-0.4 mol rl 0.04 mol rl

pH 2-12 4-7

Tacc 0-6min 2min

Eacc +O.l-(-O.4)V O.OV

Scan rate 3 - 40 mV S-I 5 mV s-I

Stirring rate 0- 2100 rev min-I 1400 rev min-I

Electrode area 0.15 - 0.29 mm2 0.29mm2

5.7.1 Calibration graph

Quantitative evaluation is based on the dependence of the adsorptive stripping

peak current on the concentration of the anaiyte (reactive dye). This dependence of the

analytical response on the reactive dye was measured in the concentration range from

IxI0-9 to IxI0-6mol r'. The calibration graph was obtained when successive additions

of the standard dye solution were added to a B-R buffer solution (PH 4.5). Figure 5.21
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shows the calibration curve obtained for the AdSV of RB-19. The signals were shown to

be rectilinear up to a concentration of at least 5x 10-7 mol r' of the reactive dye. Least-

squares analysis of the linear range of the calibration plot yielded the following results:

Slope of the linear range X = 0.034 A mol" l, Intercept, Y = 1.3 nA, Correlation

coefficient r = 0.995. The regression equation of the calibration line can have the form:

ip (A) = 1.3 x 10-9 + 0.034 C (mol r'j r = 0.995

Obviously, the linear conditions only exist for low surface coverage, so deviations

from linearity are expected at higher reactive dye concentrations (which were observed at

Ix 1O~ mol }"1 concentration level) and/or when using longer accumulation times.
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Figure 5.21: Calibration graph of Reactive Blue 19

5.7.2 Detection limits

The effective preconcentration during the adsorption process of RB-19 makes it

possible to achieve very low detection limits. The detection limit, defined as three times

the signal-to-noise ratio (SIN = 3) reached in the optimum conditions for monitoring

RB-19 was 5xlO-9 mol rl (Tacc = 2 min). However, when applying longer accumulation
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time (e.g. 7 min) a detection limit less than Ix10-10 mol r1 can be achieved. This latter

detection limits is more sensitive than the detection limits obtained by other analytical

techniques currently available for the analysis of RB-19 by liquid chromatography':', and

liquid secondary ion mass spectrometry".

5.7.3 Reproducibility

The high sensitivity of AdSV is accompanied by good reproducibility of the

obtained results. This can be attributed to the reproducible area and self-cleaning control

provided by the stripping voltammetric stand (i.e. the use of new drop of reproducible

area in each run); as well as the stability of the reactive dye. Under the previously

optimised conditions, the reproducibility of the measured analytical signal was checked

from eight successive measurements of 5x 10-7 mol r1 of RB-19 solutions. A relative

standard deviation of3.4% was calculated in such conditions.

5.7.4 Stability

Under optimum conditions, the stability ofa 5xlO-7 mol r' ofRB-19 solution was

investigated. The solution of this reactive dye seemed to be stable for a period of four

hours at least, which was more than enough to carry out all the experimental

measurements for the reduction of anthraquinone moiety by AdSV technique.

5.8 Measurements of the Hydrolysed Reactive Dye

Hydrolysis of the vinylsulfone functional group (-SO:zCH=CH:z)before fixation is

one of the fundamental problems and main competitive reaction associated with reactive
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dye technology, because the hydrolysed dye (RB 19-0H) will not fix and has no

additional affinity for the fibre. For the majority of vinyl sulfone reactive dyes, the degree

of fixation ranges from 75% to 90% on cotton. The possible discrimination between the

original dye (RB-19) and its hydrolysed form (RB 19-0H) as well as the intermediate

form (RB 19-vinylsulfone) was investigated by the AdSV technique. For obtaining a

standard solution ofRB I9-VS, a solution of IxlO-3 mol }"I of the original dye was stirred

at pH 11. In order to obtain solutions of fully hydrolysed dye, a solution of original dye

in sodium carbonate at pH 10 was heated for at least one hour or alternatively by

refluxing at 1x 10-3 mol r' solution ofRB-19 at pH II for three hours.

The adsorptive stripping voltammograms of both the hydrolysed dyes and the

vinylsulfone dye, at various supporting electrolytes, were compared with the

voltammogram of the original dye. No significant changes in the peak shape or

potentials of the anthraquinone reduction process were observed. However, marked

variations in the peak current for these different forms (RB 19, RB 19-VS and RB 19-

OH) were recorded (Table 5.4). Consequently, these variations in the peak height of the

anthraquinone functional group (or anthrone peak. in carbonate buffer) can be used to

some extent for the distinguishing between the RB-19 derivatives and its hydrolysis

products. Nonetheless, the full discrimination between these different forms of the

reactive dye directly without any pre-treatment procedures (e.g. chromatographic

separation) is inadequate when applying the AdSV technique as an analytical method.

The limitation of this developed electroanalyticaI method for the measurement of the

hydrolysed or intermediate products is due to the lack and absence of the AdSV signal for

the sulfone anchoring system associated with the hydrolysis process for this particular

reactive dye. Similar results and conclusions were obtained for the reaction of the

analysed reactive dye with other hydroxy substances (e.g. methanolysis process).

Nevertheless, the AdSV technique has been used with great success for the

monitoring and distinguishing between the original reactive dyes and their hydrolysis

products for various reactive dyes such as Reactive Red 4132, Reactive Orange 2333

Procion Blue MX-R, Cibecron Blue 3GAs and several triazine-based azodyes".
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However, an alternative electroanalytical approach, which can secure a desirable

discrimination between the RB-19 and its hydrolysis/methanolysis and/or structurally

similar anthraquinone-based reactive dyes, can be accomplished by applying different

square wave frequencies. It is possible that by employing such strategy at a selected SW

frequencies, the stripping voltammetric peak potential shifts for these various forms is

different enough to ensure reasonable differentiation between these different compounds

and forms. Such anticipations and expectations are based on view of observations

reported recently, which indicates that by applying the mentioned electrochemical

procedure, analytical discrimination between two substances with very similar reduction

potentials can be achieved3s•36• However, because this strategy is usually required

different reversibilities between the two analytes to be monitored simultaneously and due

to the lack of the appropriate electrochemical instrumentation, similar experiments can

not be carried out at this stage.

In contrast, other analytical approaches using liquid secondary ion mass

spectrometry" or high pressure liquid chromatography (HPLCl coupled with a swept-

potential electrochemical detector were successfully used for simultaneous monitoring

and identification of the hydroxy and vinylsulfone derivative ofRB-19 dye.

Table 5.4:Influence of hydrolysis process on the Epand ip for RB-19

Anthraquinone Peak Anthrone Peak
Electrolyte Derivative

Ep (-V) ip (oA) Ep (-V) ip (nA)

RB-19 0.42 11.6 - -
B-R buffer RB 19-VS 0.43 8.2 - -

RB 19-0H 0.43 6.8 - -
RB-19 0.46 2.8 - -

Acetate buffer
RB 19-0H 0.43 4.6 - -
RB-19 0.73 12.0 1.1 15.6

Carbonate buffer
RB 19-0H 0.73 8.0 1.1 13.0
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5.9 Conclusions

Adsorptive stripping voltammetry (AdSV) can be used effectively to analyse the

anthraquinone-based reactive dyes. The results given here demonstrate clearly the

applicability of the developed procedure for the determination of Reactive Blue-19 dye at

nanomolar levels. Proposed electrode reduction mechanisms for both anthraquinone and

anthrone systems were suggested and discussed. Voltammetric studies of the reactive dye

exhibited either one or two cathodic reduction processes depending on the pH value of

the supporting buffer. This investigated reactive dye can be determined directly via

monitoring the stripping voltammetric waves of anthraquinone and/or anthrone groups.

However, the vinylsulfone reactive system shows no electrochemical activity. The DP

adsorptive stripping voltammetry at the HMDE and cyclic voltammetric studies shows a

very similar electrochemical behaviour of RB-19 to the behaviour and results obtained

for structurally similar anthraquinone-based reactive dyes. The cyclic voltammetric study

confirmed the reversibility of the two-electron, two-proton redox reaction for the

anthraquinone moiety, whereas, the redox process related to the anthrone product

appeared to be an irreversible process, as no current was observed in the reverse scan.

The influence of various experimental conditions and instrumental parameters on the

determination of this reactive dye was discussed in detail. The calibration graph was

linear in the IxIO·9 - 5xlO·7 mol r' range with a detection limit of 5 xlO-9mol r',
Finally, owing to the nature of the reactive anchoring group in RB-19, the distinguishing

between the original dye and its hydrolysed form is limited when using the AdSV
technique.
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CHAPTER SIX AdSV of RB-19 in the presence of surfactant

ADSORPTIVE STRIPPING VOLTAMMETRY OF

REACTIVE BLUE 19 IN THE PRESENCE OF

SURFACTANTS

6.1 Introduction

Inprevious studies reported in chapter five, the analysis of anthraquinone-based

Reactive Blue 19 dye by AdSV at the HMDE has been investigated. However, the

direct monitoring process of this reactive dye in natural or polluted waters (i.e. real

sample) can be a complicated task owing to the occurrence of severe interference caused

by the competitive adsorption of electro-active, as well as electro-inactive compounds.

The determination of reactive dye molecules in natural waters is governed by the

presence of surface-active materials in the sample. Surfactants compete with the analyte

for adsorption sites on the electrode surface, resulting in decreased peak heights, lower

sensitivity and narrower linear ranges'. In extreme cases the stripping response may even

be completely suppressed. Surface-active substances such as surfactants are known to

adsorb at the electrode/solution interface and this can modify the behaviour of the

electroactive species, hence, changes in the rate and kinetics of the electrode process (e.g.

reducing the rate of electrode reaction) and/or changes in the thermodynamic properties

of the system in the interfacial region are to be expected'. As a result, a shift of the half-

wave potential, splitting of the analytical peak, decrease of limiting current and other

phenomena, have been observed'. In addition, if the surfactant is an electroactive
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substance, it can produce adsorptive stripping peaks during the stripping step that may

overlap with the analyte peaks". On the other hand, the presence of surfactants may also

result in an enhancement for the height of the voltammetric signal". In such cases, the

thermodynamic properties of the system in the interfacial region are atTected and the

coadsorption process has an acceleration and catalytic influence on the electrode reaction.

However, several approaches have been used to alleviate and overcome the surfactant

coadsorption problem in AdSVs,6. A proper choice of accumulation potential or the use

of short accumulation times can minimise modest suppressions of the adsorptive

stripping peaks. Calibration curves or standard addition experiments, also correct for such

modest effects. More severe peak depressions usually require a time-consuming

separatory technique (e.g. HPLC or molecular exclusion chromatography) to isolate the

analyte from co-adsorbing interferents. Finally, the addition of fumed silica to sample

solutions, or applying ultraviolet (UV) irradiation, can be used for the elimination of

many of the surfactant problems characterising some AdSV measurements.

In recent years, the etTect of surfactants on AdSV of various synthetic dyes and

colouring matters has been receiving considerable attention. In a recent publication, the

influence of the addition of Triton X-IOO on the AdSV behaviour of two anthraquinone-

based reactive dyes (Procion Blue MX-R and Cibacron Blue 30A) was reported/". The

addition of surfactants has an effect that seems to be more complex than a simple

competition for adsorption sites. In the presence of Triton X-lOO, the rate of the

electrochemical process slowed down, a fact that would explain the increase of the

voltammetric signal for larger current sampling times" However, Fogg and colleagues

studied the effect of various surfactants on the differential-pulse voltammetric

determination and identification of synthetic colouring matters in drugs and cosmetics'i'",

synthetic food colouring matters':", and two reactive dyes (Reactive Orange 23 and

Reactive Black) 12. In addition, the influence of the surfactant tetraphenyl phosphonium

chloride (TPPC) on the voltammetric signal of the azo colouring matter Azorubine'" and

Carmoisine'" was recently reported. In general, similar inhibition actions caused by

several surfactants were observed in most of these reported studies.
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6.2 Aim of the Study

The aim of this present work was to investigate the influence of vanous

surfactants on the AdSV response in order to evaluate the possibilities and limitations of

the application of differential pulse adsorptive stripping voltammetry in monitoring the

concentration of Reactive Blue 19 at ng r' levels in the presence of competitive

interferences. Thus, the optimal experimental conditions that can lead to minimise the

inhibitory and suppression effects of these surfactants have to be defined and controlled.

This study was also aimed at improving the knowledge of the possible effect of

surfactants on the stripping voltammetic peak potential for this reactive dye. Such

possible shifts in peak potential may allow direct determination of the studied Reactive

Blue 19 dye in the presence of its hydrolysis products or other anthraquinone-based

reactive dyes reduced at similar stripping voltammetric potentials. This procedure is

known as "selective damping" or electrochemical masking of the interfering substance

with a surface-active species.

6.3 Effect of Various Surfactants on the Anthraquinone Reduction
Process

The influence of several surfactants on the AdSV behaviour of RB-19 was

investigated under identical conditions i.e. by performing the accumulation stage for 2

min at a preconcentration potential of 0.0 V in pH 4.5 Britton-Robinson buffer. The

concentration of the studied reactive dye was 5xlO·7 mol r' and the concentration of

surfactants was varied within an appropriate range for each surfactant. The results

obtained were expressed as dependence of the relative peak heights i.lio (where i. is the
peak height of the reactive dye in the presence of surfactant, and io is that in the absence

of surfactant) on the concentration of surfactants.
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6.3.1 Effect of Glycerol

The competitive adsorption of Glycerol has practically no influence on the shape

and potential position of the analytical signal of the reduction of the anthraquinone

moiety. A typical DPAdSV signal of 5x 10-7mo I rIo f RB-19 in the presence of varying

concentration of Glycerol surfactant is given in Fig. 6.1. The addition of a very low

concentration (6 mg rl) of Glycero I caused a decrease in the peak current of RB-19, by

about 12 % of the original signal. A continuous decline in the anthraquinone peak

current was observed when varying the surfactant concentration within the range 6-60

mg rl (see Fig. 6.2). Such electrochemical behaviour can be explained by the

competitive co-adsorption of surfactants that have a strong adsorptive ability on the

surface of the hanging mercury drop electrode. This inhibiting effect of Glycerol

surfactant is probably related to the possible decrease in the electrode process rate

constant for the reduction of the anthraquinone moiety due to changes in the rate of

charge and mass transfer'V".

Ill::=======l
dl:======~,,'-tc
rr'~I-----·~ B

10

Potential (-V)
Figure 6.1:Influence of the presence of Glycerol on DPAdSV signal of Reactive Blue 19.
Surfactant concentrations: 1:2, 2:6, 3:8,4: 10,5: 14,6:20, 7:30, 8:40, 9:50, 10:60 mg r'.
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Figure 6.2: Influence of Glycerol on anthraquinone
reduction process

6.3.2 Effect of Sorbitol

Figure 6.3 illustrates the influence of the competitive adsorption of Sorbitol

surfactant on the analytical response of5 x 10'7 mol r' RB-19. A gradual decrease in peak

current when increasing the concentration of Sorbitol was recorded. In comparison with

Glycerol a relatively higher concentration (0.1 mass Volume") of this surface-active

reagent was required to start affecting the anthraquinone peak current, whereas trace

amounts as low as 4 mg r' concentration of Glycerol was sufficient to produce similar

inhibition effect. The suppression of the measured anthraquinone peak current is possibly

caused by the working electrode surface blockage due to adsorption of the Sorbi tol

surfactant. In contrast, Sorbitol has practically no influence on the adsorptive stripping

peak shape and potential. The degree of RB-19 damping within the range of

concentration of surfactant under investigation does not exceed 30% of the original

signal.
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Figure 6.3: Effect of Sorbitol on anthraquinone peak current

6.3.3 Effect of Gelatine

The dependence of peak height of Reactive Blue 19 on the concentration of

Gelatine in a narrow concentration range of surfactant (0.01-0.05 mass Volume") is

given in Fig. 6.4. In contrast to the results obtained with Glycerol and Sorbitol

surfactants, the addition of Gelatine leads to an increase in the analytical response when

increasing the Gelatine concentration. However, this enhancement is dominant in the

surface-active concentration range from 0.01 to 0.04 mass volume", then starts to

decrease when the concentration of the presence surfactant exceeds the 0.04 mass

volume" level. Moreover, the introduction of Gelatine surfactant has less effect on the

peak potential ofRB-19 stripping voltammetric peak. A 28 mV shift in peak potential to

the negative direction was observed. However, the literature described similar results for

the enhancement of peak current of several synthetic dyes by the presence of Gelatine':".

After the addition of Gelatine two competing effects were observed; the retarding effect

due to the surface layer of Gelatine blocking the electrode reaction and the catalytic effect

of the Gelatine in promoting the protonation of the reactive dye prior to reaction and
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hence catalysing the overall electrode reaction". Clearly, The Gelatine concentration

determines which of these two effects (inhibition or catalyst effect) predominates.

However, at this stage it is difficult to suggest precise reasons for this unexpected

effect of Gelatine on increasing the sensitivity of Reactive Blue 19 analysis. Nonetheless,

this peak current enhancement might be attributed to the different kinetic characteristics

of the surface redox reaction of this reactive dye adsorbed on the mercury electrode that

initially covered by the co-adsorbed surface-active molecules.

1.2

~____.- <,

-c:e....
:::J
o 0.8

..10:

~ 0.6a.
~ 0.4
;;coQ) 0.2
0::: o

o 0.050.04 0.060.02 0.030.01

Gelatin concentration ( m/v)

Figure 6.4: Effect of Gelatin on anthraquinone peak current

6.3.4 Influence of surfactant charge

The influence of the distribution of the electrical charge on the molecule of

surfactant on the adsorptive stripping voltammetric behaviour of the reactive dye was

examined on the well-defined electrochemically reversible wave of anthraquinone

reduction process at pH 4.5 B-R buffer. Three categories of surfactant which have

different electrical charge on the molecule were studied: a cationic surfactant in which

the hydrophobic portion of the compound is attached to a residual positive charge

(Tetraphenyl phosphonium chloride); an anionic surfactant in which the hydrophobic
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portion of the molecule is attached to the residual negative charge (Aerosol OT), and a

non-ionic surfactant in which there is no residual electrical charge (Triton X-lOO).

6.3.4.1 Effect of cationic surfactant (TPPC)

Tetraphenyl phosphonium chloride (TPPC) has a noticeable effect on the DP

AdSV response of anthraquinone-based RB-19. Although no significant effect on the

adsorptive stripping peak potential was observed, a marked reduction on the peak current

with the continuous addition of the cationic surfactant was recorded. The effect of

variation of the surfactant concentration on peak current was evaluated over the range

0.1-20 ug ml" TPPC. Results presented in Fig. 6.5 evidently show that, the presence of a

very low quantity of the cationic surfactant (20 ug ml") was sufficient to reduce the peak

height to half its initial value. The co-adsorption action of TPPC, probably caused

changes in the structure of the double layer, which was reflected in changes in the

electrochemical reaction, taking place there and its rate constant.

6.3.4.2 Effeet of anionic surfaetant (Aerosol OT)

The influence of the Aerosol OT anionic surfactant on the AdSV behaviour of

RB-19 was complex. As can be seen from Fig. 6.6, the anthraquinone analytical signal

decreased sharply to nearly less than two-thirds its original value after the addition of

0.01 mass volume" Aerosol ~T. However, after this initial retardation effect on the

electrode reaction, a catalytic and acceleration impact was observed with increasing

concentration of the anionic surfactant. This enhancement effect was predominant within

the concentration range 0.02-0.08 mass Volume" (Fig. 6.6). Nevertheless, a new

inhibition action was observed beyond 0.09 mass Volume" level. On the other hand,

when increasing anionic surfactant concentration from 0.01 to 0.09 mass volume", a very

slight (14 mY) change in the positive direction of peak potential was recorded.

Although the influence of these surfactants is not fully understood at this

preliminary stage, such electrochemical behaviour might be explained by assuming that
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Figure 6.5: Effect of TPPC on anthraquinone peak height
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after the introduction of the anionic surfactant, its molecules compete with the analyte for

the surface-adsorption sites, hence, leading to the initial depression of the adsorption

stripping peak of interest. However, by introducing further additions of the Aerosol QT, it

is possible that the negatively charged adsorbed layers of the anionic surfactant can be

attached by electrostatic forces to the reactive dye molecules. As a result of this

collecting and accumulating effect, the monitored electroanalytical response is enhanced

and increased.

In contrast, on the basis of such a scenario one can explain why the presence of a

very low concentration of the TPPC cationic surfactant can lead to a marked and

profound inhibition effect for the cathodic reduction process of the anthraquinone group.

In this case, the reactive dye molecules have to cross through the positively charged

adsorbed layers of the cationic surfactant.

6.3.4.3 EtTect olnon-ionic surfactant (Triton X-lOO)

Triton X-lOO is a surface-active substance very often used in the study of the

inhibition phenomena because of its great effect on various electrode processes. Its

important role is described in many published papersl,S.17.18. The influence of Triton

X-lOO on the peak shape and peak position of the adsorptive stripping peak of RB-19 is

not significant (Fig. 6.7). The decrease in the peak current of Reactive Blue 19 as a

function of the concentration of Triton X-lOO was investigated. As may be observed in

Fig. 6.8 a dramatic decline in the peak height was obtained when increasing the non-ionic

surfactant concentration from 0.1 to I mg r'. However, the reduction of peak height

remains approximately constant beyond the 1 mgl" level. The decrease in the peak height

ofRB-19 does not exceed 40%. The severe effect of Triton X-lOO on RB-19 response is

probably due to the non-potential-dependent x-electron interaction between the several

aromatic (phenyl) rings in its molecule and the mercury surface6•19• In' consequence of

the addition of Triton X-lOO surfactant, its molecules move to the electrode surface

already covered with the reactive dye molecules. At high concentrations of Triton X-lOO
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Figure 6.7: Effect of Triton X-IOO on peak height of anthraquinone func~lional group.
Surfactant concentrations: a:O, b:O.l, c:0.2, d:OA, e:0.6, f:0.8, g: 1.0 mg I .
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Figure 6.8:Effect of Triton x-100 on anthraquinone peak current
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most of the RB-19 molecules could be removed from the working electrode surface.

Hence, a marked suppression for the analytical response is anticipated.

In conclusion, Triton X-I DO is a strongly adsorbable surfactant that adsorbed at

the mercury electrode and affects the electrochemical process at the electrode/electrolyte

interface. However, owing to its non-ionic nature it has a moderate action on the

anthraquinone cathodic reduction response compared to the severe inhibition action

observed with the TPPC cationic surfactant and the catalytic action recorded with

Aerosol OT anionic surfactant. Accordingly, the type and overall charge of the applied

surfactants have a noticeable and significant influence on the electrochemical signal of

interest. This seems to indicate that a cationic surfactant has a greater inhibiting action

than the anionic surfactants.

6.4 Influence of Experimental Conditions

In studies of the influence of surfactants on the adsorptive stripping peaks of

reactive dyes, a significant role can be also played by other experimental conditions such

as pH, supporting electrolyte, accumulation time, preconcentration potential ... etc. As a

consequence, the optimal experimental conditions that can ensure the possible minimum

suppression effect can be defined. In order to evaluate the contribution of such

parameters with surfactant actions, Triton X-lOO was chosen as a ''model surfactant".

Besides its intermediate influence, the choice of Triton X-I DO was justified by the fact

that this surfactant is frequently used in the study of the inhibition phenomena for various

substances at different working electrodes.

6.4.1 Effect of pH

The effect of pH over a wide range (2-12) with a combination of the addition of

four different Triton X-lOO concentrations (0.2,0.5,0.8, and 1.2 mg r1) on the adsorptive
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stripping process was examined on the anthraquinone well-defined electrochemical wave

of 5 x 10-7mol rl Reactive Blue 19. A summary of such effects is given in Table 6.1. In

general, the relative peak current value increased with the increase of pH value right up to

pH 12. As can be noticed from the previous Table, the anthraquinone electrochemical

signals in the presence of low surfactant concentration and at high acidic aqueous

solutions (PH 2-4) were sharply decreased. As expected, it suppressed further when the

Triton X-lOO surfactant concentration was increased. For instance, less than one third

(29%) of the original analytical signal was recorded when 1.2 mg rl Triton X-lOO was

present in pH 2 B-R supporting electrolyte solution. However, a significant recovery for

the analytical response (average 68%) was observed between pH 6 and pH 10. Further

improvement and enhancement for the analytical signal was observed at pH 12. In fact,

The peak current recovery reached 160% after the addition ofO.8 mg r' Triton X-lOO.

Table 6.1: Effect of pH on AdSV signal in the presence of Triton X-lOO surfactant.

pH-'i.. 2 4 6 8 10 12r- 0.2 0.52 * 0.65 0.73 0.72 0.77 1.178....
I

0.5 0.60 0.70 0.74 1.35~ 0.34 0.45a
S

0.8 0.31 0.38 0.58 0.71 0.73 1.6·c
~

1.2 0.29 0.38 0.56 0.68 1.0 1.13

* Relative peak current.

The results obtained in these experiments can be understood in view of the

suggestions made be some authors'? that most of the functional groups of surfactant

molecules (Triton X-lOO in this case) are deprotonated at higher pH and thus are

negatively charged. Hence, electrostatic forces can attach the reactive dye molecules to

the adsorbed layer of the surfactant at the electrode surface. Accordingly, the
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accumulation and collection effect on the Reactive Blue 19 compound causes an

enhancement in the electrochemical reduction signal of the anthraquinone moiety. On the

basis of the previous observations, alkaline solutions (PH 8-10) can be selected as

optimum to reduce the surfactant co-adsorption problem in AdSV analysis of this reactive

dye in a real test sample.

On the other hand, the addition of Triton X-lOO at higher pH values was shown to

cause the peak potential of the anthraquinone system to be shifted 51 mV and 90 mV in

the positive direction at pH 10 and pH 12, respectively. The dependence of peak potential

on the concentration of Triton X-IOO in the concentration range over 0.2-1.2 mg r' is

illustrated in Table 6.2. The recorded shift in the adsorptive stripping peak potential to

less negative value with the addition of surfactant at higher pH, may confirm the

deprotonation of the functional groups of Triton X-IOO at higher pH, thus reducing the

effect of pH on the electrochemical reduction of the anthraquinone group. This latter

assumption seems to be valid from observing that the cathodic reduction process becomes

less difficult to achieve. However, the effect of Triton X-lOO on the peak potential at pH

values less than lOis not significant. Despite the occurrence of such considerable

potential peak shifts at higher pH, the discrimination of this reactive dye from its

hydrolysis products and/or structurally similar anthraquinone-based reactive dyes via the

selective damping method was not possible owing to their similar stripping voltamrnetric

potentials. After all, the cathodic reduction for all these various forms resulted in one

overlapped electrochemical signal.

Finally, the second analytical peak related to the anthrone cathodic reduction

process was totally suppressed after the addition of the non-ionic surfactant at pH >8.

Table 6.2:Influence of surfactant on anthraquinone peak potential at different pH values

Triton X-lOO (mg rl) 0 0.2 0.5 0.8 1.2

Peak potential (pH 10) -V 0.736 0.732 0.697 0.693 0.685

Peak potential (pH 12) -v 0.827 0.784 0.748 0.741 0.737
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6.4.2 Effect of supporting electrolytes

All the previous measurements were obtained by employing Britton-Robinson

buffer (PH 4.5) as a supporting electrolyte, however, several other supporting electrolytes

can be used. The behaviour of the anthraquinone reduction process in the presence of

Triton X-lOO at several concentrations when using carbonate buffer as a supporting

electrolyte is given in Fig. 6.9. In general, the addition of the surfactant has a catalytic

effect on the anthraquinone reduction process. The reactive dye electrochemical response

was relatively constant when the concentration of surfactant was less than 0.6 mg r'.
However, it increases linearly with the continuous introduction of Triton X-lOO till it

reached its highest value (133%) at 1.4 mg rl. However, the inhibition action is

predominated at a very high Triton X-lOO concentration (>1.4 mg rl). It appears that this

electrochemical behaviour is very similar to that previously reported for Britton-

Robinson supporting electrolyte at a higher pH. Therefore, an analogous explanation can

be used to describe the obtained results (refer to section 6.4.1). Meanwhile, a significant

shift of 60 mV in the less negative direction for the AdSV peak potential was reported

when the surfactant concentration was varied over 0.2-1.8 mg r1concentration range.

In contrast, the second analytical signal associated with the cathodic reduction of

the anthrone product was gradually decreased with the addition of Triton X-lOO till it was

totally eliminated at a surfactant concentration of 1.0 mg rl (see Fig. 6.10). The

elimination of the second electroanalytical wave by the addition of Triton X-lOO, can be

used to overcome the AdSV limitation arises from the overlapping problem between this

signal and other popular and important electroactive systems (e.g. chlorotriazine reactive

group) which reduce at a similar voltarnmetric potential to that recorded for anthrone.

Consequently, simultaneous analysis of this reactive dye with chlorotriazine-based

reactive dyes (for instance) in mixtures, via the anthraquinone and the resolved and

recovered chlorotriazine response can be achieved at higher pH solution and after the

addition of the surfactant.
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Furthermore, the influence of using acetate buffer as a supporting electrolyte on

the electrochemical behaviour of 5x 10-7 mol r' Reactive Blue 19 in the presence of

Triton X-IOO was also evaluated. Similar results and outcomes to that observed for

Britton-Robinson and carbonate buffers were obtained. Apart from the solution pH value,

the influence of the kind of supporting electrolyte used did not affect the electrochemical

signal considerably.

6.4.3 Effect of Taceand Eaeein the presence of surfactant

Figure 6.11 illustrates the effect of accumulation time (Tacc) on the reactive dye

peak current in the presence of 0.5 mg r' Triton X-I00 at pH 4.5 B-R buffer. The

analytical signal of anthraquinone group gradually increased with increasing the duration

period in the range 90-210 sec. However, it significantly decreased when longer

accumulation times were used. This is probably due to the serious competitive

coadsorption action of the surfactant molecules for the adsorption sites on the working

electrode surface, when applying longer preconcentration times.
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Figure 6.11: Effect of accumulation time on peak current of
anthraquinone group in the presence of 0.5 mg/L Triton X-100
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By contrast, in the absence of surfactant a constant response at higher Tacchas

been reported (see section 5.6.1) rather than this inhibition effect caused by the

surfactant. As a result, applying short accumulation times (e.g. Tacc= 120 sec) could be a

proper choice to overcome the modest interference problem related to the presence of

surface-active surfactants in the test samples. This conclusion is in a good agreement with

the recommendations reported by several researchers in the Iiterature20.21 to reduce the

influence of surfactants on the adsorptive stripping response of interest.

The AdSV behaviour of the anthraquinone signal in the presence of different

Triton X-lOO concentrations (0.2,0.4 and 0.8 mg r1) at various accumulation potentials

(Eacc) is summarised in Table 6.3. As can be extracted from the given results, the relative

peak current ratio (iJio) reaches its maximum value (hence, indicating less surfactant

action) at -0.3 V accumulation potential. This weak co-adsorption action of surfactant on

the negatively charged mercury electrode surface at Eacc= -0.3 V, presumably arises from

the repulsion phenomenon between the negative electrode and the partially deprotonated

surfactant molecules in addition to the attraction between the dye molecules and the

electrode. Anyway, -0.3 V accumulation potential was adopted as optimal to alleviate and

reduce the surfactant inhibitory effect. Finally, the combination of either accumulation

potential or accumulation time with the addition of Triton X-lOO has no significant effect

on the peak position at the investigated experimental conditions.

Table 6.3: Effect of accumulation potential on anthraquinone AdSV signal in the
fpresence 0 Tnton X-lOO.- Accumulation Potential (Eacc )

1..

r -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0.0 +0.1 +0.2 +0.3-8 0.2 0.73 • 0.55 0.63 0.63 0.53 0.56 0.55....
I

~
1:1 0.4 0.53 0.40 0.43 0.41 0.37 0.42 0.43.!
~ 0.8 0.46 0.36 0.42 0.37 0.43 0.42 0.45

• Relative peak current.
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6.5 Analytical Application

Figure 6.12 illustrates the effect of the addition of Triton X-lOO surfactant (0.5

mg rl) on the resulting calibration curve for the adsorptive stripping measurements of

Reactive Blue 19. The calibration plot has been estimated over the reactive dye

concentration range between 1xl 0-9 mol r' and 1x 1O~mol r'. The calculated correlation

coefficient was 0.998 and the corresponding regression line can be represented by:

Y (A) = 0.02 X ( mol rl) - 0.07 x 10-9 r= 0.998 n= 6

This calibration line approximately passes through the origin, it was found not to

be totally identical with the calibration line for Reactive Blue 19 without Triton X-I 00 in

the sample (refer to section 5.7.1). The addition of relatively low concentration of Triton

X-lOO (0.5 mg rl) to the test sample seems to improve and extend the linear range.

However, the detection limit of the proposed method is poorer (~ 6 x 10-8mol rl) than

that available with conventional adsorptive stripping methods because of the surfactant

coadsorption problem.
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Reactive Blue 19 concentration ( M )

Figure 6.12: Calibration graph in the presence of surfactant (0.5
mg/l Triton X-100)

Finally, the effect of applying the optimum experimental conditions required for

minimising the inhibition action of surfactants on the anthraquinone AdSV peak of

lIS
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interest was evaluated. The electrochemical signal of 1x 10-8mol r' Reactive Blue 19 was

reduced to only 22 % of its original response due to the addition of 0.5 mg r' Triton

X-lOO. Nonetheless, a 65 % and 44 % recovery of the stripping voltammetric peak

current were observed when adjusting the pH ofthe buffer solution to 8 and accumulation

potential to -0.3 V, respectively.
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6.6 Conclusions

Relatively simple electrochemical methods have been used to follow the influence

of different surfactants on the anthraquinone reduction process. Some conclusions

regarding reactive dye determination therefore can be drawn. This study has

demonstrated that the presence of surfactants in the analysed sample can lead to a co-

adsorption problem for the AdSV application. Generally, in the most studied cases the

presence of surfactant has an inhibition influence on the analytical response such as the

cases of Glycerol, Sorbitol, TPPC and Triton X-lOO. However, the addition of these

surfactants shows no practically significant effect on the shape and peak potential of the

anthraquinone AdSV signal. However, there are some exceptions to this conclusion. For

instant, the presence of Gelatine, Aerosol OT and Triton X-lOO (in carbonate buffer or at

higher pH in B-R buffer) has a catalytic action and enhances the electroanalytical

response. A probable explanation for such AdSV behaviour was also proposed.

Moreover, comprehensive studies of the contribution of several experimental parameters

on the anthraquinone reduction process in the presence of surfactant were also carried

out. Consequently, recommended optimum experimental conditions such as short

accumulation time, proper choice of preconcentration potential and higher pH buffer

solution, were suggested to ensure minimum surfactants co-adsorption limitation in

AdSV analysis of this anthraquinone-based reactive dye.
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DETERMINATION OF FLUOROTRIAZINE-

BASED AZO REACTIVE DYES BY AdSV AT THE

HMDE

7.1 Introduction

Inchapter five, the AdSV behaviour of the first type of reactive dyes based on the

anthraquinone chemical structure was investigated. However, azo dyes are

considered as one of the largest group of organic dyes. It was estimated that there are

more than three thousand azo dyes currently in use all over the world 1 and azo dyes

constitute more than 35% of the global production of all dyes. Hence, the fate of these

synthesised dyes as environmental pollutants through discharge of plant effluents is

inevitable. Accordingly, their control and monitoring require a suitable analytical

procedure for the sensitive determination of trace amounts of these compounds.

Owing to the importance of the azo-based reactive dyes in analytical

chemistry, the electrochemical properties of a further representative examples of these

widely used reactive dyes were studied using stripping voltammetric methods that

have already been found useful for the determination of a variety of structurally

similar reactive dyes. Triazine-based azo dyes have attracted considerable recent

interest as reactive dyes. In fact, the electrochemical behaviour and properties of

several synthetic dyes containing a chromogen azo group and/or a halo-triazine

anchoring reactive group have been investigated over the years2-6.

7.2 Aim of the Study

Although several triazine-based azo reactive dyes with different reactive and

leaving groups including -C~ -OCH3, -NH2, -SCH2CH20H and -CsH.NCOOH have

been studied by the AdSV technique'r', no study has been extended to azo dyes with a

fluorotriazine reactive group. Hence, the present study was devoted to evaluate the
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applicability of the AdSV method for studying the electroanalytical behaviour and

fmding the optimum experimental condition for the determination of the ultra-trace

amounts of these fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dyes and their hydrolysis products.

A full comparison with the stripping voltammetric behaviour of the previously studied

chlorotriazine-based azo dyes is also reported. This present work illustrates the

analytical advantages of the developed procedure for differentiating between the

tested reactive dyes, thus, carrying out a simultaneous analysis of these dyes in

mixtures. Finally, the mechanisms of azo and fluorotriazine electrochemical

reductions on the HMDE has also been discussed.

7.3 The Electrode Reduction Processes of Azo and Fluorotriazine

Functional Groups

7.3.1 Azo group

The electrochemical behaviour of a variety of azo compounds and dyes has

been studied extensivelyl.9-12. The numbers of electrons involved in the reduction of

azo dyes depends on the pH of the electrolyte buffer and its constituents as well as the

substituents on the electrochemical active moiety. It is known that reduction of azo

compounds containing strong electron-donating groups such as the ortho-hydroxy

group (which is the case with these tested fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dyes) at

the surface of a mercury electrode is accompanied by cleavage of the -N=N- bond

and formation of the corresponding amines", Otherwise, the reduction of the azo group

will only proceed to the hydroazo derivatives via a two-electron reduction process.

However, in neutral or alkaline media, a two-step reduction mechanism has been

proposed for these azo-based reactive dyes. The first step is likely to be a two-

electron, two-proton, reduction process resulting in the formation of a bydrazo form.

This newly formed hydrazo derivative then undergoes irreversible reductive cleavage

to give the corresponding aromatic amines (see Scheme 1). Nevertheless, only one

electrochemical wave is observed because the reaction of the intermediate form is fast

enough to transfer hydrazo derivative to related amines products, hence, leading to an

overall four-electron, four proton irreversible reduction. The consumption of four-

electrons in this proposed mechanism was confirmed coulometrically'P:".
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R'riY~_J~R'
V V

Scheme 1

In contrast, in acidic media the overall process of the reduction of -N=N-

functional group occurs in one single irreversible reduction step (Scheme 2). 4-e- and

4-W are consumed and exchanged in this latter electrochemical reduction process.

Scheme 2

7.3.2 Fluorotriazine group

The electrochemical reduction process of halo-triazine anchoring group has

gained considerable attention and has been studied frequently3,4,7,15-17. Based on the

previously reported studies on the chlorotriazine group, the mechanism of the

electrochemical reduction of the fluorotriazine group proceeds in a similar way to that

proposed for chlorotriazine reactive group. The following mechanism can be

suggested for the electrochemical elimination of fluorine atoms. At low pH values, a

two electron irreversible reduction of one double-bond of the triazine ring is taking

place, resulting in formation of an energetically unstable intermediate form which is

stabilised by the release of a HF molecule. The coulometric studies confirm that this

irreversible process was involved in the consumption of two-electron and two-proton

per molecule'", The mechanism of fluorotriazine reduction process is briefly

represented in Scheme 3.
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Scheme 3

However, at high pH values this first stage can be reduced further by

immediate two-electron and two-proton reduction of a C=N bond in the triazine ring

(see Scheme 4). This reduction process yields one rather drawn-out wave. which

becomes confirmed by the observation of a second voltammetric wave that is not well

separated and partly overlapped with the first fluorotriazine wave.

Scheme4

7.4 The AdSV Behaviour of the Studied Azo-Based Reactive Dyes

Preliminary studies for these fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dyes indicate

that they were adsorbed effectively onto the HMDE and they can be monitored by

AdSV after scanning from 0.0 V in the negative direction. All the four synthesised

reactive dyes gave two stripping voltammetric reduction waves, which could be used

in the electroanalytical determinations. When applying the HMDE as a working

electrode all these fluorotriazine reactive dyes in 0.02 mol r' Britton-Robinson buffer

(PH 8) exhibited a reproducible well-defined first wave, which is thought to have

resulted from the cathodic reduction of the azo group. The peak potential for the azo

electrochemical signal for these azo reactive dyes in pH 8 B-R buffer. differs

significantly owing to the variation in the chemical structure of the studied azo

reactive dyes. The peak potentials of azo group usually lie between -0.49 and -0.70 V

(vs. AglAgCI reference electrode). The tested fluorotriaizine reactive dyes also

exhibited a further small, broad and ill-developed peak at more negative potential (e.g.
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-1.1V), which probably corresponds to the reduction of the fluorotriazine reactive

group. A representative adsorptive stripping voltammogram obtained for 5 x 10-7

mol rl fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dye 1 at pH 8 in Britton-Robinson buffer is

shown in Fig. 7.1. The cathodic step attributed to the reduction of the azo group is

observed at -0.68 V (i, = 16.6 nA), whereas, the cathodic reduction of the

fluorotriazine reactive group is obtained at -1.07 V (i, = 2.1 nA). However,

fluorotriazine reactive dye 2 yielded a further electroanalytical signal at -0.95 V

(ip=1.74 nA), which is believed to be due to the reductive elimination of the active

chlorine atom on the aromatic ring (see Fig. 7.2).

In addition, the irreversibility of azo group reduction process was confirmed

by cyclic voltammetric measurements at a scan rate of 50 mV solof a fluorotriazine-

based azo reactive dye solutions in B-R buffer (PH 8). No anodic peak was observed

on any of the measured cyclic voltammograms. These results are in good agreement

with observations obtained for other azo compounds. Similarly, these cyclic

voltammograms show only the cathodic peak associated with the fluorotriazine

reduction process. No reoxidiation peak corresponding to this reduction process was

observed when the reverse sweep was applied.

~if '
J I

/ III .
_)

1.0
Potential (-V)

Figure 7.1: Typical AdSV vohammogram obtained for 5xlO-7 M fluorotriazine-based
azo reactive dye 1 following a 2 min accumulation time at 0.0 V in pH 8 Britton-
Robinson buffer. Scan rate 5 mV sol
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Figure 7.2: Adsorptive stripping voltammogram lor x .'. 2 min.
azo dye 2 in Britton-Robinson solution (PH 8). Accumulation time.
accumulation potential: 0.0 V and scan rate: 5 mV S-l.

7.5 Parameters Affecting the Adsorptive Stripping Response

7.5.1 Effect of pH

The adsorbed molecules of fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dyes exhibited

two AdSV peaks, which are mainly pH dependent. It is found that, generally in acidic

media, the height of the first peak (azo group) decreased while that of the second peak

(fluorotriazine) slightly increased with increasing pH. However, at high pH values the

height of the first peak increased while that of the second peak decreased and almost

disappeared at pH >11. Meanwhile, the peak potential (Bp) of the azo wave showed a

shift towards negative potentials with increasing pH as illustrated in Fig. 7.3. This

revealed that proton ions were consumed in the reduction process and indicating prior

protonation in the region of the azo group, leading to a decrease in the electron density

on the electroactve functional group, hence, facilitating the electron transfer during the

voltammetric reduction. As a result, the tested compound is more readily reducible in
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acid medium':". The Ep-pHplots of this reduction wave for the analysed azo reactive

dyes 1, 2 and 3 were found to consists of two straight line segments with slopes of 86-

107 mY/pH at low pH values (pH 2-8) and 38 mY/pH at higher pH values (pH >8).

The breaks occurred on the E, versus pH plots at pH 8 are probably indicate a

different number of protons participating in the reduction process in acidic and

alkaline regions". However, fluorotriazine dye 4 shows only one single straight line

with a slope of 62 mY/pH over the studied pH range. Unlike the rest of the tested

fluorotriazine reactive dyes in this study, the molecular structure of fluorotriazine

reactive dye 4 has no o-hydroxy electron-donating group. In view of the electrode

reduction mechanism proposed in section 7.2.1, the voltammetric reduction process of

azo group of azo reactive dye 4 in alkaline media will possibly only proceed to the

hydrazo derivative form. The cleavage of the -N=N- bond and the formation of the

corresponding amines only occurs for azo compounds that have an electron-releasing

group such as the a-hydroxy group.

The influence of the solution pH value on the peak current of the azo group

was examined and is summarised in Table 7.1. In general, for the studied azo reactive

dyes 1,2 and 3, the peak current decreased with increasing of pH values in the acidic

range. However, the azo peak current reached its maximum value at higher pH values.

The peak current of azo reactive dye 4 fluctuated considerably due the pH variation, it

increased dramatically over the pH range 2-4 and decreased thereafter and eventually

reached its excessive maximum value (ip = 36.6 nA) at pH 12. On the other hand,

when measuring the peak current of the fluorotriaizne reactive system as a function of

pH value, a successive decreasing in the peak height was observed at high pH values.

This electrochemical behaviour can be attributed either to the hydrolysis reaction of

the triazine reactive group, or to the fact that only the protonated form of triazine
molecules is reduced in the useful potential range4,17.

For analytical purposes, the optimum pH value for the determination of these

fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dyes seems to lie in the 8-10 pH range. Although the

second electrochemical wave associated with the fluorotriazine reactive group can

also be used for the analytical determination of the tested reactive dyes to some

degree, only the azo group reduction process, which yielded a well-developed and

defined sharp peak, was selected for further investigations for obtaining the optimum

experimental conditions for the analysis of these dyes of interest. Moreover, the

second cathodic wave was difficult to evaluate because it was close to the potential of
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decomposition of the supporting electrolyte, in addition to being an ill-developed and

broad small AdSV peak. Table 7.1 summarises the AdSV behaviour of the four

fluorotriazine dyes at pH 2-12.

0.9
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Figure 7.3: The dependence of AdSV A:z.opeak potential on pH
'------------------------~----

Table 7.1: Effect of pH on the AdSV behaviour of azo group of the studied
fluorotriazi . dnazme reactive ryes.

Dye 1 Dyel Dye3 Dye4
pH

Bp (-V) ip (nA) Bp (-V) ip (nA) Bp (-V) ip (nA) Bp (-V) ip (nA)

pHl 0.1 7 0.09 6 0.08 7.6 0.1 2.8

pH4 0.19 8.8 0.27 5.8 0.35 2.6 0.19 27.6

pH6 0.53 1.8 0.43 7 0.56 5.2 0.3 19.6

pB8 0.7 16.6 0.61 7.4 0.67 17.7 0.49 10

pH 10 0.77 19.6 0.7 12.6 0.73 12.4 0.6 9.6

pH 12 0.85 13.3 0.76 15.2 0.82 17.2 0.7 36.6
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7.5.2 Effect of dye molecular structure

The half wave potentials and peak currents of the azo group of the tested

reactive dyes revealed dissimilarity between these reactive dyes. At pH 8 the peak

potentials decreased in the following order: dye 1, dye 3 < dye 2 < dye 4. This

variation of peak potential with different substituents near to the azo group indicates

that the electrochemical environment around the electro active centre of the molecules

is dissimilar, thus, each azo reactive dye behaves voltammetrically in a different

manner to the other azo reactive dyes.

The structure of fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dye 1 reveals that the

aromatic ring on the dye molecule has an electron-releasing methoxy group

substituent on the meta position to the azo functional group (see Fig. 7.4). This

electron-donating group increases the electron density on the azo group. The resultant

increasing of electron density make the reduction of azo functional group more

difficult to achieve, therefore, the stripping voltammetric peak potential for

fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dye I occurs at more negative potential value

(-0.7 V). Whereas, for the fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dye 4 the replacement of

the hydroxy group on the aromatic ring by the less electron-donating NHCONH2

group leads to a less increase of the electron density on the nearby azo functional

group on the ortho position. The substitution of this less electron-releasing group

facilitates the reduction process of the azo group by improve the electron transfer and

acceptance, hence, the electrochemical cathodic peak occurs at a less negative

potential (-0.49 V). However, the molecular structure of fluorotriazine-based azo

reactive dye 2 has a electron-donating group -OH which have a moderate electron

releasing property between the methoxy and NHCONH2 groups. Hence, leading to an

intermediate electrochemical environment around the azo group compared to azo

reactive dye 1 and dye 4. As a result, an intermediate peak potential value of -0.6 V

for the reduction of the azo group of dye 2 was observed.

In addition, a comparison between the stripping voltammetric behaviour of the

fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dye 2 and the recently studied chlorotriazine-based

azo reactive dye7 was carried out. Both halo-triazine based reactive azo dyes have

nearly similar molecular structure. The azo peak potential of the chlorotriazine-based

azo reactive dye measured by differential pulse voltammetry at the hanging mercury

drop electrode (HMDE) in pH 8 B-R buffer was -0.62 V which is very similar to
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Figure 7.4: Molecular structures of the analysed reactive dyes
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the peak potential value obtained for the fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dye 2

measured at the same experimental conditions (E, = -0.61 V).

Finally, the reduction of the fluorotriazine functional group for all four

analysed fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dyes occurred in the region of -1.1 V. As

can be seen from the molecular structures shown in Fig. 7.4 for the studied

fluorotriazine reactive dyes, the electrochemical environments around the reactive

triazine groups is approximately similar and the different substituent on the azo

functional groups are too far and remote from this reactive group to generate any

noticeable influence on its AdSV reduction process. In contrast, the reduction of the

chlorotriazine reactive group occurred at a more negative potential (e.g. E,= -].2 V)

which indicates that the elimination of chlorine atom from the triazine ring is more

difficult than that of the fluorine atom.

7.5.3 Effect of accumulation time

The dependence of the AdSV vohammogram of the reactive dyes under

investigation on the accumulation time (Tace) was followed at 5x10-7 mol r'
fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dyes at pH 8 Britton-Robinson buffer. The

accumulated amount on the electrode surface depends on the length of time over

which the adsorption is allowed to proceed. Figure 7.5 shows the influence of this

parameter on the peak current of the azo group. For most of the tested fluorotriazine

reactive dyes, a proportional relationship is observed up to 3 minutes at this

concentration. However, above this time the peak current remained nearly constant

due to the saturation of the HMDE by the adsorbate. The potential of the first cathodic

reduction peak remained constant in all these experiments. The accumulation time of

2 minutes is found to be adequate for all subsequent work. Figure 7.6 shows the AdSV

behaviour of the representative analysed fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dye 3 under

various preconcentration times.
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Figure 7.6: The influence of accumulation time on the peak height ofazo group of the
representative fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dye 3 (5xI0-7 M). Accumulation
potential: 0.0 Y, Scan rate: 5 mY S-I. Accumulation time: a, I; b, 2; c, 3; d, 4; e, 5; f,6
min.
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7.5.4 Effect of accumulation potential

The influence of the accumulation potential (Eacc) on the peak current of the

azo group over the potential range from -0.2 V to +0.2 V and after 2 minutes

preconcentration period in pH 8 Britton-Robinson buffer solution was evaluated. As

can be observed from Table 7.2, the effect of accumulation potential on the azo group

stripping voltammetric current was negligible. The optimum accumulation potential

was chosen to be 0.0 V, this value was therefore used for all forthcoming analytical

measurements.

Table 7.2:Effect of accumulation potential on Azo group peak current.

ACCUMULA TION POTENTIAL
DYE

-0.2 V -0.1 V O.OV + 0.1 V +0.2 V

Dye 1 18.7 nA 18.8 nA 18.4 nA 18.8 nA 19 nA
Dye2 7.5 nA 7.4 nA 7.4 nA 7.6 nA 7.7 nA
Dye3 18 nA 17.4 nA 17.7 nA 17.7 nA 17.8 nA
Dye4 10 nA 9.8 nA 9.8 nA 10.1 nA 10.1 nA

7.5.5 Effect of supporting electrolyte constituent

The choice of a suitable medium is important for the determination of these

reactive dyes. In general, AdSV voltammograms of 5x 10-7 mol r1 for all the

fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dyes in acetate buffer (PH 5) and carbonate buffer

(pH 10) showed very similar electrochemical behaviour related to the voltammetric

reduction of the azo functional group in Britton-Robinson buffer at the corresponding

pH values. On the other hand, the reduction process of the second cathodic wave

attributed to the fluorotriazine reactive group indicates a significant influence of

buffer composition on the AdSV characteristic of fluorotriazine dyes. The reduction

process of the fluorotriazine group was not observable in acetate buffer. Meanwhile,

the stripping voltammetric behaviour of this group was identical in both Britton-

Robinson buffer and carbonate buffer. Table 7.3 summarises the AdSV properties of

the four fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dyes in different supporting electrolytes.
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Table 7.3: Effect of supporting electrolyte constituent on fluorotriazine-based azo
reactive dyes AdSV behaviour.

Azo peak Fluorotriazine peak
DYE Buffer

Ep (-V) ip (nA ) Ep (-V) ip( nA )

B-R Buffer 0.68 3.9 1.06 2.4

Dye 1 Acetate 0.26 4.2 - -

Carbonate 0.77 4.0 1.05 0.55

B-R Buffer 0.67 3.2 1.06 1.96

Dye 3 Acetate 0.40 2.8 - -

Carbonate 0.75 4.9 1.04 0.50

B-R Buffer 0.47 1.7 1.07 2.7

Dye4 Acetate 0.26 4.1 - -

Carbonate 0.60 6.8 0.84 0.40

7.3-A

DYE Buffer Azo peak Cbloro peak Fluorotriazine peak
Ep (-V) ip(nA) Ep( -V) ip (nA) E_I)_(-V) ip(nA )

B-R 0.61 1.24 0.95 1.74 1.10 0.42

Dye2 Acetate 0.32 6.20 - - - -
Carbonate 0.72 4.50 0.94 1.20 1.20 0.20

7.3-B
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7.5.6 Effect of reactive dye concentrations

The effect of fluorotriazine reactive dye concentrations on the current of the

main azo reduction process was investigated. Analysis of the azo wave was carried out

over the dye concentration range 1x 10-7 mol }"I - 9x 10-7 mol rio The variation in peak

height with the continuous addition of the tested fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dye

is shown in Fig. 7.7 for the representative fluorotriazine reactive dye 3. In general, the

linear correlation was obtained only in the range of 1x 10-7 - 5x 10-7 mol }"I dyes. At

reactive dye concentrations higher than 5x 10-7 mol r' the peak current starts to level

off (see Fig. 7.8) owing to the saturation of the surface of the working electrode.

Consequently, determination of such high concentration is possible only by using the

calibration plot method after previous dilution of the sample solution. A 1x 10-7 mol r'
fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dye concentration was selected as optimum for all

further investigations.
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Figure 7.7: The dependence of peak height on the fluorotriazine-based azo reactive
dye 3 concentration. Tacc= 2 min, Eacc= 0.0 Y, Scan rate = 5 mY s". Reactive dye
concentration: a, lxlO-7; b, 3xlO-7; c, 5xI0-7; d, 7xlO-7; e, 9xlO-7 M.
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7.6 Analytical Application

Based on the results obtained from the previous sections, the following optimal

conditions for the determination of the fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dyes are

recommended for optimal work: medium, pH 8 Britton-Robinson buffer;

accumulation potential 0.0 V; accumulation time 2 minutes and dye concentration,
IxIO-'molrl.

7.6.1 Calibration graph

Under the optimum conditions a very good linear correlation was obtained

between the azo functional group peak current and fluorotriazine-based azo reactive

dye concentrations in the range of 5xlO-9-5xlO-'mol r'. Figure 7.9 shows the

calibration plots obtained when successive additions of the individual standard dye

solution were added to the Britton-Robinson buffer solution. The least-square

treatment of the calibration graph of the representative fluorotriazine-based azo

reactive dye 1 yields a slope of 0.036 A mol"], an intercept of 0.25 nA and a
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correlation coefficient of 0.999. Thus, the regression equation of the calibration line

has the form:

ip(A) = 0.25 x 10-9 + 0.036 C (mol l") r = 0.999 n = 6

-+-Dye1
-Dye2
"""'_Dye3
_"Dye4
-.-~--
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Figure 7.9: Calbration graphs for fluorotriazine-based azo
reactive dyes

..__------------------------~-~--~-~-

7.6.2 Detection limits

The lowest concentration of fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dyes I, 2, 3, and

4 detected is 3.5xlO-9, 4.6xlO-9, 3.7xlO-9 and 4.9xlO-9 mol r', respectively at an

accumulation time of 2 minutes. These detection limits were estimated based on the

signal-to-noise characteristic (S/N=3) of the response of 1x 10-7 mol rl. reactive dye.

The sensitivity of the method (calculated from the slope of the linear regression) with

the characteristics of the calibration straight-line (slope and intercept), correlation

coefficient, detection limit and relative standard deviation (%RSD) for each

fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dye are given in Table 7.4.

7.6.3 Reproducibility and stability

The high sensitivity of adsorptive voltammetry is accompanied by good

reproducibility. The reproducibility of the AdSV technique for the determination of

the fluorotriazine azo reactive dyes was evaluated from 8 repeated measurements of

the AdSV azo peak height of lxlO-' mol r' solutions of the four reactive dyes of
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interest. Very low relative standard deviation values of 1.2%, 1.5%, 1.2% and 1.6%,

respectively, were found. The stability of 1x 10-7 mol rl fluorotriazine-based azo

reactive dyes solutions was tested; it seemed to be stable for a period of two hours at

least.

Table 7.4: Parameters of calibration curves for AdSV determination of fluorotriazine-
based ti dazo reac ive ryes,

Concentration
Slope Intercept Correlation Detection SensitivityRange (nA) Limits ·/.RSD

(mol rl) (A morll) Coeff'lCient (mol rl> (A/mol rl>

Dye 1 5x 10-9-1x 10~ 0.036 0.25 0.999 3.5xlO-9 0.036 1.17

Dye2 5x 10-9-1x IO~ 0.014 -0.08 0.999 4.6xl0-9 0.014 1.53

Dye3 5xI0-9_1x 10~ 0.042 -0.32 0.999 3.7xlO-9 0.042 1.23

Dye4 5xl 0-9_1x10~ 0.020 0.01 0.998 4.9xlO-9 0.020 1.64

7.7 Hydrolysis Studies

The alkaline hydrolysis of the reactive fluorotriazine group of the studied

reactive dyes was investigated using adsorptive stripping vohammetry. The

preliminary studies on the hydrolysis reaction of fluorotrlazine reactive dyes was

carried out in both carbonate buffer (PH 10) and 0.1 mol r' NaOH solution heated for

more than one hour at 80oe. The effect of the hydrolysis process on the similar

substituted-triazine reactive groups, namely chlorotriazine group has been recently

reported7,19,20. For instance, the determination of the hydrolysed chlorotriazine-based

azo reactive dye7 was monitored by observing the loss of the peak corresponding to

the reactive group. In fact, the chlorotriazine peak height decreased continually with

the length of the heating time and the peak was completely eliminated after only 60

minutes of heating. This is evidence that the triazinyl reactive functional group is

substituted by a hydroxyl group due to the hydrolysis reaction and the resuhing

derivative is electro inactive in the potential range studied.
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Since the reactivity of the substituted triazine functional group is increased in

the order F > Cl substituents, it was theoretically expected that the fluorotriazine

reactive group would be hydrolysed more readily than the chlorotriazine reactive

group. However, when comparing the AdSV voltammogram of the hydrolysed dyes

with the AdSV voltammogram of the original reactive dyes, only slight changes in the

peak current or peak potential of the fluorotriazine reactive group were observed in

going from the initial dyes to the attempted hydrolysed form. However, when

applying a longer heating time (e.g. 5 hours), the appearance of the formed

fluorotriazine wave was easily observed. Under these mentioned hard hydrolysis

conditions, a decrease was observed in the peak height of fluorotriazine-based azo

reactive dyes 1, 2, 3, and 4 cathodic wave by only 33%, 22%, 20% and 18%,

respectively, from the original recognised peak heights. Moreover, the replacement of

the active fluorine atom on the triazine ring by other alkoxide groups such as methanol

was attempted. Unlike the methanolysis process of the chlorotriazine group which

occurred at room temperature and in the presence of low methanol concentration (ca.

1.2% v/v), the attempted methanolysis process of the fluorotriazine reactive group led

to virtually no impact on the fluorotriazine reactive peak. However, increasing the

methanol concentration to 5% v/v level and heating the buffer solution for 3 hours

yields a decline in the reactive group peak height of fluorotriazine-based azo reactive

dye 1,2,3 and 4 by 39%,37%,4% and 20% of the initial peak heights, respectively.

However, despite the various experimental investigations and attempts to

identify and hence illuminate the reason for such very slow hydrolysis reaction for

these fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dyes, the cause of this odd and theoretically

unexpected electrochemical behaviour of the hydrolysed fluorotriazine reactive group

is not fully understood at this stage. Nevertheless, a possible explanation for why the

hydrolysis of the fluorotriazine group yields little change on the peak current is on the

assumption that the original fluorotriazine reactive dye samples themselves are

changed and already hydrolysed, or alternatively, the hydrolysis rate of the

fluorotriazine reactive group is very fast, hence the diminishing of the

electroanalytical signal associated to the reduction of the fluorotriazine reactive group

occurred instantly at room temperature after the addition of the reactive dyes to the

buffer solution. Therefore, the observed stripping voltammetric peak at potential

-1.07 V should not be attributed to the elimination of the fluorine atom from the

triazine ring but rather due to the further reduction process of one double bond C=N in
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the triazine ring (refer to section 7.3.2). In fact, it should be recalled that the

investigated AdSV behaviour of fluorotriazine reactive system in this study only

yielded a broad and ill-developed electrochemical peak compared with the well-

defined AdSV peak obtained for chlorotriazine reactive dyes, hence, the attempted

hydrolysis reaction may not affect its peak current considerably. However, other

analytical approaches such as UV spectroscopy were briefly used to monitor the

progress of the hydrolysis process. Nonetheless, the preliminary studies and

comparisons between the original and hydrolysed fluorotriazine reactive dyes UV

spectra were not promising i.e. no significant variations were observed between the

UV spectra of the original reactive and that for the attempted hydrolysed form.

7.8 Simultaneous Analysis of Fluorotriazine Dyes in Mixtures

To study the applicability of the proposed procedure for performing

simultaneous determination, sample solutions containing all the four tested

fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dyes were analysed. Figure 7.10 displays an

adsorptive stripping vohammogram of fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dyes 1, 2, 3.

and 4 mixture measured after 2 minutes pre-concentration period at 0.0 V in pH 8

Britton-Robinson butTer. The separation in the peak potential between the cathodic

wave due to the reduction of azo group of fluorotriazine dye 4 at Ep =-0.48 V and

cathodic wave due to the reduction ofazo group offluorotriazine dye 1 at Ep=-0.68 V,

is virtually enough to allow efficient simuhaneous determination of these two reactive

dyes. However, fluorotriazine dye 2 can be easily monitored in a mixture from its

unique electrochemical signal at -0.93 V corresponding to the reductive elimination of

chlorine atom on the aromatic ring. On the other hand, no significant variations in the

voltammograms of fluorotriazine dye 1 and dye 3 were observed in this supporting

electrolyte solution i.e. both analysed dyes act as a single dye, thus, they can be

accounted as one single reactive dye.

However, discrimination between fluorotriazine dye 1 and dye 3 can be

achieved when using acetate buffer as supporting electrolyte. The separation in the

peak potentials in this case can be as much as 150 mY. It can be concluded that it is

possible to carry out multi-compounds analysis by the AdSV method for the

fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dyes 2, 4 and dye I or dye 3.
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Figure 7.10: Simultaneous analysis ofa mixture of lxlO·7 M fluorotriazine-based azo
reactive dyes in B-R buffer: a. azo peak (dye 4)~ b, azo peak (dye I); c, ch!~ro peak
(dyez); d, fluorotriazine peak. Tacc=2min, Eacc=0.0 V and scan rate= 5 mV s .

A proper choice of the experimental conditions is required to assure that the

simultaneous determination of each individual dye in a mixture is not badly affected

by the presence of the other co-existing reactive dyes. For the sake of simplicity, only

fluorotriazine reactive dye 1 and dye 4, which have a good peak potential separation

(~ = 0.2 V) of azo reduction wave, were studied. The AdSV azo peak currents of

fluorotriazine dye 1 and dye 4 was measured as a function of the pH in Britton-

Robinson buffer solutions. The results were demonstrated as the effect of pH values in

the range of2-12 on the peak potential separation AEp. As can be seen from Table 7.5,

the best peak separation was observed at pH 6 (AEp = 0.26 V). Nevertheless, at this pH

value the azo group cathodic wave for reactive dye 1 was poorly developed. Hence,

the selection of pH 8 as optimum value is once again more adequate. However, it was

observed that at pH 4 the peak height of both fluorotriazine dye 1 and dye 4 were

nearly equal for identical concntrations.

Tabl 75 Effie • . ect 0 PJ on azo p4 potentia separation ..
pH pH2 pH4 pH6 pHS pH 10 pH 12

Peak Potential Separation ( V) 0.06 0.1 0.24 0.22 0.17 0.16

f H eak .I
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For significant analytical utility the developed procedure must exhibit

simultaneous concentration dependence for the both analytes". The concentration

dependence offluorotriazine dye 1 between IxIO·7 and 9xtO·7 mol r' in the presence

of 1x10.7 mol r' fluorotriazine dye 4 was evaluated. Linearity was obtained in the

range Ix10.7-5x 10.7 mol r' and the least-squares analysis of the data yields slope of

0.028 A mol" 1,intercept of3.6 nA and correlation coefficient ofO.96. In comparison,

the electroanalytical signal relating to the azo group of fluorotriazine dye 4 decreased

to approximately 10% of its original peak height due to the competition on the

adsorption sites on the working electrode surface (HMDE). Similar experiments were

carried out for fluorotriazine dye 4 over the concentration range txt 0.7 and 9x 10.7

mol r' in the presence of lxlO·7 mol r' fluorotriazine dye 1. The calibration graph for

fluorotriazine dye 4 was linear up to 5xlO·7 mol r' with a slope of 0.016 A mol" 1,

intercept of 1.4 nA and correlation coefficient of 0.98. Unlike the peak height of

fluorotriazine dye 4, which was considerably suppressed in the presence of a high

quantity of fluorotriazine dye 1, it was observed that it is was possible to monitor

fluorotriazine dye 1 in the presence of up to 10 times as much fluorotriazine dye 4 as

illustrated in Fig. 7.11. As anticipated, the influence of accumulation potential on the

stripping voltammetric response of fluorotriazine dye I and dye 4 was negligible in

agreement with the effect of this parameter on the electrochemical response of

individual reactive dyes. However, the dependence of accumulation time on the azo

group peak height of fluorotriazine dye 1 and dye 4 is shown in Fig. 7.12. Both peak

heights increase linearly with increasing pre-concentration period. Thus, simultaneous

measurements following short accumulation time (e.g. 2 min) will be convenient to

avoid the saturation of the HMDE. Finally, similar results were observed when

measuring the azo peak currents of both fluorotriazine reactive dyes as a function of

varying the concentration of both reactive dyel and dye 4.
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Figure 7.11: The dependence of the AdSV azo peak height on the concentration of
fluorotriazine dye 4. Reactive dye 4 concentration: a, IxIO·7~b, 3xIO·7~C, 5xlO·7~d,
7xIO·7; e, 9x10·7 M. Taoc:2 min, Eeoc: 0.0 V, scan rate: 5 mV S·l and fluorotriazine dye
1 concentration: 1x 10.7 M.
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Figure 7.12: Effect of variation of accumulation time on the simultaneous analysis of
fluorotriazine dye 1 and dye 4 in pH 8 B-R buffer. Taoc:a, I; b, 2; c, 3; d, 4; e, 5 min,
EIOC : 0.0 V, sean rate: 5 mV s".
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7.9 Conclusions

Fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dyes are adsorbed effectively onto the

hanging mercury drop electrode, hence, an electroanalytical procedure was developed

for the adsorptive stripping voltammetric determination of these reactive dyes in

aqueous solutions. The observed reduction waves were due to the reduction of azo

functional group and fluorotriazine reactive system. Mechanisms for their reduction

processes at the HMDE were suggested. The optimum conditions for quantitative

analysis of the fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dyes were also investigated in detail.

These tested azo reactive dyes can be monitored by AdSV method down to the ng r'
levels with satisfactory small relative standard deviations. However, the

electrochemical discrimination between the original fluorotriazine-based azo reactive

dyes and their hydrolysis or methanolysis products suffered from some limitations

owing to the continuance of the fluorotriazine cathodic wave after the attempted

hydrolysis or methanolysis processes. Finally, owing to the influence of the chemical

structure of the tested reactive dyes on the azo moiety peak potential, the developed

method was successfully applied to the simultaneous determination of the studied

fluorotriazine reactive dyes in mixtures.
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CATALYTIC-AdS V DETERMINATION OF
FLUOROTRIAZINE-BASED AZO REACTIVE DYES
AT A HMDE IN THE PRESENCE OF NICKEL ION

8.1 Introduction

The use of the AdSV electrochemical technique for the analysis of the

fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dyes has been demonstrated in chapter seven. In

this chapter, the indirect analysis of these reactive dyes via their catalytic waves is

investigated. The present study describes a catalytic-adsorptive stripping procedure for

the measurement of low concentrations of fluorotriazine reactive dyes in the presence of

nickel (II). The applied method relies on the effective interfacial accumulation of Ni

(II}lFluorotriazinedye complex on a HMDE and the catalytic reduction of the adsorbed

complex. Usually, the dual adsorptive-catalytic amplification effect results in improving

the sensitivity over the conventional adsorptive stripping procedure',

A series of reagents such as dihydroxy napbthalene', catecbor', cupferron'.

nioximef and glutathione" can form reducible complexes with several metal ions and

catalyze the reduction of their complexes on a HMDE. The application of the catalytic

effect for the analysis of several metal ions such as cobalt", titaniumB, molybdenum",

chromium'", iron" and platinum'f was very successful. It has been reported that several

thiol compounds such as cysteine", glutathione", and D-penicillamine15 and mordant

red 7416 azo ligand gave cathodic stripping peaks which are due to the catalytic

reduction of nickel ion. The complexed nickel is reduced with a lowered overpotential.

Thus two electrochemical waves were obtained, the free (hydrated) nickel wave which

reduced at ca. -1.0 V and complexed nickel wave reduced at -0.6 V (vs. AglAgCI

electrode). This latter wave is catalytic because the catalyst substance (thiol or azo
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ligand) released on reducing the complexed Ni(II) is free to complex further Ni (II) ions

and to cause their reduction. Moreover, 2-mercaptobenzothiazole (MBT)7, trimercapto-

s-triazine (TMT)17 and 6-mercaptopurine-9-D-riboside (6-MPR)18 compounds

catalysed the reduction of nickel ion and gave characteristic peaks with different

overpotentials at -0.95 V, -0.73 V and -0.8 V, respectively.

8.2 Aim of the Study

Stripping voltammetry has been used in conjunction with the catalytic nickel

wave for determining suitable ligands, particularly thiols, in the presence of excess of

nickel ion. However, apart from the study of Mordant Red 7416azo ligand, no attempt

has been made so far to use the catalytic nickel wave for monitoring any other

synthesized dyes namely azo-based reactive dyes. Hence, it was the aim of this work to

demonstrate the advantages of adsorptive stripping voltammetry connected with

catalytic nickel reduction for enhancing the determination of these reactive dyes.

Detailed optimization and characterization are also evaluated.

8.3 The Catalytic Reduction Mechanism

The electrode process associated with the catalytic reduction of fluorotriazine-

based azo reactive dyes in the presence of nickel ion is assumed to be under the

category of the EC mechanism. In this reaction mechanism, the electrochemical

reaction process E (electrode reaction) is followed by a homogeneous chemical

reaction C (solution reaction) which regenerates the reagent of the electrode reaction. In

other words, in EC mechanism, the initial electroactive specie is regenerated by the

homogeneous chemical reactionI9,2o. A desirable peak current enhancement is gained as

a consequence of this catalytic cycle. The catalytic mechanism can be summarized by

the following reaction sequence:
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Complex Formation Step: This initial step is based on the reaction of the catalyst/ligand

(fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dye in this case) with the nickel (II) ion in the bulk

solution to form the reducible Reactive Dye/Ni (II) complex. It is assumed that the

Reactive Dye/Ni (II) complex involves chelation through the azo nitrogen. o-hydroxy

and sulfate groups which act as co-ordination binding sites. This assumption is

supported by the lack of the catalytic wave for fluorotriazine reactive dye 4, where the

binding of Ni (II) by o-hydroxy site is not possible due to the replacement of this

binding site by NHCONH2 group.

Dye (aq) +Ni (II) (aq) • Dye -Ni (aq) (in the test solution)

Adsorption Step: After the formation of the Reactive Dye/Ni (II) complex in the bulk

solution, it diffuses towards the working electrode surface where it is adsorbed and

accumulated.

Dye -Ni (aq) __ ____,•• Dye -Ni (ads) (onto the Hg electrode surface)

Electrochemical Reduction Step: During the cathodic scan, nickel ion in the adsorbed

complex is reduced to the elemental state and amalgamated. Meanwhile, the reactive

dye is released from the complex in this potential scan. These released ligand/catalyst

molecules can subsequently enter the next step and bind other Ni (II) ions.

Dye -Ni (ads) + 2e- --_.. Dye (ads) +Ni" (amalpm) (during the voltammetric scan)

Chemical Reaction Step: After the electrochemical reduction process, the regenerated

free reactive dye molecules can react with further nickel (II) ions, giving the reducible

complex and closing the catalytic cycle. Owing to the high excess of nickel (II) ion in

the test solution, the diffusion of metal ions to the diffusion layer and subsequent

Reactive Dye/Ni (II) complex formation is ensured. Hence, the reducible ligand-metal

ion complex is readily regenerated and repeated, which leads to the catalytic increase in

the cathodic reduction current.

Dye (ads) +Ni (II) (aq)(extra) --_.. Dye -Ni (ads)
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According to the above reaction steps, the general scheme for the catalytic process may

be expressed and represented as:

( ReactNe Dye/ Ni (II) I..

CATALYllC CYCLE

8.4 Catalytic AdSV Characteristic of Fluorotriazine Dye-Ni (II)
Complex

Preliminary experiments on AdSV of fluorotriazine-based reactive dyes are

reported in the previous chapter. In the absence of the nickel ion, these reactive dyes were

voltammetrically active via the cathodic reduction of their azo functional moiety and/or

fluorotriazine reactive system For instant, AdSV study of fluorotriazine-based dye 1 in

Britton-Robinson buffer indicates the presence of a reduction peak at -0.26 V, when a

potential scan is made from 0.0 V in the negative direction. The observed electrochemical

peak was due to the cathodic reduction of the azo group in the analyzed dye. In contrast,

Fig. 8.1 illustrates a typical stripping voltammogram for Ix 10-7 mol r' fluorotriazine

dye I in the presence of 1 x l 0-4mol rl nickel ion recorded following 2 min stirring at

0.0 V in a medium containing O.04M Britton-Robinson buffer solution (PH6). Addition

of the nickel ion to the test solution, slightly shifted the potential of the azo group of the

free reactive dye in the positive direction, and also noticeably suppressed its peak height.

In fact, similar electrochemical behavior was reported for some thiol compounds and azo

ligand in the presence of high excess of nickel ion13-16•
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C.L' '.0
Potential (-V)

Figure 8.1: Catalytic-Adsorptive stripping voltammogram for 1 x10·7 M fluorotriazine
dye 1 in the presence of 1 xl 0-4M Ni (Il) ion in pH 6 B-R buffer. Accumulation time: 2
min, accumulation potential: 0.0 V and scan rate: 5 mV S·l.

However, the previous voltammogram displays a new well-defined catalytic-

adsorptive stripping peak at -0.82 V (ip =16.2nA), which was presumed to involve the

reduction of nickel (II) in the adsorbed complex. This observed peak lies in the potential

range nearly characteristic for the reduction of nickel ion catalyzed by other catalytic

agents (azo ligand)": Furthermore, the presence of nickel ion in high concentration led

to the appearance of a diffusion-controlled free nickel peak at -1.1 V (ip = II nA). The

catalytic nickel peak is partly discrete from the diffusion-controlled free nickel peak due

to the large overpotential for reduction of the hydrated ion (free Ni (Il) ion), however, the

addition of a complexing agent such as the azo ligand can reduce the overpotential, with

the net result that the reduction occurs at a less negative potential.

In addition to the presence of the free azo, catalytic nickel and free nickel

AdSV peaks, the stripping voltammogram of fluorotriazine-based azo dye in the presence

of nickel ion in basic solutions (pH > 8, B-R buffer) exhibited an extra small

electrochemical peak at -0.65 V which is probably associated with the Ni (Ilj-Reactive
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dye complex peale The adsorptive stripping voltammogram represented in Fig. 8.2

illustrates the appearance of the Ni (II)-Azo dye complex peak discrete from the free

ligand peak and the catalytic nickel peak discrete from the free nickel peak. However, the

free and complexed reactive dye peaks are very small relative to the catalytic nickel peak

and the latter peak is well separated from the free nickel electrochemical peak. This

variation in the peak height between azo peak and catalytic Reactive dye/ Ni (II) complex

peak indicates the superiority and preference for monitoring these reactive dyes via the

catalytic-AdSV procedure over the conventional direct measurement using the cathodic

reduction of their azo group. This catalytic-AdSV behaviour is very similar to that

reported for Mordant Red 74 azo ligand in the presence of nickel ion",

Fluorotriazine dye 2 and 3 stripping voltammograms displayed similar

catalytic nickel signals in the presence of Ni (II) ion owing to their ability to form a

Reactive DyelNi (II) chelate complex. In contrast, fluorotriazine dye 4 lacks the ortho-

hydroxy binding site which is involved in complex formation, hence, no catalytic nickel

wave was observed for this reactive dye as can been seen from Fig. 8.3. In fact. the

molecular structure of the ligand (reactive dye) may affect the catalytic activity

through the applicability of reactive dye to form a chelating complex. This characteristic

could be beneficial from the standpoint of selectivity. Consequently, these previous

remarks and observations can be applied as a basis for a simultaneous analysis of a

solution containing fluorotriaizine dye 4 and any other fluorotriazine reactive dyes.

Furthermore, this developed method may be used to enable a selective analysis of these

fluorotriaizine-based azo reactive dyes in the presence of other reactive dyes such as

anthraquinone-based dyes (e.g. Reactive Blue 19) which can't undergo nickel complex

formation.

Fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dye 1 will act as a representative model for the

fluorotriazine-based reactive dyes in all the subsequent experimental investigation.
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fo
Potential (-V)

Figure 8.2: Catalytic-Adsorptive stripping voltammogram for fluorotriazine reactive
dye I in pH 8 B-R buffer.Tacc: 2 min, Eaoc: 0.0 V and sean rate: 5 mV fl.

0·50.0 1,0
Potential (-V)

Figure 8.3: The absence of the Catalytic-AdSV response for fluorotriazine-based azo
reactive dye 4 in the presence ofNi (II). B-R buffer (pH 6), T.oc : 2 min, Eaoc: 0.0 V and
scan rate: 5 mV S·I.
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8.5 Factors Affecting Catalytic-AdSV of Ni (H)-Dye Complex

8.5.1 Effect of pH

The pH of the solution has a significant effect on the response of both

fluorotriazine reactive dye and its Ni (II) complex. The reduction of nickel ion catalyzed

by the investigated dye is strongly dependent on pH owing to the competition between

protons and Ni (II) for the binding sites in the complexing agent. Consequently, the

influence of pH on the Reactive dyelNi (II) system was investigated in Britton-Robinson

buffer under conditions typical for catalytic stripping voltammetry, i.e. at low dye

concentration and in the presence of a large excess of Ni (11)14. Figure 8.4 shows the

effect of pH on the stripping voltammetric response. The peak potential shifted gradually

in the positive direction from -1.05 V to -0.82 V over the pH range 4-8. However, the

peak potential remained nearly constant at pH values higher than 8. The observed

positive shift is probably due to the weak stability of the nickel-dye complex at higher pH

values. On the other hand, the catalytic peak current decreased between pH 4 and pH 7.

however, its maximum current was recorded at pH 8 (see Fig.8.S) and decreased

thereafter due to competitive hydroxide formation (hydrolysis ofNi (II». As a result. pH

values between 6 and 8 are the most suitable for trace-level analysis. In fact, pH 8 was

chosen for all subsequent work because it secures the maximum resolution between the

catalytic and free nickel AdSV peaks along with the appreciable increase in the catalytic

peak current.
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8.5.2 Effect of accumulation conditions

The Ni (II)lFluorotriazine dye complex is effectively accumulated in B-R buffer at

a 0.0 V accumulation potential. Curves A, B and C in Fig.8.6 show the influence of

preconcentration time on the catalytic (A), free nickel (B) and free azo (C) signals in

pH 6 B-R buffer containing I x I0-7mol r' fluorotriazine reactive dye and I x I0-4mol rl

Ni (II) collected at 0.0 V. According to the previous graph, variation of accumulation

time (Tace) indicates that the catalytic peak current increased linearly with Taceat low

accumulation time because the adsorbed complex is not saturated on the electrode

surface. However, the catalytic response tends to deteriorate at longer accumulation time

(more than 4 minutes). The decrease in the catalytic peak current at longer periods is

possibly due to competitive adsorption of free nickel ions on HMDE. Similar influence of

this parameter (Tacc)on the azo peak height of the free reactive dye was observed (refer to

Fig 8.6). Meanwhile, when measuring the peak height of the free nickel ion as a function

of the accumulation time, its AdSV peak height decreased with the accumulation time

reflecting the competitive consumption of this metal ion during the Reactive dyelNi (II)

complex formation. The effect of preconcentration time on the free azo, catalytic and free

nickel AdSV peak heights is presented in Fig.8.7. In contrast, the potentials of these

AdSV peaks remained approximately constant for all these experiments. Obviously, a

compromise between increase in sensitivity and speed is required in the optimum

accumulation time, therefore, an accumulation time of2 min was selected for subsequent

work, combining adequate sensitivity with short analysis time and minimum interference

by free Ni (II).

On the other hand, variation of accumulation potential (Eacc) was found to have a

negligible effect on catalytic peak height under the same experimental conditions. An

accumulation potential of 0.0 V was selected as an optimum value.
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Figure 8.6: Effect of accumulation time on catalytic (A).
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Figure 8.7: The influence of accumulation time on the free azo, catalytic and free nickel
AdSV peak current. B-R buffer (PH 6), Eaa:: 0.0 V and scan rate: 5 mY/so T.a:: a: 1, b: 2,
c: 3, d: 4 and e: 5 min.
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8.5.3 Effect of dye concentration

The concentration of fluorotriazine reactive dye has a profound effect on the

catalytic peak. height. Variation of dye concentration in the presence of 3 x l O-s mol r'
Ni(II) showed (see Fig. 8.8) that the peak. current increased rapidly with the fluorotriazine

dye concentration increasing from 1 x10-7 mol r' to 6 xlO-7 mol r', however, then it

starts to level off at higher concentrations as can been seen from Fig. 8.9. Meanwhile, the

peak potential shifted slightly by 24 mV in the cathodic direction due to the variation of

dye concentration. A 5 x l 0-7 mol r' fluorotriazine dye concentration is suitable for

further experimental studies.

8.5.4 Effect of nickel ion concentration

As expected, the catalytic wave resulting from the reduction of Ni (II) in the

Nickel-Dye complex depends strongly on the metal ion concentration. The wave height at

nickel concentrations in the range 1 x l O-s-2 x l 0-4 mol }"I has been measured. The

concentration dependence is shown in Fig. 8.10 which displays the influence of

successive addition of Ni (II) to 5 x l 0-7mol r' fluorotriazine reactive dye solution. The

catalytic wave increased gradually with nickel concentration. In contrast, the peak

potential was not affected by the variation ofNi (II) concentration. Therefore, to analyze

altra-trace amounts of these reactive dyes, the use of a range of higher Ni (II)

concentration (e.g. 1 xlO-4 mol rl) is more favorable. Nevertheless, nickel ion

concentrations higher than 1 mM should be avoided in order to prevent strong

interference from the free nickel peak produced by diffusion-controlled reduction".
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Figure 8.9: Effect of reactive dye concentration on Catalytic-AdSV peak height. pH 8
Britton-Robinson buffer.Teoc : 2 min, Eeoc:0.0 V, and sean rate: 5 mY s". Reactive dye
concentration: a: 1, b: 2, c: 3, b: 4, e: 5, f: 6, g: 7 and h: 8 x 10.7mol r'.
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8.5.5 Effect of supporting electrolyte concentration and composition

The concentration of Britton-Robinson buffer was varied under c ntr Il d

conditions to investigate the influence of buffer concentration on the stripping re p n .

The variation of the peak current as a function of electrolyte concentration, repre ented in

Fig. 8.11 shows the gradual decline in peak current as buffer solution cone ntr ti n

increased from 0.01 mol r' to 0.4 mol r'. The peak current decreased alm st 2-fi Id v r

that buffer concentration range. A 0.02 mol r' B-R buffer solution was select d f r

subsequent work because it gave the largest peak current.

Analogous catalytic-AdSV behavior of fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dy in

the presence of excess nickel ion was observed when using acetate buffer (PH 5 as a

supporting electrolyte, however, under this condition, the catalytic analytical peak wa

located about -0.88 V which means that the overJapping problem between the catalytic

and the free nickel electrochemical peaks become worse.
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Figure 8.11: Effect of supporting electrolyte concentration
on Catalytic-AdSV peak current

8.5.6 Effect of scan rate

Variation of scan rate between 2 and 60 mV S-1 at constant ligand and met lin

concentrations caused the catalytic peak. height to decrease gradually ( e ig. 8.12

suggesting slow kinetics of the catalytic process' (i.e. the charge tran fer bee m fast r

than the complex diffusion). The catalytic peak. potential shifted to m re negative

potentials with increasing scan rate indicating the irreversible nature th charge

transfers. A 5 mV S-1 scan rate was chosen as optimum for further investig ti n .
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Figure 8.12: Effect of scan rate on Catalytic-AdSV peak
Current
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8.5.7 Effect of instrumental parameten

The catalytic peak current can be maximized by selecting a large surface area

(large drop size). The relationship between the measured reduction current and the

surface area of the drop was found to be linear for surface areas of 0.15-0.29 mm'. For

optimal sensitivity, a large drop size of the Hg-drop working electrode is favorable.

Furthermore, the influence of stirring rate over the catalytic wave was investigated. An

increase in the stirring rate yielded, as expected, an increase in the peak current and did

not affect the value ofpeak potential (Ep).

8.6 Interference

The major sources of interference are likely to be from coexisting ions capable of

forming complexes with the fluorotriazine dye or depositing at the mercury electrode.

These may affect the catalytic response via an overlapping peak or may compete for

adsorptive sites. Competition for the surface can be also caused by surfactants.

Interference by diverse substances was investigated by adding appropriate amounts of

interferences to 20 ml of solution containing 1x 10-7mol r' Ni (II) and 5x 10-7mol r' dye.

8.6.1 Interference by metal ions

Possible interferences from present metal ions were evaluated. Each metal ion

was investigated at 1 x l 0.0 mol r' concentration for adsorption of its possible complex

with the analyzed reactive dye. Addition of 1 J.LMZn(I1), Fe(II), In(II), Ba (II), Sn (II), Se

(II), Au(!), Si(II), Li(!) and Mg(lI) caused no effect on the catalytic-AdSV response of

nickel. However, Cu(II), Co(II) and Pb(II) metal ions compete with nickel for the

ligand, causing a negative interference of 26%,20% and 60010respectively. In contrast,
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similar additions ofTi(IV) and Na(l) yielded 38% and 19% enhancements. respectively.

Most of the metal ions tested above did not interfere at the 1x 10-8mol rl level. Thus. the

nickel ion may need not be isolated from these interfering trace-elements prior to its

determination in real environmental samples.

8.6.2 Interference by surface-active surfactants

Surface-active materials occurring in natural waters could interfere by adsorbing

competitively on the HMDE. The effects of various surfactants on Ni (II)lReactive dye

catalytic response were investigated for a 2 min preconcentration time at O.OV. Several

substances such as Triton X-lOO, Tetraphenyl Phosphonium Chloride (TPPC) and

Aerosol OT were used as model compounds for surface-active surfactants. The catalytic

wave was not affected by addition of 0.002 rng r' of Triton X-lOO (a non-ionic

surfactant). Further additions up to 0.2 and I rng r' resulted in 35% depression and total

diminishing of the analytical response, respectively. The presence ofO.OOl mass volume"

anionic surfactant Aerosol OT led the peak current to increase up to 7oolo. However,

further additions of 0.002, 0.003 and 0.005 mV-1 diminished the peak current by lo%,

33%, and completely, respectively. In contrast, the influence of the cationic surfactant

TPPC on the catalytic wave was severe. Only 31 % of the initial catalytic peak current

was observed after the addition of lxlO-s mol r' TPPC. Moreover, a 2xlO-' mol r' TPPC
concentration was found to be sufficient to cause total vanishing for the Ni (11)1Reactive

dye reduction peak.

8.6.3 Interference of complexing agent

The competitive effect of cornplexing agents on the nickel peak was modeled

by addition of EDTA to a Britton-Robinson buffer (PH 6) containing 1 x IO~ mol r'
Ni (II) and 1 x l 0-7 mol r' fluorotriazine reactive dye. There was virtually no effect for

EDTA on the catalytic peak when the EDTA-to-Dye ratio was close to 1. However, a
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marked gradual decline in the peak height was observed when further amounts of EDTA

solution were added to the tested solution. The catalytic peak height diminished strongly

at higher EDTA concentrations to about 8oolo, 52% and 43% of the original peak height

in consequence of the presence of5xl0-6 mol ri, lxlO-5 mol r' and 2x10-5 mol r' EDTA,
respectively.

8.7 Analytical Application

According to the comprehensive study presented above, the following media and

optimized procedure can be used: 5x 10.7mol rl fluorotriazine dye, Ix 10" mol r' nickel

ion, 0.02 mol r' Britton-Robinson buffer (pH 8) accumulation time = 2 min,

preconcentration potential = 0.0 V (vs. AglAgCI) and 5 mV S·I scan rate.

8.7.1 Calibration graph

In order for the adsorptive preconcentration step to possess significant analytical

utility, it must exhibit concentration dependence, which is both well characterized. and

highly reproducible", The linear calibration range for the optimized method was

evaluated from the calibration plot of fluorotriazine reactive dye in B-R buffer containing

Ix 10-4 mol r' nickel ion. As can be seen from the calibration plot in Fig. 8.13, the

catalytic peak current increased linearly with dye concentration over a very large

concentration range (0.5 nM - 1 J.1M) when a 2 min preconcentration period was used.

The parameters of the dye concentration-current straight line were calculated by the least-

squares method. The regression equation of the calibration line bas the form:

Y = 0.038X + 0.32 n=6 r=O.999
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Where Y is the catalytic peak current in A, X is the concentrati n f

fluorotriazine reactive dye in mol rl and 0.038 (A molT) and -0.32 (nA) are the values

of the slope and the intercept, respectively. The correlation coefficient wa 0.99.
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Figure 8.13: Calibration graph for f1uorotriazine dye based on

the Catalytic-AdSV response

8.7.2 Detection limit

The coupling of adsorptive and catalytic effects resulted in a uit I w

limit following short accumulation periods. For the fluor triazine-ba d az r

dye 1 following the optimized procedure, the detection limit of 3.2 xl0' m I J"l W

estimated based on the signal-to-noise characteristic (SIN =3) of the re p

mol r' reactive dye.

8.7.3 Reproducibility

The analytical precision of the method was verified from the r producibility 0 f 8

determinations of 1x 10-7 mol r' fluorotriazine reactive dye in pH 8 Britton-Robin n

buffer (Eaee O.OV, Taee= 2 min). A relative standard division (%R D) of 1.1 % was
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obtained, which indicates reproducible accumulation of the metal-chelate complex on the

mercury surface.

8.7.4 Stability

The stability of the catalytic response of 1 xl 0-7mol rl fluorotriazine reactive dye

in the presence of 1 xl 0-4mol r' Ni (II) was evaluated under the optimized conditions, it

seemed to be stable for a period of two hours at least.

8.8 Practical Applications

Owing to the unavailability of a real reactive dye samples that contains these

fluorotriazine reactive dyes, the applicability of the developed method was demonstrated

on the analysis of the metal ion (nickel) participating in the reactive dye complex

formation. The proposed procedure was applied for the determination of trace levels of

nickel ion in natural and environmental waters such as river water and tap water.

Because of the inherent sensitivity of the method, the analyzed samples were diluted. The

procedure for the preparation of sample was as follows: a known volume of the

environmental sample (0.2ml) was added to 20 ml of Britton-Robinson butTer containing

lxlO~ mol rl fluorotriazine dye. The buffer solution was placed into the voltammetric

cell and deoxygenated for 5 min. The Catalytic-AdSV response was measured after 3

min accumulation with stirring at O.OV. The concentration of nickel in the analyzed

samples evaluated by the standard additions methods (five successive additions) was 1.7

xlO-8mol r' and 2.lxI0-8 mol r' for river water and tap water, respectively. In general,

these obtained results agree (to some degree) with previously reported results for the

determination of nickel ion in similar environmental water samples by other methods of

analysis22•
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8.9 Conclusions

The present study demonstrated that the coupling of adsorptive accumulation with

the catalytic action can constitute the basis for an effective means for the determination of

ultra-trace levels of fluorotriazine reactive dye andlor Ni (II). Experimental parameters

for the Catalytic-AdSV analysis of the reactive dye have been described and their

conditions have been optimized. A few minutes of preconcentration are sufficient for the

detection of the analyzed fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dye 1 at the 3 x 10.9 mol 1'1

level. Calibration plots show a linear response over the range 5x 10-9-1x l 0-6mol r'. The
influence of co-existing interferences was also reported. The tested method has been

successfully applied for direct determination of nickel ion in two environmental samples.

In addition, a likely electrode mechanism was also proposed and discussed. The

satisfactory results and small standard deviation obtained in the analysis of this reactive

dye are an indication of the applicability of these methods for the analysis of other

synthetic dyes which are applicable to undergo nickel chelate complex formation.
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CHAPTER NINE AdSV of Bisazo Reactive dyes

AdSV PROPERTIES OF DOUBLE ANCHOR-

BASED BISAZO REACTIVE

DYES AT THE HMDE

9.1 Introduction

All the investigated reactive dyes so far in this thesis have only one single

chromogen functional group (either anthraquinone or azo groups). However.

recently, a wide range of reactive dyes has been produced which are composed of

more than one functional system. Some of these new class reactive dyes have a

symmetrical molecular structure with two azo functional moieties and two

chlorotriazine reactive groups. It was visually observed that these reactive dyes had

darker colours compared to the other reactive dyes, which had similar molecular

structure, but with a single azo functional group. Furthermore, these reactive dyes

were theoretically expected to have a higher fixation rate with improved wash-fastness

property, owing to the presence of double chlorotriazine anchoring systems. From an

analytical point of view, it was considered interesting to evaluate and study the

influence of doubling the existence of the functional systems on the electrochemical

behaviour of these reactive dyes. The electrochemical behaviour and response of

some synthesized bisazo dyes such as Direct Orange 311, Acid Red IS<r. Fast Sulfone

Black-F3 and Direct Red 814 and some genotoxic azodyes e.g. Congo Red' and Trypan

Blue6 have been studied and reported in the literature.

9.2 Aim of the Study

Although the electrochemical behaviour of numerous monoazo dyes have been

the subject of several studies (see section 7.1), bisazo dyes in contrast. have attracted

less attention, despite their importance role as a new class of azo industrial dyes. In

fact, very little is known about bisazo dyeg2. In addition, no mention has been made in

the current literature for the electrochemical properties of bisazo synthetic reactive
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dyes that contain two reactive anchoring systems. Thus, this work was devoted to a

detailed study of the AdSV behaviour of these double anchor-based bisazo reactive

dyes at the HMDE in order to evaluate the influence of introducing a further functional

chromogen group and anchoring system on the electrochemical behaviour and

adsorption properties, as well as to determine the optimal conditions for the most

sensitive determination of these reactive dyes. Moreover, the advantage of this present

investigation is that it evaluates the effect of introducing a second functional and/or

reactive group on the stripping voltammetric response, by carefully selecting and

comparing two chlorotriazine-based azo reactive dyes. The molecule structure of one

reactive dye is exactly twice that for the other reactive dye, i.e. the former dye has

double functional (azo) and reactive (chlorotriazine) groups.

In this present work, the adsorptive stripping voltammetric behaviour of two

reactive dye systems and arrangements of Reactive Orange 12-Reactive Yellow 84

and Reactive Red 120-Reactive Red 24 were studied as a representative model for

these interesting and promising chlorotriazine-based bisazo reactive dyes.

9.3 Preliminary Studies.
Preliminary experiments were carried out to investigate whether the doubling

of the functional and reactive systems had a significant effect on the electroanalytical

characteristic at various experimental conditions. Both C.1. Reactive Orange 12

(Procion Yellow H-E4R) and C.l. Reactive Red 120 (Procion Red HE-3B) were

composed of two azo moieties (see Fig, 9.1). These reactive dyes appear to adsorb on

the hanging mercury drop electrode' surface in several supporting electrolyte solutions

e.g. Britton-Robinson (PH 6), acetate (PH 4.5) and carbonate (PH 10) buffers. After

adsorption accumulation at 0.0 V, two adsorptive stripping voltammetric peaks were

produced following a sean in the negative direction. For 5 x 10'7 mol r' of R012

solution monitored by AdSV in pH 6 B-R buffer, two well-separated electrochemical

waves were observed, as can be seen from Fig. 9.2. The first well-defmed stripping

voItammetricpeak obtained at Ep = -357 mV (vs. Ag/AgCl) with 12.1 nA peak current

is believed to be corresponding to the reduction of the two am centres in the RO12

dye model. Since the chemical environment around each azo moiety in the dye

molecule is identical (in addition to the symmetrical molecular structure for the
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Reactive Yellow 84

Reactive Orange 12

Reactive Red 24

2
Reactive Red 120

Figure 9.1: The molecular structure of the studied chlorotriazine-based azo reactive
dyes.
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analysed reactive dye) the monitored azo groups act and behave as one large single

adsorptive stripping signal. Accordingly, a significant enhancement in the AdSV peak

current was achieved as a consequence of adding more azo functional group to the

reactive dye molecular structure. Obviously, this is expected to lead to an

improvement on the electroanalytical detection of these reactive dyes at ultra-trace

levels by adsorptive stripping voltammetry.

Previous observations reported in the literature indicate that electrochemical

reduction of a symmetrical bisazo dyes exhibited one single cathodic reduction wave

related to the cathodic reduction of the two azo moieties'". Whereas. asymmetrical

bisazo dyes which have two azo moieties with different chemical environment around

them, exhibited two separated well-defined electrochemical waves!", However. based

on the proposed electrode reduction mechanism given in section 7.3. it can be assumed

thatthe symmetrical bisazo Reactive Orange 12 undergoes irreversible eight-electron.

eight-proton electrochemical reduction process in Britton-Robinson buffer according

to the Scheme 1:

2 x

Scheme 1

In comparison, C.I. Reactive Yellow 84 (Procion Yellow P-3R). which has

nearly half the molecular structure of ROl2 and with only one single azo moiety.

produced a typical electrochemical response similar to that obtained for RO 12 dye. but

with less azo peak current. In fact, it yielded a stripping vo1tammetric wave associated

with the cathodic reduction of the azo group at Ep = -353 mV but with half the azo

peak current recorded for ROl2 (i.e. RY84 peak current = 6.2 nA). However, the

second very well-defined adsorptive vohammetric signal was attributed to the cathodic
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reduction of the chlorotriazine reactive group. The peak potential for this

electrochemical signal was at -1.038 V and -1.039 V for RY84 and ROI2.

respectively. The presence of double chlorotriazine anchoring systems for RO 12

caused a noticeable enhancement in the peak height of this electrochemical signal

compared to that observed for RY84. For instance, when using B-R buffer (pH 6) as a

supporting electrolyte, the peak current of chlorotriazine reactive group for RO 12 was

approximately twice that for RY84 (See Table 9.1). Moreover, the AdSV behaviour

of the R012-RY84 system in pH 4.5 acetate buffer was also evaluated. As can be

noted from Table 9.1, only one cathodic reduction signal related to the electrochemical

response for the azo functional group was obtained.

Similar results and observations were obtained for the RR 120--RR24 system

The introducing of the second azo functional moiety to the molecular structure of

RR120 caused a significant enhancement for the azo system stripping voltammetric

peak current. For instance,S x 10-7mol r' RR120 solution in pH 10 carbonate buffer

yielded a 42.3 nA cathodic peak current at Ep = -750 mY. The adsorptive stripping

voltammetric response for 5 x 10-7mol r' RR120 in carbonate buffer after 2 minutes

preconcentration period at 0.0 V accumulation potential is illustrated in Fig. 9.3. On

the other hand, the cathodic reduction of azo group for 5 x 10-7 mol r' monoazo

Reactive Red 24 (Basilen Brilliant Red P-B) under the same experimental conditions

produced an AdSV peak at Ep = -720 mY, yet with only 20.7 nA peak current. Beside

the azo electrochemical peaks, another weU-developed adsorptive stripping

voltammetric peak attributed to the cathodic reduction of the chlorotriazine reactive

group at peak potential ~ -895 mV was observed. It is worthwhile to point out that the

chlorotriazine reactive group of aU these chlorotriazine-based azo reactive dyes

yielded a well-defmed and very large AdSV peaks compared to the poor and broad ilI-

developed peak shapes with weak peak currents for fluorotriazine reactive system of

fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dyes studied in chapter 7. Table 9.1 summarises the

effect of supporting buffer constituents on the AdSV properties for both R012-RY84

and RR120--RR24 systems.
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Figure 9.2: AdSVof 5 xl0-7 M of Reactive Orange 12 in pH 6 B-R buffer after 2

min accumulation time at Eacc.= 0.0 V with 6 mV S-l sean rate.

~/

10
Figure 9.3: AdSV of5 xlO-7 M of Reactive Red 120 in carbonate buffer (pH 10),
accumulation time: 2 min, accumulation potential: 0.0 V, scan rate: 6 mV 5-

1
.
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Table 9.1: Effect of supporting electrolyte constituent on the studied chlorotriazine-
based azo reactive dyes' AdSV behaviour.

Azo peak Chlorotriazine peak
DYE Buffer •

Ep( -V) ip(aA) E,( -V) i,( BA)

B-RButTer 0.357 12.1 1.04 33.4

R012 Acetate 0.230 13.3 - -

Carbonate 0.603 20.2 1.08 9.2

B-RBuffer 0.353 6.2 1.04 15.3

RY84 Acetate 0.270 4.3 - -
Carbonate 0.580 10.9 0.9 0.8

B-RBuffer 0.465 14.6 1.03 43

RR120 Acetate 0.345 14.1 0.98 15.6

Carbonate 0.750 42.3 0.9 85.9

B-RBuffer 0.479 12.7 1.03 27

RR24 Acetate 0.353 10.9 1.03 8

Carbonate 0.720 20.7 0.89 19.6
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9.4 Optimum Conditions

9.4.1 Effect of pH

The effect of the variation of pH on the peak height and peak potential for the

cathodic reduction of the azo peak signal was investigated. 1 x 10-7 mol r' solution
for all reactive dyes either bisazo or monoazo, was studied by AdSV in Britton-

Robinson buffers of different pH values (2-12) after two minutes collection time at

0.0 V accumulation potential. The optimum pH for accumulating the R012-RY84

system was found to be in the pH range 4-6. Generally, in basic medium (PH 7-11

virtually weak stripping voltammetric response was observed (sec ig. 9.4). he

height of the azo peak decreased rapidly around pH 8, however, it showed a gradu 1

increase beyond pH 10. In contrast, the stripping voltammetric peak current of the azo

chromophore system for RR120-RR24 system reached its maximum values in pH -

10. The behaviour of the peak current of these reactive dyes as a fun tion of pH i

represented in Fig. 9.5. In several of the studied pH values, the azo functi nal pc k

height for the bisazo reactive dyes (R012 and RR120) was twice or m re that f r the

monoazo reactive dyes (RY84 and RR24), respectively.
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U 40
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~ 20'1- _
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Figure 9.5: Effect of pH on peak current of azo group of

RR120 and RR24

On the other hand, a gradual decrease in the peak current of chlorotriazinc

reactive group for ROl2 - RY84 system when the pH value was increased from 2 to

12 was observed as can be extracted from Table 9.2. By contrast, in the case of

RR120 - RR24, the influence of the variation of the sample solution pH value n th

chlorotriazine peak was more complicated and fluctuated. However, the overall effe t

of increasing pH was a decrease in the chlorotriazine peak height.

The peak potential for the azo group was found to be dependent on the pH

the buffer solution. For all these reactive dyes a gradual shift to a more negative

potential is observed for the azo wave potential with increasing pH from 2 to 12,

showing consumption of hydrogen ions in the electrode reaction. A represent ti n f

the influence of pH on the peak potential for ROI2-RY84 system is given in Fig. 9.6.

The slopes of the Ep-pH linear plots for all these chlorotriazine-based azo reactive

dyes were nearly equal. They were about 68, 63, 67 and 68 mV per pH unit (negative

shift) for RY84, ROI2, RR120 and RR24, respectively. However, as expected, n

significant changes were perceived in the azo peak potential values when the reactive

dyes molecular structure contain either single (monoazo) or double (bisazo) az

functional system.
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Figure 9.6: Effect of pH on peak potential of azo group
of RO 12 and RY84

Table 9.2: Effect of pH on the studied chlorotriazine-based azo reactive dyes' AdSV
behaviour

R012 RY84 RR120 RR24
pH

Bp (-V) ip (nA) Bp (-V) i, (nA) Bp (-V) ip(nA) Bp (-V) ip (nA)

pH2 0.125 100 0.05 7 0.095 14 0.1 6

- pH4 0.199 62 0.141 13.4 0.418 21 0.407 8=c
OD._

pH6 0.350 0.464 12 0.441Vl 2l.3 0.351 10.3 4
0

~ pHS 0.509 3.8 0.505 l.9 0.635 22.7 0.602 21.7

pH 10 0.624 4.4 0.622 2.2 0.754 34.7 0.771 25.6

pH 12 0.714 29.9 0.681 23.6 0.80 16.5 0.808 13.6

- pH2 l.03 14 l.0 8.1 l.0 67 1.0 117=c
OD._

pH4 1.01 8.3 1.08 0.95 46 0.98 74.3rIl 3.8
4,j

c.~ pH6 1.05 4.1 1.04 2.8 0.1 35 1.03 36.6
'r:
;..0
0
1.0 pH8 1.1 0.8 1.09 0.7 l.1 48 0.90 43.70--=U pH 10 l.08 l.6 1.05 0.9 l.06 49.6 0.95 21.1

pH12 - - - - l.05 50.4 0.93 34.7
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In brief, it is apparent that there is an analogy between the effect of pH on the

AdSV response ofRR120-RR24 system and that previously reported for the effect of

the same parameter (pH) on the electrochemical behaviour of fluorotriazine-based azo

reactive dyes I, 2 and 3 (see section 7.5.1). In both cases, the azo functional moiety

has an ortho-hydroxy electron-donating group. While the variation of pH caused

similar results and outcomes on the adsorptive stripping voltammetric signals for both

ROI2-RY84 system and fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dye 4 (which are all have

NHCONH2 group rather than o-hydroxy group).

9.4.2 Effect of accumulation potential

In general, slight effects on the peak current of the azo moiety for ROI2-RY84

was observed due to the variation of accumulation potential from 0.0 V to -D.S V.

Thus, the adsorptive accumulation of these reactive dyes RO 12 and RY84 was shown

to be nearly independent of preconcentration potential parameter; Eacc = 0.0 V was

selected as an optimum value. However, the influence of this parameter on the AdSV

azo group peak height for RR120-RR24 system is illustrated in Fig. 9.7. The azo peak

current decreased sharply for accumulation potentials more positive than +0.1 V,

however it increased slightly for accumulation potentials more negative than 0.0 V.

Nevertheless, as accumulation potentials reached values more negatives than -0.4 V,

the monitored peak current is substantially decreased. Therefore, the RR120-RR24

system has a wide range, 0.0 V to -0.4 V, which could be useful for accumulation of

these reactive dyes. However, accumulation potential 0.0 V was chosen as an

optimum potential.

-0.6 -0.5 -0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1
Accumulation potential (V )

0.2 0.3

/ <;
./ .....

fill' <,.....'\.....
"'\C

r "•
Figure 9.7: Effect of accumulation potential on peak height of

azo group of RR24 and RR120
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9.4.3 Effect of accumulation time

All these reactive dyes were found to adsorb strongly on the surface of the

hanging mercury drop electrode (HMDE) in Britton-Robinson buffer. The peak height

for the cathodic reduction of the azo functional group for these reactive dyes exhibits a

proportional dependence on the duration of the accumulation time for lower dye

concentration and/or shorter preconcentration times. Deviations from proportionality

due to the saturation of the surface of the mercury drop occurred at relatively longer

accumulation times of 180s and 210s for monoazo reactive dyes RY84 and RR24,

respectively. In contrast, a rapid saturation of the surface of the working electrode is

achieved after relatively shorter accumulation times of 120s and 150s for bisazo

reactive dyes ROI2, RR120, respectively. This indicates that reactive dyes, with

bifunctional azo chromogen systems and double chlorotriazine reactive groups such as

R012 and RR120, had stronger adsorption properties on the HMDE. Consequently,

their collection times, required for the full coverage of the mercury drop surface, is

shorter. Furthermore, a slight shift in the negative direction for the azo signal peak

potential was noticed when the accumulation period was continuously increased. ig.

9.8 illustrates the effect of accumulation time Taee for 5 x 10-7 mol r' reactive dye

solution in B-R buffer at 0.0 V accumulation potential. A 120s and 60s time was

adopted as the optimum accumulation time for monoazo reactive dyes (RY84 and

RR24) and bisazo reactive dyes (R012 and RR120), respectively.

90
_ 80

~ 70
._ 60...c
~ 50
5 40o
~ 30co
Q) 20Q.
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o

s.->: ~ --.
~

~
_/- --..- .... -.. -II
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RY12
RR24

-)(-RR120
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Figure 9.8: Effect of accumulation time on reactive dyes' azo
peak current
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9.4.4 Effect of reactive dye concentration

The adsorptive stripping voltammetric peak current of these reactive dyes

increased as a function of their concentration. A similarity was found between the

effect of accumulation time and reactive dye concentration on the azo group peak

height i.e. a proportional relationship between the amount of the accumulated reactive

dye and its quantity in the test solution. As can be seen from Fig. 9.9, the

proportionality of the electrochemical response (monitored after 120s preconcentration

time at 0.0 V accumulation potential in B-R buffer) with ROI2 and RY84

concentration extends to 1.3 x 1O~ and 1.5 x 1O~ mol r', respectively. However, their

peak potential exhibits a negative shift by 85 mV and 95mV, respectively, as the

amount of the adsorbed reactive dye is increased as a function of its bulk

concentration. However, if high concentration (more than 1.5 x 10~ mol rl) ofRY84

was added gradually to the sample solution, the azo reduction peak ofthis reactive dye

began to split with a second sharper peak appearing at a more negative potential. This

is probably due to the complete formation (at a low concentration) of a monolayer of

adsorbate. However, after the addition of more RY84 concentration, multilayers of

adsorbate are formed and accumulated with different stripping vo ltammetric

characteristics.

The dependence of azo peak current for the RR120-RR26 system on the

concentration of the analysed reactive dye is shown in Fig. 9.10. A proportional

relationship is observed for RR24 over 2 xl 0-7 mol r' -1.4 x 1O~ mol r', while for

RR120 the proportional range is extending only to about 8 x 10-7mol r', Beyond the

linearity point, the peak current reached a plateau because of the saturation of the

working electrode. However, the variation of these reactive dyes concentration has no

significant effect on the peak potential for the azo group AdSV response. In brief,

deviations from proportionality due to total coverage for the surface of the HMDE

occurred at relatively diluted reactive dye concentrations for the analytes that had

bifunctional azo and chlorotriazine groups such as R012 and RR120.
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9.4.5 Effect of scan rate

The cathodic peak currents of these reactive dyes were found to be directly

proportional to the sean rate, particularly at low scan rate values, a phenomenon

characterised for adsorbed material'. The effect of sean rate parameter on the azo

functional group peak current and potential for R012-RY84 system is summarised in

Table 9.3. The peak height of the cathodic peak is linearly dependent on the sean rate

up to 6 or 8 mV s", thus indicating an adsorption phenomenon. However, a negative

shift in the azo moiety peak potential by 22 mV and 24 mV for RY84 and R012,

respectively, was also observed with increasing sean rate which indicates a degree of

irreversibility of the electrode process'. Similarly, for the RR120-RR 24 system, the

azo peak current, obtained under constant experimental conditions, increased linearly

with sean rate. For RR24, a negative shift in the cathodic peak potential from -591 mV

to ~50 mV was observed when the sean rate was changed from 2 to 12 mV s",
Equally, a cathodic shift by ~ mV was observed for RR120 under the same

experimental conditions. However, apart from enhancing the stripping voltammetric

peak current, it seems that the introducing of the double azo functional group in the

reactive dye molecule has no significant influence when the scan rate experimental

parameter was varied. In other words, the effect of the variation of scan rate on the

azo peak height was nearly identical, regardless of whether the molecular structure of

the investigated reactive dye was composed of a mono or bifunctional azo system.

Table 9.3· Effi t f t the hl triazin ti d ' AdSV beha .. ec 0 scan ra e on c oro e reac rve iyes viour,

Scan ROl2 RY84 RR120 RR24

Rate
Bp (-V) ip (oA) Bp (-V) ip (oA) E,(-V) ip (nA) s, (-V) ip (nA)

2 mVs·J 0.505 26.3 0.503 9.7 0.583 8 0.591 6.1

4 mVs·J 0.512 33 0.509 18.5 0.613 15.7 0.614 10.3

6 mVs·J 0.516 37.2 0.514 21 0.625 20.2 0.629 14.1

8 mVs-1 0.522 41.9 0.520 21.6 0.630 24.6 0.639 20.3

10mVs-J 0.526 42.8 0.525 23.8 0.640 35 0.649 24.9

12 mVs·1 0.529 44.2 0.525 25.8 0.647 40.3 0.650 32.3
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9.S Analytical Application

On the basis of the previously reported preliminary investigations, the

applicability of the proposed AdSV procedure, as an analytical method for the

determination of altra-trace levels of these chlorotriazine-based azo reactive dyes, was
evaluated.

9.5.1 Calibration grapb

Calibration graphs over a relatively wide concentration range of the studied

reactive dyes from 1 x 10-8 to 5 x 10-7 mol r' for the bisazo reactive dyes ROl2 and

RR120 were obtained. In contrast, the calibration graphs for the reactive dyes that

were composed of a single azo functional group, namely RY84 and RR24 can be

extended further to a 1 x 10~ mol rl level before the saturation of the surface of

HMDE. Figure 9.11 reflects the previous remarks and outcomes for the calibration

graphs obtained from adsorptive stripping voltammograms for RR120 and RR24

reactive dyes recorded after an accumulation time of 120 s at 0.0 V preconcentration

potential. The slopes of the linear region of the calibration plot for RR120-RR24

system calculated from the least-squared treatment of the calibration graph were 0.039

and 0.027 Nmol rl for RR120 and RR24, respectively. The correlation coefficient for

RR]20 and RR24 reactive dyes were 0.996 and 0.99 with intercept values of -1.06 nA

and 1.14 nA, respectively. As a result, the regression equations for the calibration

lines for these reactive dyes had the form:

RR120~ iP(A)= -1.06 x 10-9+ 0.039 C (mol rl) r = 0.996 n=5

RR24 ~ iP(A)= 1.]4 x 10-9+ 0.027 C (mol rl) r=O.99 n=6
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Figure 9.11: Calibration graphs of RR24 and RR120

9.5.2 Detection limits

The detection limit under the optimum experimental conditions were estimated

to be slightly lower for bisazo R012 (8.2 x 10-9mol l") than that for monoazo RY84

(9.9 x 10-9 mol rl). However, the detection limits for RR120 and RR24 were found to

be around 9.9 x 10-9mol rl and 8.3 x 10-9mol r', respectively. The detection limit

was calculated as three times the standard deviation of the determination of the

reactive dye at the 1 xl 0-7 mol r' level. The conditions for the estimation of this

detection limit were; supporting electrolyte B-R buffer (PH 6 or pH 8); accumulation

time two minutes; accumulation potential 0.0 V and scan rate 6 mV S-I.

9.5.3 Reproducibility and stability

The Reproducibility of the analytical method for the determination of these

reactive dyes was evaluated by making successive measurements on eight 1 x l 0-7 mol

r' reactive dye solutions. The relative standard deviation (% RSD) for RY84 and

RR120 was 3.2%, whereas it was as low as 2.1% and 2.4% for RR24 and R012,

respectively. Finally, the azo electrochemical response of 1 x 10-7 mol r' reactive dye

solution appeared to be stable for a period of two hours at least.
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The values of correlation coefficients, linear ranges, line slopes and intercepts

yielded from the least-squared treatment of the calibration graph of R012, RY84,

RRI20 and RR24 are listed in Table 9.4.

T bl 94Th L S f h rb h f h R Da e . e east- square treatment 0 t e ea 1 ration grap o t e eactive 'yes.. .
Reactive Linear Range Slope Intercept Correlation Detection

Limits %RSD
Dyes (mol rl) (A mofll) (nA) Coefficient (mol rl)

R012 1x1O-8_5x10-7 0.063 5.19 0.95 8.2x 10-9 2.7

RY84 1x 10-8_1x 1O~ 0.035 -1.27 0.998 9.9x 10-9 3.2

RR120 1x 10-8_1x50-7 0.039 -1.06 0.996 9.9xlO-9 3.2

RR24 lxlO-8-1xlO~ 0.027 1.14 0.99 6.3xlO-9 2.1

9.6 Hydrolysis Studies

The impact of the competition reaction yielded from the hydroxide attack on

the chlorotriazine reactive group with the possible discrimination between the original

chlorotriazine reactive dyes and their hydrolysed forms were also investigated by

AdSV. In fact, the hydrolysis process for these reactive dyes was to some degree

comparable to that previously reported for the fluorotriazine reactive dyes. The

replacement of the active chlorine atom on the triazine ring by the hydroxide group

was attempted by heating 1 x 10-4mol r1 of each reactive dye in 0.1 mol r' carbonate
buffer at 80°C for 4 hours. The hydrolysis process of these chlorotriazine-based azo

reactive dyes can be followed voltarnmetrically by successive removal of the reactive

dye test solutions during the course of hydrolysis process and monitoring the gradual

decrease in the chlorotriazine electrochemical response.

For R012-RY84 system there is no significant change in the peak potential of

the chlorotriazine-anchoring group for all the analysed reactive dyes in going from the

original reactive dye to the hydrolysed form. In contrast, the peak current of this

reactive group exhibited a gradual decrease with the duration of the hydrolysis time.
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Consequently, the hydrolysed reactive dye can be differentiated from the original non-

hydrolysed reactive dye by monitoring the loss or deterioration of the stripping

voltammetric signal corresponding to the cathodic reduction of the chlorotriazine

reactive group. However, as can be seen from Fig. 9.12, which illustrates the decrease

of the chlorotriazine peak height as a function of the hydrolysis time, the rate of the

hydrolysis process for these reactive dyes was very slow. In fact, after 4 hours of the

hydrolysis reaction nearly 52% and 8% of the initial peak height remained for R012

and RY84, respectively. Based on the previous values and findings, it is obvious that

the progress of hydrolysis process for RY84 was much faster than that for R012.

After 4 hours hydrolysis times, the peak current for the chlorotriazine group of RY84

substantially decreased, whereas for R012 nearly half its original value remained after

the hydrolysis experiment. The reason for the slow hydrolysis rate for R012 is

probably related to the presence of the double chlorotriazine anchoring systems, which

effectively resist the hydrolysis competition reaction compared to the RY84 which has

only a mono-chlorotriazine system. Accordingly, R012 reactive dye with bifunctional

chlorotriazine anchoring and reactive systems is probably has higher fixation rate with

improved wash-fastness compared to RY84 mono-anchor reactive dye. Howev r the

hydrolysis process has no significant effect on either the azo functional gr up p ak

current or potential for both R012 and RY84.
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Figure 9.12: Effect of hydrolysis time on chlorotriazine peak
height of RY84 and R012
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Nonetheless, the exchange of the halide substituent with hydroxyl groups for

other chlorotriazine-based anthraquinone reactive dyes namely Procion Blue MX-R

and Cibacron Blue 3GA9 and a chlorotriazine-based azo dyelO was complete and the

peak due to the chlorotriazine reduction was completely eliminated after only 1 hour

hydrolysis period. However, despite the various experimental investigations and

attempts to identify and hence illuminate the reason for such very slow hydrolysis

reaction for R012-RY84 system, the cause for such odd and slow hydrolysis reaction

for these reactive dyes compared to other chlorotriazine reactive dyes is not fully

understood at this stage (refer to section 7.7).

On the other hand, similar results were obtained for the hydrolysis of RR120

compared to that obtained for R012. The chlorotriazine reduction signal decreased

continuously with the length of the heating time till it reached 50% of its initial peak

current after 4 hours of heating. In comparison, the rate of hydrolysis process of RR24

was also very slow i.e. after 4 hours heating period, the peak current due to the

cathodic reduction of the chlorotriazine reactive group decreased to about 42% of its

original value. Unlike RY84, which was affected considerably by the long hydrolysis

process, RR24 behaves similarly (under constant hydrolysis conditions) to the double-

anchor bisazo reactive dyes, RR120 and R012. Finally, a methanolysis process (3%

methanol) for the studied reactive dyes over 2 hours experimental duration time at

room temperature was also attempted. A slight chlorotriazine peak current reduction

was observed suggesting that the rate ofmethanolysis process is also very slow.
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9.7 Conclusions

These chlorotriazine-based azo reactive dyes can be successfully monitored at

low trace levels by differential pulse adsorptive stripping voltammetric at a HMDE via

the cathodic reduction peaks of azo functional group and/or chlorotriazine reactive

system. It was confirmed in the present investigation, that introducing and adding of a

further azo functional and chlorotriazine reactive groups to the molecular structure of

the chlorotriazine-based bisazo reactive dyes, led to a significant enhancement in their

electrochemical signal and adsorption properties compared to the chlorotriazine-based

monoazo reactive dye. Optimum experimental conditions were also given for the

AdSV determination of the reactive dyes in aqueous solution. A linear range from 1 x

10-8 mol r' to 5 x 10-7 or 1 x 10~ mol r' depending on the number of the azo

functional systems that exist in the reactive dye molecule with a reasonable detection

limits and relative standard deviations were achieved. For R012-RY84 system. it was

found that chlorotriazine-based bisazo reactive dyes with double anchoring systems

had higher tolerance and resistance to the competition of hydrolysis attack. FinaJJy,

the sensitivity, simplicity and accuracy of this analytical procedure reveal its reliability

for the determination ofthese reactive dyes.
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APPLICATION OF AdSV TO THE ANALYSIS OF
BISAZO REACTIVE DYES BASED ON THEIR
COPPER (II) COMPLEXES AT THE HMDE

10.1 Introduction

Adsorption stripping voltammetry is well suited for the determination of altratrace

amounts of organic compounds and/or inorganic ions through their complexes.

Recent studies on the applicability of AdSV for the indirect determination of low

concentrations of various synthesised azo dyes such as Reactive Violet 51 and

Sulfonate azo dyes (Acid Alizarin Violet N and Plasmocorith Bi. as well as several

azo-based ligands e.g. Beryllon nr, Phenazopyridine' and some heterocyclic azo

compounds', had indicated that these azo compounds can be monitored by AdSV

preceded by adsorptive collection of their complexes with copper (II) onto the hanging

mercury drop electrode (HMDE). As is the case with these azo dyes and ligands,

Reactive Blue 171 and Reactive Red 141 which both are chlorotriazine-based bisazo

dyes, were found to be determinable indirectly by AdSV after nonelectrolytic

accumulation of their copper (II) complexes on the surface of the HMDE followed by

measuring the accumulated analyte during the cathodic scan.

10.2 Aim of the Study

Apart from the study of Reactive Violet 5, no detailed study on the stripping

voltammetric behaviour of the copper (II) complexes with azo-based reactive dyes has

been reported in the current literature. Considering the above remark and the lack of

available data for the indirect determination of bisazo synthetic dyes that contain

bifunctional azo systems which both can develop complexes with copper (II) ions, the

aim of this work was, therefore, to investigate the electrochemical properties of two

chlorotriazine-based bisazo reactive dyes via their copper (II) complexes.

Furthermore, a detailed study was carried out to evaluate the effect of the main
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experimental variables that control the formation of Copper (H)-Reactive dye

complexes and hence their adsorption processes onto the surface of the HMDE.

10.3 Electrode Reduction Process

Highly sensitive measurements of synthetic dyes and/or metal ions can be

achieved by means of the adsorptive stripping voltammetric procedure based on the

spontaneous adsorption of e.g. Cu (H)-Reactive dye complex which can be employed

as an effective accumulation step prior to the voltammetric measurements. The

reduction paths of the complexes of several azo ligands particularly di-o-hydroxyazo

compounds with a range of metal ions has been reported and reviewed'". However,

the overall procedure of this electroanalytical approach involves the formation of an

appropriate surface-active/metal ion complex, its interfacial collection onto the HMDE

and consequently the stripping voltammetric analysis of the metal-ligand surface

bound complex. In fact, the possible electrochemical reduction path for the Copper

(H)lReactive dye complex can be divided into three steps according to the following

scheme:

Step 1: Homogeneous reaction in the bulk of the test solution

Cu (1I)(aq)+RD(aq) ~ Cu (II)-RD(aq)

These bisazo-based reactive dyes probably act as tridenate ligands, with the azo

nitrogen group forming a co-ordinate link with the copper (II) ions. The proposed

structure for the Copper (II)-Reactive dye complex is represented schematically as:

Step 2: Adsorption accumulation. The Cu(II)lReactive dye chelate can be concentrated

and accumulated onto the working electrode surface (HMDE) owing to its surface-

active property. The interfacial adsorption process can be expressed as:

Cu (II)-RD(aq) + Hg ~ Cu (lI)-RD(lda) Hg
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Step 3: Reduction of the adsorbed reactant. The adsorbed Cu(II)/Rcactivc dye

complex is eventually reduced at the HMOE surface and the measurement step

consists of electrochemically reducing the copper ion in the adsorbed reactant. This

can be described as follows:

Cu (II}-RD(ads) + 2e- CuO
(amalgam) + RD(ads)

However, the resulting product of this reduction process also has a surface-

active property and can undergo further cathodic reduction for the bifunctional azo

groups and/or chlorotriazine reactive systems as described in the previous chapters.

10.4 Adsorptive Stripping Peak of Cu (II)-Reactive Dye

The molecular structure of C.I. Reactive Blue 171 (Procion Navy H-ER) and

C.I. Reactive Red 141 (Procion Red HE-7B) used in this study are represented in

Fig. 10.1. When accumulation was effected at potential 0.0 V. analytically useful

reduction peaks were obtained by differential pulse adsorptive stripping voltammetry

in B-R buffer (PH 4), acetate buffer (pH 5) and carbonate buffer (pH 10) which all

contain 5 x 10-7mol rl RB171 or RR141 solutions with trace concentration of copper

(II) ions (5 x 10-6mol r'j, Typical adsorptive stripping voltammogram of RB171 at

5 x 10-7mol rl level in B-R buffer is shown in Fig. 10.2. Adsorptive collecting of the

reactive dye molecules for 60s, usually resulted in three cathodic reduction peaks. The

first cathodic peak at -209 mV peak potential with 33.7 nA peak current was

suggested to be due to the electrochemical reduction of copper (II) ions in the Reactive

dye/Cu (II) complex to copper amalgam. The second stripping voltammetric response

at Ep = -330 mV (ip = 18.4 nA) is probably associated with the reduction of the two

azo chromogen functional moieties. However, the reduction process for the two

chlorotriazine reactive systems is thought to be attributed to the third AdSV wave

obtained at Ep = -950 mV and -1.02 V. In addition, a pre-peak in front of, but

unresolved from, the Copper (I1)-RB 171 complex wave was apparent at E, = -57 mV

(i, = 15.8 nA), which is believed to be related to the cathodic reduction of the free

copper (II) ions (not complexed by the reactive dye).
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Reactive Red 141

Reactive Blue 171

Figure 10.1: The molecular structure of the tested bisazo reactive dyes.

Potential ( -V)
Figure 10.2: AdSYof5xlO-7M Reactive Blue 171 in the presence of5xl0-6M c« (II),
in B-R buffer at pH 4 after accumulating for 2 min at 0.0 Y with 6 mY s-I scan rate.
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Clearly, this RBl71 reactive dye can be monitored directly via the reduction of

its azo and/or chlorotriazine groups or alternatively it can be monitored indirectly by

its copper (II) complex. Since one azo functional moiety in the RBI7I molecular

structure has an ortho-amino substitution to the azo system rather than ortho-hydroxy

substitution, the copper ions may not be incorporated into an appropriate ring system.

Hence this extra azo functional group may not undergo complex reaction with Cu (II)

metal ions, and accordingly only one half of the bifunctional azo system present in the

bisazo RBI7I molecule will act as a chelating agent.

On the other hand, RR141 has a symmetrical molecular structure i.e. both the

azo moieties had an ortho-hydroxy substitution, therefore, both the azo functional

systems can develop a complex with copper (II) ions. Furthermore, due to the fact that

there is no variation in the chemical environment around these azo centres, the AdSV

response for the electrochemical reduction of Cu (II)lReactive dye complexes on both

edges of the RR141 molecule will be identical and appeared at the same position on

the adsorptive stripping voltammogram, Similar conclusions and outcomes are

expected for the stripping voltammetric response of the two azo moieties present in the

reactive dye molecules. Confirmation for the above remarks can be extracted from the

adsorptive stripping voltarnmogram of 5 x 10-7 mol r' RR141 in B-R buffer (pH 4)

given in Fig. 10.3. In acidic solution, it is more often that the AdSV peaks due to the

cathodic reduction of azo moiety and Reactive dye/Cu (II) complex are not completely

resolved and separated. Therefore, the presence of two large electrochemical signals

related to the reduction of the bifunctional azo systems, as well as the reduction of two

Metal-Reactive dye chelates in a limited location, will result in one single overlapped

AdSV peak as can been observed for the considerable AdSV wave obtained at peak

potential = -257 mV with 73.7 nA peak current (see Fig. 10.3). In addition, the

consumption of the free copper (II) ions is high in the situation when both the present

azo groups for RR141 can develop and form a Metal-Dye complex. This can be

proved and verified from the absence of the AdSV peak which, is thought to be

corresponded to the cathodic reduction of the free copper (II) ions from the stripping

voltammogram ofRR141. However, this reactive dye shows a pair of AdSV peaks at

peak potential of -950 mV and -1.13 V (the latter signal is a well-defmed peak with

109 nA peak current). These adsorptive voltammetric peaks are believed to be due to

the reductive elimination of the active chlorine atoms on the triazine ring.
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10.5 Parameters Affecting Adsorptive Stripping Behaviour

10.5.1 Effect of supporting electrolyte constituent

Preliminary experiments were carried out in various supporting I ctr Iyt in

order to examine their utility for the determination of these reactiv dy y Ad

The chlorotriazine-based bisazo reactive dyes, RB 171 and RR 141 in acetate bu r

(pH 5), yielded a similar AdSV behaviour to that observed with B-R buff r p 4. In

pH 5 acetate buffer, the stripping voltammogram obtained for RBI71 exhibit d thr

AdSV peaks, one for the Cu (II)IRB171 complex at Bp = -153 mV with p curr nt

of 19.89 nA. The second electrochemical wave for the azo moeity of th fr ti

dye molecules obtained at -249 mV (i, = 16.9 nA), whereas the third trippin

voltammetric peak related to the cathodic reduction of the chlor triazin r activ

group was observed at -1.06 V. In contrast, RR141 yielded only tw d V i

one large electrochemical peak at Ep = -184 mV and with 32 nA P ak curr nt. hi

AdSV peak is believed to have resulted from the overlapping of the cath die r du ti n

of the RR141-Copper (II) complex and the bifunctional azo sy t m f th fr

RR141. This electrochemical behaviour is in agreement with the r ult and finding

that were obtained when employing pH 4 B-R buffer as a supporting el tr I e. h
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second stripping voltammetric response was a pair of peaks at -995 mV and -1.175 V

with peak currents of 64.4 nA and 48.5 nA, respectively. These latter AdSV signals

were suggested to be associated with the reduction of the chlorotriazine reactive

systems.

However, both RB171 and RR141 measured in pH 10 carbonate butTer,

exhibited three well-developed and well-separated AdSV peaks corresponding to the

reduction of the adsorbed Copper (Ilj-Reactive dye complex and to the azo and

chlorotriazine systems of the adsorbed free reactive dye. As can be seen from

Fig. 10.4, the overlap between the Cu (H)-Reactive dye peak and the azo peak for

RR141 was resolved due to the negative shift in the peak potential of the azo

functional moiety of RR141 at higher pH solutions. In pH 10 carbonate butTer the

resolution of the peak potential between Reactive dye/Cu (II) peak and the free azo

peak was 420 mV and 427 mV for RBI7I and RR141, respectively. Accordingly, for

RRI4I, the subsequent studies were carried out in pH 10 carbonate butTer solution or

alternatively with Britton-Robinson solution at high pH values. However, B-R buffer

solutions were a convenient media for the determination of RB 171 at various pH

values (e.g. pH 2-12). Table 10.1 summarises the influence of the butTer composition

on the peak potential and peak current of the adsorbed Cu (ll) !Reactive dye complex,

azo and chlorotriazine groups for the studied reactive dyes in various supporting

electrolytes.

T bla e 10.1: Influence of supporting electrolyte on reactive dyes' AdSV behaviour.

Cu(D)/Dye peak Azo peak Chlorotriazine
DYE ButTer

Ep( -V) ip(oA) Ep(-v) ip(aA) Ep( -V) i,c aA)

B-R 0.209 33.7 0.330 18.4 1.02 20.5
ButTer

RB171 Acetate 0.153 19.9 0.249 16.9 1.06 8.4

Carbonate 0.254 23.7 0.674 7.2 0.851 37.5
1.07 9.1

B-R Overlapped 0.950 15
ButTer Ep=O.2S7 Ip=73.7 1.13 109

RR141 Acetate
Overlapped 0.995 64.4

Ep=O.184 Ip=32 1.175 48.5

Carbonate 0.263 25.5 0.720 15.9 1.01 47.2
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Figure 10.4: AdSV obtained for 5xlO-7M RR 141 in the _presence of5xl0-6M Cu -1

(Ilj.in pH 10 carbonate buffer. Eacc= 0.0 V and Tacc= 2 mm and scan rate = 6 mV s .

10.5.2 Effect of pH

The test solution pH value is a crucial parameter owing to its influence on the

stability of the Reactive dye/Copper (IT) complex, and therefore, it affects its peak

potential as well as its peak height. Consequently, a detailed study of the effect of pH

on the measurement of the free reactive dye ligands and their metal complexes has

been performed. This is shown in Fig. 10.5, in which the peak height of Cu (IJ)-

Reactive dye complex of RB 171 and RR14l is plotted as a function of pH after two

minutes accumulation period at 0.0 V in B-R buffer solution containing 5 x 10-7 mol r)
reactive dyes. For RB171, the study of the effect of pH on the complex peak current

showed that an acidic medium with pH values 2-4 represents the best experimental

condition for the analysis of the Cu (II)-RB 171 complex. Variations in pH over the

range 2-4 did not markedly affect the complex AdSV peak current, whereas at a pH

more than 6, the peak current gradually decreased till it rapidly dropped between pH

10 and 12. In comparison, although large electrochemical signals were observed at

low pH values for RR141, it appears that the optimal pH value for the monitoring of
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RRI41-eu(II) complex signal may be within the pH range 8-10. This alkaline

solution provided 300--400 mV peak potential resolution and separation between the

complex peak and the free ligand azo peak with reasonable peak currents.

With the exception of the neutral pH solution, for most of the studied pH

values, the Cu (II) !Reactive dye complex peak current for RRl41 was higher than that

obtained for RBI71, which supports the assumption that RR141 has two azo

functional systems, which both can undergo complex formation with copper (II) ions,

whereas RB171 has only one azo functional group applicable for such complex

formation. However, the adsorption process and the stability of the formed Reactive

dye-Cu (II) complex in alkaline solution are generally low, as can be noticed for

RB171 at extreme basic media (pH 12). This substantial peak height reduction is

probably due to the copper (II) hydrolysis!", However, it was found that the peak

potential for Cu (II)-RBI71 exhibited a shift in the negative direction by 323 mV

when pH was varied over the range 2-12. Meanwhile, the peak potentials for the

eu(II)-RRI41 complex peak shifted about 33 mV pH-) unit in the negative direction

over the pH range from 2 to 6. The cause for the observed negative shift is not fully

understood, nonetheless, it has been suggested that as the concentration of OH - and

the ionisation degree of the ortho-hydroxy group nearby to the azo functional system

rise with pH, Cu (II) complexes with more negative charges are formed. The

repulsion between the negative charges and the HMDE makes the reduction of Cu (II)

complexes more difficult!'.

In the same way, the effect of the variation of the test solution pH value on the

AdSV behaviour of the azo functional group for RBI71 and RRI41 was also

evaluated. Figure 10.6 illustrates the influence of this experimental parameter (pH) on

the azo peak current for the studied reactive dyes. In general, similar results and

fmdings to that recently reported for the effect of pH on the AdSV peak height of

eu(II)lReactive dye complexes were also obtained for the azo peak height of the free

reactive dye ligands. To sum up briefly, the optimum pH value for monitoring both

the azo group and the Reactive dye/Cu (II) electrochemical signals for RB171 is at

acidic media (PH 2-4). By contrast RR141 is best measured by any of the two

stripping voltammetric waves at higher pH values (PH 8-10), which assured good

peak potential resolution between the complexed reactive dye and the free azo ligand.

Finally, a shift of60 mV pH-) and 68 mV pH-) to a more negative potential for the free

reactive dye azo peak potentials for RB171 and RR141, respectively, with the
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Figure 10.5: Effect of pH on Cu (II)/Reactive dye complex peak
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variation of pH over the range from 2 to 12, was observed and represented in

Fig. 10.7. This negative shift in the azo peak potentials indicates a consumption of

hydrogen ions in the electrode reaction. Table 10.2 summaries the effect of pH on the

peak current and peak potential of Cu (H)-Reactive dye, azo and chlorotriazine signals

for RB171 and RR141.

Table to.2: Effect of pH on the studied bisazo reactive dyes' AdSV behaviour.

Cu (II)/Dye peak Azo peak Chlorotriazine
pH

Bp (-V) ip (nA) Bp (-V) ip (nA) Bp (-V) ip (nA)

pH2 0.047 43.1 0.178 111.4 1.11 40.1

pH4 0.206 42.4 0.322 28.3 1.1 7.9

RBt71 pH6 0.254 33.5 0.377 22.6 0.773 25.8

pH8 0.270 33.9 0.553 10.1 0.790 45.2

pH 10 0.284 32 0.698 9 0.860 42.5

pH 12 0.370 10.8 0.750 19.5 0.941 26.6

pH2 Overlapped 1.06 130.7
Eo~O.173 ID~llO.'

pH4 Overlapped 1.15 95.1
Eo=O.2S7 ID~73

RRt41 pH6 0.305 26 0.475 8.5 1.05 26.3

pH8 .0305 37 0.622 19.9 1.08 54

pH to 0.305 48.7 0.728 40.6 1.08 61

pH 12 0.305 20.5 0.820 7 1.160 10.3
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Figure 10.7: Effect of pH on azo peak potential of RB171 and
RR141.

10.5.3 Effect of accumulation time and potential

Figure 10.8 shows the dependence of the adsorptive stripping peak currents of

the Copper (Ilj/Reactive dye complex and the azo functional system for both analysed

bisazo reactive dyes on the accumulation time parameter. It is apparent that the

Reactive dye/Cu (II) complex was adsorbed effectively, even at very short collection

times, compared to the adsorption process of the free ligands (Reactive dye).

However, when applying longer accumulation periods, the complex peak height starts

to decrease since the free reactive dye molecules are co-adsorbed competitively onto

the adsorption sites at the surface of the HMDE. On the other hand, the peak current

of the reduction process of the azo functional group increased almost linearly on

extending the accumulation times up to 240s and 180s for RBI7I and RR141,

respectively. Beyond these accumulation times, the increase in the azo peak height

levelled off. These deviations at longer accumulation times are due to the total

coverage of the surface of the working electrode by a monolayer of the reactive dye

deposits. A two-minute accumulation time was adopted for the AdSV analysis of both

the investigated RB171 and RR141 compounds. Meanwhile, negligible effects for the

accumulation potential on either the peak height or peak potential of Cu (II)/Reactive

dye complex and azo group were observed. An accumulation potential of 0.0 V was

selected as optimal for the subsequent investigations.
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Figure 10.8: Effect of accurrulation time on Cu corrplex and azo peak currents of

RB171 and RR141.

10.5.4 Effect of reactive dye concentration

The reactive dye concentration was varied between I x 10-7 and I x 10-6mol r'
in the presence of 1 x 10-6mol r' copper (II) after two minute accumulation period in

B-R buffer in order to optimise the analytical procedure. The dependence of the peak

height of the azo group of the free RB 171 and copper (II) complex AdSV signals on

the reactive dye concentration is shown in Fig. 10.9. In the case of the Cu (II)1RB171

stripping voltammetric response, it was found that its peak current increased with

RBI71 concentration up to 4 x 10-7 mol rI, above which the Copper (II)lReactive dye

complex peak height decreased with the further addition of the reactive dye which

compete for the adsorption sites at the HMDE. Whereas, the peak current of the

reduction of the azo functional moiety increased linearly over the given RB171

concentration range. On the other hand, the peak potential of the azo systems of the

free RB 171 was negligibly affected by the variation of the reactive dye concentration

while the peak potential of the Cu (II)1RB171 complex peak exhibits a noticeable shift

in the cathodic direction (~Ep = 182 mY). Similar results were obtained for the

Copper (II)1RR141 complex peak. The optimal reactive dye concentration for the

following studies for the determination of copper (II) metal ions is, therefore, in the

level of 4 x 10-7 mol r' reactive dye.
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10.5.5 Effect of varying Cu (ll) concentration

Similarly, the influence of the variation of copper (II) ion concentration over

the range 1 xl 0-6 to 9 xl 0-6 mol r' on the electrochemical behaviour of the opper

(II)lReactive dye complex wave was also investigated. The peak height of these

stripping voltammetric peaks for RBI7I and RR14I were measured as a function of

the Cu (II) concentration and represented in Fig. 10.10. As expected, the copper (II)

complex peak heights for both RBI7l and RR141 increased linearly with the

continuous additions of copper (II) concentration. This increase reflects the increased

formation of the Reactive dye/Cu (II) complex. There was no significant variation in

the Copper (II)lReactive dye peak potential for both reactive dyes when the

concentration of Cu (II) increased from I xl 0-6 to 9 xl 0.6 mol l". However, the test

sample solutions were found to be contaminated with trace amounts of Cu (II), hence,

the Cu (II)/ Reactive dye complex AdSV signal is observable even when no u (II)

solution were added to the voltammetric cell.
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10.5.6 Effect of scan rate

Another experimental condition that affects the AdSV response of the Copper

(II)lReactive dye complex and the azo functional group is the scan rate parameter. The

effect of scan rate on the stripping voltammetric peak currents of the Copper-complex

and the azo system was examined over the 2-12 mV s·lrange and summarised in Table

10.3. It was observed that the cathodic peak height of Cu (1I)lReactive dyes complex

for RB 171 and RR141 increased linearly at first and then levels off. The linear

increase is to be expected for the cathodic reduction for adsorbed material'".

However, the variation of scan rate has no significant effect on the Dye ICu (II) peak

potential for both bisazo reactive dyes. A scan rate of 6 mV so) was chosen as an

optimal condition for the AdSV monitoring of the adsorbed Cu (II)/Reactive dye

complex. In addition, this experimental parameter has a profound and considerable

influence on the peak height of the second AdSV signal (azo wave) for RB171 and

RR141, as can be seen from Fig. 10.11. When the scan rate was increased in steps

from 2 to 12 mV s", it was observed that the azo peak current enhanced substantially

(nearly 5-6 times its initial value), whereas, the azo peak potentials were shifted in the

negative direction by 74 mV and 58 mV for RBI71 and RR141, respectively.
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Table 10.3: Effect of scan rate on peak currents and peak potentials of RB 171 and

RR141.

Dye Scan Rate

2 mV S-l 4 mV S-l 6 mV s" 8mVs-1 10mYs' 12mY 9-'

Bp (-V) 0.101 0.100 0.101 0.104 0.112 0.112
Cu/Dye
peak

ip (nA) 68.1 78.5 85 89.1 91.5 93

RBl71

Bp (-V) 0.518 0.548 0.568 0.577 0.587 0.592
Azo
peak

ip (nA) 1.97 4.3 5.7 7 9.5 9.7

Bp (-V) 0.140 0.140 0.140 0.140 0.140 0.140
Cu/Dye
peak

i, (nA) 67.2 80 81.4 83.3 84.3 87
RR141

Bp (-V) 0.591 0.608 0.620 0.633 0.635 0.649
Azo
peak

ip (nA) 3.8 9.8 14.7 19.5 24.4 25.3

30

25

~ 20-c:~ 15
:J
0

~ 10
Cl)
0..

5

0
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

Scan Rate ( mV/s )
Figure 10.11: Effect of scan rate on azo peak current of RB171

and RR141.
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10.6 Quantitative Utility

The collective adsorption of the Reactive dye/Cu (II) complex can be used as

an effective accumulation step prior to the voltammetric measurement. In this

approach, highly sensitive measurements of RB171 and RR141 can be achieved by

means of AdSV analysis of the Dye/Copper complex. A detection limit of 8.1 x 10-9

and 7.8 xlO-9 mol rl for RBI71 and RR141, respectively, were estimated from

measurements of these reactive dyes at the optimum experimental conditions.

Detection limits are calculated based on the signal-to-noise ratio of 3 (SIN=3).

Furthermore, the reproducibility and stability of the proposed analytical procedure

were also evaluated. For eight successive measurements of I x 10-7 mol r' of each
bisazo reactive dye, a relative standard deviation (RSD %) of 2.7% and 2.6% for

RB171 and RR141, respectively, were estimated. Such precise behaviour is attributed

to the reproducibility of the adsorption process of the complex, and to the use of a new

drop of reproducible working electrode area in each run. The Copper (II)lReactive

dye complexes for RBI7I and RRI4I were found to be stable for at least two hours.

10.7 Interference Studies

Interference can be caused by co-existing metal ions capable of forming

reducible chelates with RBI71 or RR141. These may affect the free reactive dye

and/or copper (II) complex response via an overlapping peak or may compete for

adsorption sites. Hence, such interfering effects arising from various metal ions,

organic surfactants, chelating agents and other reactive dyes were examined. Studies

of interference were carried out with the recommended procedure in solution

containing 1 xIO-6mol r' Cu (II) and after the addition of 10 J1Mof the interfering

metal ions. No significant interferences were observed from the addition of I xl O-s

mol r' Lead (II), Iron (II), Nickel (II), Cobalt (II), line (II), Manganese (II), Selenium

(IV), Tin (II), Indium (II), Aluminium (III), Titanium (IV), Sodium (II), Magnesium

(II), Barium (II), Calcium (II) and Lithium (I). In addition, interference by organic

surface-active compounds was tested with the model surfactant Triton X-lOO. The

presence of surface-active substance could diminish the surface area of the HMDE

available for Cu (II)-reactive dye complexes, and therefore, inhibit the adsorption
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process. In the presence of 2 mg r' of the non-ionic Triton X-I ~O,the height of the

Cu (1I)lReactive dye peak was reduced by 31% and 50% for RB171 and RR141,

respectively.

However, interfering effects of some chlorotriazine-based azo reactive dyes

related to the studied RBI71 and RRI41 bisazo reactive dyes and which are expected

to undergo complex formation with Cu (II) or:compete on the adsorption sites, were

also investigated. The sensitivity for the determination of 1 xlO·7mol rl RB171 via

its Cu (II) complex was reduced by 8%, 13% and 17% after the addition of 2 x 10.7

mol r' Reactive Orange 12, Reactive Red 24 and Reactive Red 120, respectively.

Similarly, the presence of these interfering reactive dyes lead to a reduction of

RR1411Cu (II) peak height by 9%, 13% and 13% respectively. Finally, the possible

interfering effects of chelating substances were tested by adding EDTA to the sample

solution. The Copper (II)lReactive dye complex peak currents of 1 x l0-7 mol r'
RB171 or RR141 were not affected when the ratio of Reactive dye: EDTA was equal

to 1. Nonetheless, if the chelating agent was present at relatively high concentrations

(e.g. 2 xlO~ mol r\ interfering by masking the available Cu (II) ions would be likely.

In fact, it yielded nearly 10% reduction in the Cu (Ilj-Reactive dye peak height for

both RB17l and RR141.

10.8 Practical Applications

The suitability of the developed method was tested by determining copper ions

in two environmental samples; river water and tap water. Three successive standard

additions to the test samples resulted in well-defmed AdSV peaks (see Table 10.4).

The Copper (II)lReactive dye peak in the original sample can thus be quantified based

on the resulting standard addition plot. The results for the determination of copper

ions in river samples by using RB171 and RR141 as chelating agents were 8.2 xlO~

and 7.5 x10-6mol r', respectively. However, the content of the copper ions in tap

water samples was 7.5 xlO-6and 8 xl0-6 mol r', respectively. These obtained results

were approximately equivalent and in agreement with the reported results for the

determination of copper ions by AdSV in similar environmental samples after their

complexation with heterocyclic azo compounds',
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Table 10.4: Standard addition method for the measurement of Cu (II) ion in real
~ractical samples via it Cu (II)IReactive dye AdSV signal.

Standard Cu(II)/Dye Peak Current (nA)
Sample

Additions RBl71 RR141

a = Test Sample 130 183

a+ 1 x 10-6M Cu(I1) 138 215
Tap Water

a+3 x 10-6M Cu(II) 183 236

a+5 x 10-6M Cu(I1) 215 302

b = Test Sample 118 151

b+ 1 x 10-6M Cu(II) 136 156
River Water

b+3 x 10-6M Cu(II) 149 196

b+5 x 10-6M Cu(II) 180 239
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10.9 Conclusions

The present study described an effective means for the determination of low

levels of two chlorotriazine-based bisazo reactive dyes (RB171 and RR141) based on

their copper (II) complexes, by differential-pulse adsorptive stripping voltammetry.

The two bisazo reactive dyes formed a Cu(II)-Reactive dye complex which effectively

adsorbed onto the HMDE. However, the free reactive dyes can be monitored also via

their azo functional and/or chlorotriazine reactive signals. The study pointed out that

only one azo functional system of RB 171 appears to undergo complex formation with

Cu (II) ions, whereas, RR141 has two azo systems that can develop a chelating

reaction with Cu (II). Experimental parameters for adsorptive stripping analysis of

these reactive dyes have been verified and their conditions have been optimised.

Detection limits as low as 8.1 xIO-9 and 7.8 xIO-9 mol r' for RBI71 and RR141,

respectively, can be detected by AdSV in the presence of copper ions. The proposed

method is nearly a selective approach for the determination of copper ions since no

significant interferences from other metal ions were observed, nonetheless, organic

surface-active agents severely interfere by inhibiting the adsorption of the

eu(II)lReactive dye complex. In addition, chelating agents such as EDTA and other

reactive dye molecules would also interfere. Finally, the applicability of the

developed procedure for the direct measurement of copper ions in two practical

samples was demonstrated.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

11.1 Final Conclusions

AdSV is one of the stripping voltammetric techniques that has received

considerable attention over the last two decades. The high sensitivity. the wide

applicability of the method and the relatively inexpensive instrumentation are some of

the attractive features of the AdSV technique over other analytical methods. This

electroanalytical method is based on the nonelectrolytic accumulation (adsorption) of

the analyte followed by a cathodic reductive scan measurement. In fact, AdSV has

shown in recent years its suitability and superiority for monitoring numerous analytes

and particularly synthetic dyes that exhibit surface-active properties. The present

study has been devoted to investigate the AdSV behaviour and analysis of several

reactive dyes with their attempted hydrolysed forms and metal ion complexes at

nanomolar concentration levels.

AdSV has been successfully used for monitoring and studying the

anthraquinone-based reactive dye (Reactive Blue 19). The stripping voltammograms

of this reactive dye exhibited either one or two AdSV peaks depending on the pH

value of the supporting electrolyte. The first well-developed cathodic reduction peak

was related to the two-electron reversible reduction of the anthraquinone moiety.

However, a further AdSV peak was observed when alkaline solutions or carbonate

buffer were used, due to the cathodic reduction of anthrone product, which is yielded

from a tautomeric rearrangement. Hence, Reactive Blue 19 can be determined directly

via its AdSV signals corresponding to the anthraquinone and/or anthrone groups.

With respect to the electrochemical reduction of the anthraquinone group, its stripping

voltammetric peak is observed when the linear sweep mode is used or when applying

the differential pulse mode in the presence of boric acid. The absence of the

anthraquinone signal in the differential pulse mode is believed to occur because. when

this functional group is reduced in the adsorbed state, it is reduced so rapidly that

reduction is complete before the current is monitored at the end of the pulse. This
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electrochemical behaviour is in good agreement with the Komorsk-Lovric theory that

indicates that for a very fast and reversible reduction of an adsorbed species, which

yields an adsorbed product, reduction of the adsorbed species occurs immediately the

pulse is applied and that no faradaic current remains when the current is monitored

near the end of pulse application. On the other hand, the sulfatoethylsulfone or

vinylsulfone reactive systems show no electrochemical activity for all the used

supporting buffers.

Meanwhile, the cyclic voltarnmetric studies of Reactive Blue 19 confirmed that

the reduction of the first anthraquinone wave was a reversible process. In contrast, the

absence of the anodic peak, coupled with the cathodic peak related to the reduction of

anthrone product, indicates the irreversible characteristic of this product. In fact, the

differential pulse AdSV and cyclic voltammetric behaviours of Reactive Blue 19 were

very similar and identical with the corresponding electrochemical behaviours and

results reported for structurally similar anthraquinone-based reactive dyes (Procion

Blue MX-R and Cibacron Blue 3GA). The effect of pH over the range 2-12 on the

well-defined AdSV peak (anthraquinone peak) was also studied. The anthraquinone

signal was observable in all neutral, acidic and alkaline solutions. Clearly, both the

peak potential and height of this electrochemical group are pH dependent. Its peak

potential shifted to more negative values when pH value was increased. In addition,

when measuring the anthraquinone peak current of Reactive Blue 19 as a function of

accumulation time or reactive dye concentration, a linear relationship was observed.

Similarly, the influence of various experimental conditions and instrumental

parameters was also evaluated and discussed in detail. The possible differentiation

between the original reactive dye and its hydrolysed and intermediate vinylsulfone

forms was also attempted. Nonetheless, owing to the absence of stripping

voltammetric signal of the sulfatoethylsulfone reactive group, the discrimination

between these different forms is limited when direct measurement by AdSV was

applied without prior separation.

Furthermore, the present study evaluated the influence of several surfactants on

the adsorptive stripping response of anthraquinone group of Reactive Blue 19

molecules adsorbed onto the HMDE. It was found that many surface-active

substances interfere severely with the AdSV signal of the analysed reactive dye.

Surfactants compete with the analysed reactive dye for the adsorption sites on the

HMOE, which can lead to a co-adsorption problem for the AdSV analysis. The
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inhibition of the electrode reaction of the anthraquinone group by the presence of

Glycerol, Sorbitol, TPPC and Triton-X surfactants was observed, resulting in a

decreased peak current. In comparison, the addition of these surfactants has no

significant effect on the shape and peak potential of the anthraquinone AdSV signal.

On the other hand, the addition of Gelatine at low concentrations leads to a catalytic

enhancement influence on the analytical signal, yet another suppressive action was

noticed at high Gelatine concentrations. In fact, similar AdSV behaviours of several

synthetic dyes in the presence of Gelatine were reported in the literature.

The type and overall charge of the surfactants have a considerable effect on the

monitored anthraquinone peak current. The cationic surfactant TPPC exhibited a

noticeable inhibition influence on this electrochemical signal. In contrast, the anionic

surfactant Aerosol OT enhanced and improved the anthraquinone peak current. The

contribution of several experimental conditions on the peak height of the tested

reactive dye in the presence of surfactants was also evaluated. As a result, some

experimental parameters can be adjusted so that the inhibition action of the surfactant

is minimised and a significant recovery of the analytical signal of interest is gained.

For instance, short accumulation time « 3 min), proper choice of pre-concentration

potential (Eacc = -0.3 V) and pH value over the range 8-10 are recommended as an

optimal conditions to reduce the surfactants coadsorption problems.

Besides the vinylsulfone-based anthraquinone reactive dye, other reactive dyes

with different reactive systems and chromophore groups were also investigated in

detail. Fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dyes were monitored in Britton-Robinson

buffer (PH 8) after 2 minutes accumulation at 0.0 V. The analysed four fluorotriazine

reactive dyes exhibited two adsorptive stripping peaks, which are associated with the

reduction of the azo functional group and fluorotriazine reactive system. However, the

azo AdSV signal was more favoured for the subsequent electroanalytical application,

due to its well-developed peak shape, large AdSV response and its peak potential

location far from the electrolyte discharge wave. Apart from the poor and small

stripping voltammetric peak for the fluorotriazine reactive group, the AdSV behaviour

of these fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dyes was approximately comparable to that

for other structurally similar chlorotriazine-based azo reactive dyes. Preliminary

studies for these reactive dyes indicated that the variations of the chemical structure

around the azo functional group has a significant effect on its peak potential. For

instance, fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dye 4 has a weak electron-releasing
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NHCONH2 group on the ortho position to the azo group which slightly increase the

electron density and hence relatively facilitates the reduction process of the azo group.

In comparison. fluorotriazine reactive dye 1 has a strong electron-relaesing methoxy

group substituent, which restrains and delays the electrochemical reduction process.

This was reflected in the less negative peak potential for fluorotriazine reactive dye 4

compared to fluorotriazine reactive dye 1. As a result of these peak potential

variations, the developed AdSV procedure was successfully applied to the

simultaneous determination of more than two fluorotriazine reactive dyes in mixtures.

These studied fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dyes can be analysed by the

proposed AdSV method down to the ng r' level with satisfactory small relative

standard deviations (1.2-1.6%). Although the reactivity of the fluorine atom

substituent on the triazine group is theoretically high, however, the electrochemical

distinction between the original fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dyes and their

hydrolysed products was not promising or adequate, due to the continuance of the

fluorotriazine AdSV signal after the attempted hydrolysis process. However, despite

the various attempts to uncover the reasons for such AdSV behaviour of the

fluorotriazine group, the cause for this observation is not fully understood at this stage.

In fact, it should be borne in mind and recalled that the electrochemical behaviour of

the unhydrolysed (original) reactive dye gave a broad ill-developed AdSV peak for the

fluorotriazine reactive system, hence, the attempted hydrolysis reaction may not effect

its peak current considerably. Nonetheless, a further more detailed and comprehensive

electrochemical and UV spectroscopic studies should be carried out to try to explain

the cause for such AdSV behaviour.

In addition to the direct analysis of the fluorotriazine-based azo reactive dyes

via their azo and/or fluorotriazine AdSV peaks, these reactive dyes can be monitored

by their catalytic-AdSV signals in the presence of nickel (II) ion. The applied

procedure is based on the effective interfacial accumulation of Ni (II}lFluorotriazine

dye complex onto the HMDE and the catalytic reduction of the adsorbed complex.

After the latter electrochemical reduction process, the initial Reactive dyelNi (II)

complex is regenerated by the homogeneous chemical reaction and undergoes further

electrochemical process. Consequently, a favourable peak current enhancement is

gained as a result of this catalytic cycle. Indeed, these fluorotriazine reactive dyes in

the presence of Ni (II) ion. exhibited a new well-defmed catalytic-AdSV peak at

-0.82 V, which was suggested to be related to the reduction ofNi (II) in the adsorbed
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complex. This observed AdSV peak was much larger and greater than the

conventional AdSV peak corresponding to the free ligand (reactive dyes). Various

experimental conditions that effect the catalytic-AdSV properties of these

fluorotriazine reactive dyes have been evaluated and optimised. Clearly, the catalytic

peaks current increased linearly when measured as a function of accumulation time,

reactive dye concentration and nickel ion concentration. However, most of the tested

metal ions that were present in the test solutions as a co-existing interferents, did not

cause any significant effect when existing at low concentrations on the catalytic

response of nickel ion. Nevertheless, surface-active substances such as Triton X-I DO,

TPPC and Aerosol OT have a considerable inhibition influence on the electrochemical

signal of interest.

In recent years, a new class ofbisazo dyes have been developed and introduced

to the dye industry. The bichlorotriazine-based bisazo reactive dyes are a

representative for this new class of azo dyes, which are composed of bifunctional azo

chromogen groups and bifunctional chlorotriazine reactive systems. In view of the

importance of investigating the electrochemical characteristic and property of these

chlorotriazine reactive dyes, a comparison study between the AdSV behaviour of the

double anchor-based bisazo reactive dyes with the AdSV behaviour of a structurally

similar monoazo reactive dye with single chlorotriazine anchoring system was carried

out. Accordingly, the AdSV behaviour of two double anchor-based bisazo reactive

dyes (Reactive Orange 12 and Reactive Red 120) were compared with the AdSV

behaviour of two chlorotriazine-based monoazo reactive dyes (Reactive Yellow 84

and Reactive Red 24, respectively). Preliminary studies indicated that for the

chlorotriazine reactive dyes when accumulated at 0.0 V for two minutes, their

adsorptive stripping voltammograms exhibited two well-separated, well-defined

electrochemical waves associated with the reduction of the azo and chlorotriazine

groups. However, it appeared that the peak current of the AdSV peaks for the bisazo

reactive dyes, Reactive Orange 12 and Reactive Red 120, were more enhanced (nearly

twice) that observed for the monoazo reactive dyes, Reactive Yellow 84 and Reactive

Red 24, owing to the duplication of the presence of chromophore and anchoring

systems. As a result of this enhancement in the peak current of the azo and

chlorotriazine groups for the bisazo reactive dyes, a significant improvement on the

AdSV detection of the new class reactive dyes at a1tratrace-Ievelsmeasurements via

their azo and/or chlorotriazine signals is expected.
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It is worthwhile to mention that due to the symmetrical molecular structure of

these chlorotriazine bisazo reactive dyes and the invariability of the chemical

environment around each azo or chlorotriazine groups, only a large single AdSV peak

was observed for the azo functional group or chlorotriazine reactive system. Optimum

experimental conditions were also evaluated and reported in detail. On the whole, the

hydrolysis studies for these chlorotriazine reactive dyes indicated that the hydrolysis

process was slow. In fact, after 4 hours of the hydrolysis, nearly half the initial

chlorotriazine reactive group peak heights for most of the tested chlorotriazine reactive

dyes remained.

Finally, the preconcentration of the copper (II) complexes of some

chlorotriazine-based bisazo reactive dyes (Reactive Blue 171 and Reactive Red 141),

followed by a quantitative AdSV measurement, can be used as an indirect analysis

method for these chlorotriazine bisazo reactive dyes via their further Cu (1I)lReactive

dye complex signal. The Cu (1I)lReactive dye complexes were found to be adsorbed

effectively onto the HMDE prior to the cathodic reduction of the copper (II) ion in the

adsorbed complex. Both the chlorotriazine-based bisazo reactive dyes, RB171 and RR

141, have at least one azo functional moiety with ortho-hydroxy group capable of

undergoing the LigandlMetal ion complex formation. Accordingly, the adsorptive

stripping voltammograms of both chlorotriazine-based bisazo reactive dyes exhibited a

new well-defined AdSV peak, which are believed to be related to the reduction of

Cu (II) in the formed complexes. However, the free reactive dyes can be monitored

also via their azo and/or chlorotriazine AdSV signals. Owing to the symmetrical

molecular structure of Reactive Red 141 (i.e. both the azo moieties had an ortho-

hydroxy group), both the azo centres can act as a chelating agent and hence undergo

Cu (II) complex formation. In contrast, Reactive Blue 171 has only one azo centre

with o-hydroxy substitution, thus, the second half with o-amino group may not be

applicable and suitable for the subsequent copper complex formation.

In order to maximise the eu(II)lReactive dye electrochemical response, several

experimental parameters must be optimised. An acidic solution with pH values 2-4

was found to be an optimal condition that ensured high sensitivity for the analysis of

Reactive Blue 171 via its Cu (II) complex. Meanwhile, for Reactive Red 141, it

appeared that pH values within the range 8-10 can secure 0.3-0.4 V peak potential

resolution between the complex peak and free ligand azo peak with reasonable peak

currents. The peak current of Reactive dye/Cu (II) complex increased linearly, when
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measured as a function of the chlorotriazine reactive dyes and copper (II) ion

concentrations. Nonetheless, deviations from linearity due to the saturation of the

HMDE, were observed at higher reactive dye concentrations or when applying long

accumulation times. In most cases, no significant interference was observed after the

addition of 10-100 fold concentrations of numerous metal ions. However, as was the

case with previous AdSV signals associated with the reduction of anthraquinone, azo

and halo-triazine groups, surface-active substances severely interfere by inhibiting the

adsorption collection of the Cu (II)lReactive dye complex.
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11.2 Further Studies

Clearly, AdSV is sufficiently and satisfactorily useful as a research tool to

offer a means for studying and monitoring various reactive dyes (or organic

molecules/metal ions). Therefore, the AdSV behaviour and property ofa range of new

reactive dyes could be investigated in further work. A similar research study and

strategy can be extended to other reactive dyes including azo or anthraquinone-based

dyes with fluorotriazine, chlorotriazine or sulfatoethylsulfone reactive systems. For

instance, fluorotriazine-based reactive dye with anthraquinone chromophore group

might be an ideal candidate that can be compared with the chlorotriazine-based

anthraquinone reactive dyes (Procion Blue MX-R and Cibacron Blue 3GA), that are

well studied in the literature. Similarly, a more detailed electrochemical evaluation of

the characteristic of the bifunctional and double-anchoring reactive dyes, is another

field of interest. Once again, a double-anchoring system based on a fluorotriazine

reactive group will be a preferable example. In addition, it is also intended to study the

complexes of these bisazo reactive dyes with various metal ions other than copper (II)

ion. In fact, the dual adsorptive-catalytic enhancing action in the presence of nickel

(II) for the indirect analysis of bisazo reactive dyes is theoretically expected to

improve the analysis of the bisazo reactive dyes substantially and profoundly.

Surely, the slow hydrolysis reaction problem recognised and noticed in this

present study for the fluorotriazine and chlorotriazine reactive systems, needs further

detailed investigation, in orderto identify and defme the cause and the source for the

obtained odd hydrolysis behaviour. Hence, a comprehensive electrochemical

evaluation for all the various hydrolysis experimental conditions applied on a recent

and new reactive dye samples, together with a more detailed UV spectroscopic study

of the progress of the hydrolysis process, are some of the suggestions and

recommendations for further studies.

Likewise, to overcome the limitation in distinguishing between the Reactive

Blue-19 and its hydrolysis/methanolysis and/or structurally similar anthraquinone-

based reactive dyes, an alternative electroanalytical approach that can secure a

desirable discrimination between these different compounds and forms, can be

accomplished by applying different square wave frequencies. It is possible that by
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employing such a strategy at selected SW frequencies, the stripping voltammetric peak

potential shifts for these various forms may be different enough to assure reasonable

differentiation between these different compounds and forms. Such expectations are

based on the view of observations reported by a research team in Porto University,

Portugal (Barros and co-workers). They demonstrated that by applying the mentioned

electrochemical procedure, analytical discrimination between two substances with

very similar reduction potentials could be achieved.
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